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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 10.00 am, and read prayers.

MOTIONS - MOTIONS MADE ORDERS OF THE DAY
On motion without notice by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House), resolved -

That motion No 1, mismanagement of south west forests, be made an order of the
day for the next sitting.

On motion without notice by Hon B.K. Donaldson, resolved -

That motion No 5, condemnation of Minister for Transport regarding the
operations of Stateships, be made an order of the day for the next sitting.

MOTION - METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME AMENDMENT No 950-33,
DISALLOWANCE

Resumed from 7 December.
HON DERRICK TOMLINSON (East Metropolitan) [10.08 am]: It is of interest to me
that debate on the amendment for the north east corridor has shifted to focus clearly on
the protection of the Cnangara water mound. The reason for the shift, of course, is the
release last week of the so-called Board report - a report of the Legislative Assembly
Select Committee on Metropolitan Development and Groundwater Supplies. It is
essential that we understand what we are talking about when we are discussing the
protection of the Onangara mound. I refer members to a map prepared by the Water
Authority, entitled "Public Groundwater Source Protection Areas 19921. This is the most
recent map of the Onangara water supply protection area. To give members some
perspective of the area, we are talking about part of the City of Perth.
I refer to the northern boundary of the Gnangara public water supply protection area and
indicate that one-third of that water protection area is north of the metropolitan region.
The eastern boundary extends almost as far as the Brand Highway and almost as far as
the Swan River in the Swan Valley. It certainly extends to the south almost as far as
Guildford. I also point out that the three priority areas are indicated on this map by the
colours yellow, green and beige: Yellow indicates priority 1 areas - by far the largest part
of the Gnangara water protection area; and beige indicates priority 2 areas - the smallest
part of the Onangara water protection area. I draw the attention of members to the
priority 2 area in the south eastern corner of the Onangara water protection area, because
that is the contentious area we are now debating. I draw the attention of members also to
the priority 3 area which extends along the coast almost as far south as Lake Monger, to
the suburb of Wembley. It extends as far north as Two Rocks and takes in what is
described in the metropolitan region scheme as the north west corridor. That is a priority
3 water protection area.
I also point out to honourable members that the lines on this map follow cadastral
boundaries. They are nothing more than lines on a map, and those lines do not even
approximate the area of underground water underlying Perth. In fact, that underground
water extends from the scarp or fault line, known as the Darling Scarp, in the east. East
of the Darling Scarp we move into granitic formations. To the west of the Darling Scarp
there tends to be superficial sands, and underlying them are marine sedimentary layers.
At some time in our geological history there has been along that fault line an upthrust to
the east and a downthrust to the west, A subsequent upthrust to the west was followed by
a further downthrust. The net result is that most of the area to the west of that fault line
was at one stage under water. It is formed of sedimentary layers, which members know
are marine layers formed of deposition. That probably extended as far as the Continental
Shelf. Therefore, there is a quite pervious layer along the whole of the Swan coastal
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plain. That pervious layer contains ground water. It extends far beyond this map, as far
east as the Darling escarpment. It extends further west than the existing coastline. In
fact, bores have been put down between Perth and Rotcnest and have yielded fresh water.
There is evidence, not only of fresh water underlying Gage Roads in that sedimentary
layer, but also of fresh water permeating to the surface between Perth and Rottiest,
causing some speculation as to whether the Swan River at one stage entered the ocean at
or around Cottesloc, rather than Fremantle. It is a mystery of geological time.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Where is it flowing?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: That is an interesting point. It will depend entirely upon
the nature of the formations in which it is trapped and the shape of the pervious layers
around it.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Where does it flow?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I refer to the area on the map indicating the Mirrabooka
public underground pollution control area and public water supply area. The public
water supply area is the most interesting. Hon Sam Piancadosi asked the direction in
which it flows. First, we must ask what we understand by flow when talking about
underground water. We are talking about the movement of water by capillary action; it
does not flow as a surface stream flows because it is water trapped between impervious
particles. It moves between the impervious particles by an action known as capillary
action, but because it is water it will follow a couple of themes. Firstly, it will be acted
upon by gravity and will tend to move towards the centre of the earth. Secondly, it will
tend to follow the contours of the pervious and impervious layers.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Does it flow north, south, east or west?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: H-on Sam Piantadosi is becoming impatient. I know he
understands these things, but I want them in the Mansard record for posterity. I also
indicate that it probably is affected by what is popularly known as Newton's first law of
motion: Every body will continue in a state of rest or uniform motion in a straight line
unless acted upon by an external force. There is an external force acting on this
underground water supply, and that force is caused by the rotation of the earth. As a
consequence, the tendency of the water will be to flow west. I have already said there are
other things affecting that; that is, the contours of the impervious layer and the contours
of the ground water itself.
Let us focus our attention on this so-called Onangara mound. The mound is a superficial
aquifer. The map to which Hon Alannah MacTiernan and Hon Nick Griffiths referred on
page 6 of the metropolitan region scheme amendment 950/33, in EPA bulletin No 754 of
September 1994, shows the contours of the Gnangara mound which extend from a
contour of 56 metres to the final western contour of 20 metres in Upper Swan, adjoining
the Swan Valley. The mound follows a decline to the east. If we were to follow the
same contours to the west of the mound, we would find a decline to the west. Since it is
a decline, and since water is moving by capillary action but being acted upon by gravity,
it will tend to flow down the contour; in this instance in a south easterly direction.
However, when one moves to the western side of the mound, it flows in the opposite
direction: It flows to the west because the mound inclines in the opposite direction to the
west.
It is important that we recognise that the area we are talking about - the line of the
so-called Perth-Darwin highway, which is shown on this map as a red line -is placed in
the area which is a priority 2 ground water protection area. In fact, the line on the map
follows closely the cadastral boundary of the priority I area of the Onangara underground
water area. It intrudes 150 metres to the west of that cadastral boundary; in other words,
it intrudes 150 metres to the west of the boundary of Whiteman Park.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Are you saying that is okay?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am not saying anything yet; all I am pointing out,
Mr Piantadosi, is the location of the area we are talking about. It does intrude into the
priority 1 water area. There is no doubt about that. However, it is on the western edge of
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the cadastral boundary of that priority I water area. It is on the western interface of the
priority 1 and 2 Onangara water areas. In addition to that it is located on a contour in the
extreme north - the 40 metre contour - which is 16 metres below the highest point of the
mound, halfway down the mound, and the flow is to the south east. In other words, the
flow is from the priority I area, the high protection area, through the priority 2 area, the
medium protection area, where the protection of the water supply is compatible with
other land uses. If there is to be any water flow, it is nor into the high protection area; it
is away from that area.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Has there been any pollution in that area?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Yes.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What kind of pollution?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The interesting thing about the pollution in that area,
which is a result of the deposition of septage, is that the pollution plume in the area is in
fact following the anticipated flow to the south east. The plume in the priority I area
from that septage contamination is into the priority 2 area. It is a plume of pollution -
there is no doubt about that - which is flowing not into the priority I area, but following
the anticipated direction of flow south east out of the priority 1 area.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Were any bores closed as a consequence?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Yes. We anticipate that the area which is polluted will
soon no longer be a priority 1 area. How can we have a priority I area to protect polluted
water? We will find that it will become a priority 2 area: It will not have such high
priority for protection. One does not place the same high value on polluted water.
Hon Samn Piantadosi: What assists the movement of that pollution? It is a draw of water
from sources nearby.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: There is no doubt about that. It adds to it. To add to the
argument Hon Sam Piantadosi has given, the southern boundary is not as shown on this
map. In fact, the whole of the metropolitan area is underlain by this same underground
water. Anybody who puts down a bore in Cottesine to water the garden will find they do
not strike fresh water; they strike salt water. Why do they strike salt water?
Mr Piantadosi will tell us. It is because the bores have drawn out the fresh water, and
there has been an eastward movement of the salt water and a plume of salt water has
moved into that underground water underlying Cottesloe. That is exactly Hon Sam
Piantadosi's argument. Therefore, the extraction of water will affect the ground water
movement.
Hon Mark Nevill: Fresh water often sits on top of salt water close to the ocean.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Yes, and given geological history and the entrapment of
water that shifts, it is probably likely that one will move through pervious and impervious
layers containing fresh water and salt water.
Hon Mark Nevill: It does not necessarily have to mix in.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: What we have here is evidence that in the Cottesloe. area
there has been movement eastward of a plume of salt water caused by the extraction of
the fresh water.
Hon Kim Chance: The process is called upconing.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: That process of upconing is an entertaining one.
However, I am more interested in the notion of the cadastral boundaries. It is interesting
that in that area of the Swan coastal plain, which is underlain by ground water trapped in
impervious sedimentary layers, the surface map follows cadastral boundaries, and those
boundaries follow the settled areas of the metropolitan region. That water in the area
shown on this map to the west following the west line of the Onangara water mound is
the same quality water at its source as the water here. The recharge area is in the centre
of the Gnangara mound and the underground water is complemented by the inflow of
water from the fault line of the scarp.
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It is the same water. Why then is one part of this area priority 1, another part priority 2,
and a third part priority 3? Because it suits the convenience of the built area of Perth.
The cadastral boundary has moved from time to time according to shifts in the
population. For example, if we look in the south western corner of the so-called
Cnangara mound or Mirrabooka public water supply area, we find that in the south east
corner is a priority 2 area within the cadastral boundaries. Why is that a priority 2 area?
There is no difference in the nature of the water. It is the same water. The difference is
what is on the surface. What is on the surface is urban development, so where there is
urban development, because Urban development is not compatible with priority 1
protection of the ground water, it follows that the priority is downgraded to priority 3, in
that instance. Let us go back to Hon Sam Piantadosi's plume in the priority I area. The
contaminant caused by the deposition of septage will exclude that as priority 1. In fact,
Hon Sam Piantadosi will tell us that the bore was closed because of the contaminants and
it will no longer be a priority I area. The net result will be that the cadastral boundary
will change. It is nothing more than a line on the map drawn for the convenience of
planners and engineers.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Although the water moves the problem we will be facing is the
additional chemicals that will be needed to treat that ground water. That is my argument;
I am not sure whether Hon Det-rick Tomlinson listened yesterday. That is what
expansion will create and the Government should consider the end result of that on
human beings.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Which is why the area which is coloured yellow on the
Water Authority map, the priority I area, should be protected. It is highly important that
we do not allow the contamination of the priority 1 area. It is not that we cannot use
contaminated water, but when it is extracted it will have to be treated to be rendered
potable. The rendering of potable water will mean it will no longer be a cheap water
supply. Hence the report of the Board committee placed great value on the protection of
the priority 1 areas. It said nothing about the priority 3 area which happens to be the
north metropolitan region, or the priority of the Jandakot mound which is primarily
priority 2 and priority 3. The Jandakot mound contains no priority I water because that
land has already been used for other purposes.
Let us focus our attention upon the interface of the priority I and priority 2 areas in the
north east corridor, and on the so-called Perth-Darwin highway route which follows that
interface of the priority I and priority 2 areas which intrude 150 metres to the west of the
cadastral boundary which defines the two areas as priority I and priority 2; that is, the
cadastral boundary which defines the eastern boundary of Whiteman Park. Let us bear in
mind the point I made that the cadastral boundaries will change according to planning
and land use priorities, and according to the quality of the water to be protected. If it is
polluted water it does not have such high priority for protection.
When the Main Roads Department of Western Australia proposed the so-called preferred
route of eight which were evaluated by the Environmental Protection Authority, it
engaged Dames and Moore Pty Ltd in association with Bowman Bishaw Gorham to
undertake a public environmental review as is required by Statute. The public
environmental review identified that the Perth-Darwin national highway from the Reid
Highway to Muchea will at that point in the north east corridor cross priority 1 water
area. Bowman Bishaw Gorham in its report talked about ways in which the potential
pollution or contamination of the water supplies from that highway can be managed and
spelt out a management plan. The purposes of the management plan is threefold: First,
to ensure there will be no degradation of the ground water quality in the priority 1 source
protection area; second, to minimise the risk of ground water pollution in the priority 2
area; third, to define a boundary for the priority 2 source protection area within the
development area that will minimise the risk of the ground water pollution for the priority
1 area.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What method would they use?

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Bowman Bishaw Gorham suggested a series of methods
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and recommended no noxious hazard industries, no waste disposal sites, and no petrol
stations. We discovered that the former Government was not aware that we should not
have petol stations over priority I water protection areas. Bowman Bishaw Gorham
recommended that water pollution control ponds be located in the priority 2 source areas,
that the urban development zone be connected to reticulated sewerage and that the
domestic sewage within the special rural rezoning sector be disposed of by an approved
on site effluent disposal technology incorporating disinfection and so on.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Where will the road drainage go?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Bowman Bishaw Gorham recommended the disposal of
storm water outside and downgradient of priority 1 areas using lined water pollution
control ponds and/or infiltration basins of appropriate design to achieve nutrient
management objectives. In other words, the run-off will be caught in ponds in the
priority 2 area and there will be an entrapment filtration of pollutants in those ponds.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Would you use natural filtration?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The most recent research is that natural filtration is the
way to go.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It will go straight into the ground.
Hon DERRICK TOMINSON: The other matter relates to what I have said about
cadasn-al boundaries being nothing more than lines on a map. Bowman Bishaw Gorham
recommended that the boundaries of priority I source protection areas should be
surrounded with a buffer of priority 2 source protection areas. They said that the
proposed alignment of the priority 2 boundary Will Provide at least a 500 metre buffer to
the nearest scheme bore. There were several other suggestions about the alignment of the
proposed highway. In fact, there were eight and each one was assessed by the
Environmental Protection Authority. The report is contained in Bulletin 753. August
1994, entitled "Route Alignment for Perth to Darwin National Highway and Fast Transit
Route, and excision of land from State Forest No. 65 and Priority I Source Protection
Area for urban development". That report assessed eight proposals. Options 1, 2 and 3
involved an extension of the Tonkin Highway. North of Onangara Road it followed three
alternative routes. The important thing about the extension of the Tonkin Highway is
that it followed a path which took it directly across the centre of the Onangara mound,
right through the high-diddle-diddle of the mound. If any pollution were caused by that
highway - for example, spillage or stormwater runoff - it would flow in the direction of
the movement of water in the mound. To the west of the mound it would flow westward
and contaminate the bore to the west; to the east of the mound it would flow eastward
and contaminate the bores to the east of the mound. The path for options 1, 2 and 3
crossed the centre of the Cnangara mound. Quite understandably the EPA vetoed options
1, 2 and 3. It looked also at priorities 5 and 6, which were the current alignment of Great
Northern Highway between Midland and Upper Swan and a new alignment which would
follow the railway line between Midland and Upper Swan. Their potential environmental
hazard makes them the least risky of all the options, but option 6 was deleted from
consideration in 1991 by a decision by the then Minister for Planning, Hon David Smith.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Why did he make that decision?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Because Hon Nick Griffiths' election was looming. The
decision was made in October 1991, shortly before he was endorsed. Mr Smith was very
aware that if the then Government were to proceed with the north east corridor in the
election year of 1992 it would have spelt even greater disaster than the Labor Party
endured in the seat of Swan Hills. It was nothing more than political opportunism on his
part that caused him to abandon that proposal.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Did you not agitate against that route?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: What my party undertook to do, and has done, was to
give protection to that very important area of the Swan Valley which was identified in the
Hepburn-Stephenson plan of 1955 as an area that must be protected. It is now in the
process of giving it statutory protection.
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Several members interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Hon Nick Griffiths has not been here very long; he does
not know chat I have not yet started to use my diaphragm!
The planners were left with options 4 and 5 and they were the extension of Lord Street or
a route following West Swan Road, which is protected by the same policy decisions
which affected the other two sites to the east. That left us with the Lord Street extension.
The problems with the Lord Street extension can be managed according to recognised
engineering, environmental, biological and ecological procedures. They can also be
protected by recognised statutory or management procedures by drawing the boundaries
according to cadastral' lines to define the priority I and 2 protection areas according to
competing demands for land use. It is a simple administrative procedure which will have
no effect whatsoever on the large area of the priority I water protection area, which is
something like the now built area of the city of Perth and its environs.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Who was the Minister who gave permission for the Swan liquid
waste company to go ahead?

Hon DERRICK TOM LINSON: Tell me?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It was June Craig.

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Then Hon June Craig made a dreadful mistake. The
interesting thing about the proposed alignment of the Perth-Darwin highway, which is an
extension of Tonkin Highway, which was in fact part of the Hepburn-Stephenson plan,
was that it was considered at a time when, firstly, we were not aware of the significance
of the Onangara mound and, secondly, when we did not make as much demand on
underground water as we do now. In 1955 the major consumption of water in the Perth
metropolitan area was from the pristine surface water which is collected in East
Metropolitan Region and not the contaminated underground water supply from North
Metropolitan Region.

Several members interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: It is not only quite right, but also an irrefutable fact and
members opposite just spilt their drink!
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It is called forward planning.

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I will make one last point on the preferred route of the
Perth-Darwin highway and in doing so I refer to the presentation by Hon Nick Griffiths.
He read to the House a letter which had been received by all members of the Legislative
Council and it was signed by Ms Rachel Siewert of the Conservation Council of Western
Australia. Hon Nick Griffiths made great play of the point made in her letter that the
rules had changed following the presentation of the report of the Legislative Assembly's
select committee. As a consequence of that Ms Siewert said that we should now abandon
the north east corridor and should not support the location of the preferred Perth-Darwin
highway route because the ground rules had changed following the presentation of the
so-called Board report. Certainly the point of view which Hon Nick Griffiths endorses is
one which should be taken into account because the ground rules have changed. When
we compare the letter written by Ms Rachael Siewert on 6 December 1994 with the
submission that the Conservation Council made to the State Planning Commission's
review of the metropolitan region scheme dated 27 June 1994 and again signed by
Rachael Siewert, what do we find? She writes -

We strongly oppose the major roads planned through the West Swan and Henley
Brook area. The Lord Street extension is not necessary and it will disrupt wildlife
movement and damage Whiteman Park. The Tonkin Highway is a better
alternative for the Perth-Darwin route.

That is ight through the middle of the Gnangara mound. She continues -

We particularly object to the severing of the Ellen Brook conservation area by the
proposed Lord Street extension.
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I emphasise that the Tonkin Highway is the better alternative for the Perth-Darwin road.
That moute, which the Conservation Council in June 1994 was touting as the best route,
six months lacer is no longer as important because we suddenly find that preferred moute,
which follows the cadastral boundaries separating priority I and priority 2 areas, might
contaminate the mound. The chances that it will contaminate the mound are those of a
snowball in Hades. However, the Environmental Protection Authority in assessing the
preferred route advocated by the Conservation Council rejected it completely, and the
Water Authority rejected it completely because of its high potential risk of contaminating
the Perth priority 1 water protection area. I am sure members have also been lobbied
intensively by residents of Henley Brook and West Swan.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: They do not like you.
Hon DERRICK TOMLLINSON: I do not care whether they like me or not, because I
stand on principle and they do not. Let me demonstrate their lack of principle. We have
for example a representation from Mr Rodney K. Henderson and Christine A. Henderson,
in a letter to me dated 3 December. They write -

I write to you with a inal plea. Please reconsider and cross the floor. Vote
against the Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 950/33.

Why does Mr Henderson advocate that I should cross the floor? HeI quotes an editorial
from The West Australian of 3 December 1994, which finishes with the following
paragraph -

A Government that acted decisively to protect it -
That is, the mound.
[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.]
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: It continues -

- might encounter short-term political problems with the development lobby but
would win the acclamation of the community for generations to come.

Mr Henderson's letter continues
The matter is so significant, it drew front page of The West Australian Friday
December 2nd followed by pages 4 and 5. The select committee on metropolitan
development and ground water supplies has raised some of our concerns.
This amendment is wrong in coo many aspects.

I agree in pant with the concerns Mr Henderson has. However, if we turn to 193, volume
2e, of the submissions to the metropolitan region scheme amendment 950/33, we find
one by Mr Rodney K. Henderson. What does he advocate? He advocates as follows -

I object in the strongest possible terms to these proposals because of the above
statement. I require a complete review of the Community Groups Consensus
Route (copy attached) ...-

The community groups consensus proposal was an extension of Tonkin Highway, again
right across the middle of the Gnangara mound. Mr Henderson then says, having asked
for a complete route of the community groups consensus, '"... as I believe when
thoroughly investigated" - I think it is - "promises the best option". These people such as
Mr Henderson, who have suddenly found contamination of the Gnangara mound because
of the route of the highway along the cadascral boundary of priority 1 and priority 2
areas, Were just six months ago, and still are, advocating a route which covers the priority
I area. I also draw attention to the submission by Mrs Jan Zeck. Mrs Jan Zeck is the
author and architect of the so-called community route option - the option which is the
extension of the Tonkin Highway right across the centre of the mound. What do we find
in Mrs Zeck's submission? She states -

I believe the community groups consensus route for the Perth Darwin highway
dated 18.9.94 and the combined community groups alternative proposal for the
Swan valley provide better opportunities for this area.
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Those are far better options for those people who do not want development in their
backyard and ame quite happy to contaminate the whole of the Onangara water supply by
advocating and arguing a moute which passes and crosses the centre of the mound. We
had some exchange of opinion about the political opportunism which motivated
Hon David Smith when he excluded from consideration a route which followed the
railway line to the east of the valley. We have now another attempt at political
opportunism by people whose interest is the protection of their lifestyle. They are fully
entitled to do that, but to protect their lifestyle they argue quite spuriously about the
contamination of the Guangara water supply. Those same people not only did not want
to protect the Gnangara water supply but also wanted to put it at absolute risk by having
the Perth-Darwin highway dissect the mound at its most sensitive point.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Had the member been here rather than somewhere else
on parliamentary business, she would have heard my explanation as to why the risk of
contamination is minimal within a priority 2 area. The honourable member may also
have understood that a priority 2 area has only medium priority for water protection and
is also compatible with other land uses. Had the honourable member been here and not
elsewhere on parliamentary business she would have heard and possibly understood my
explanations. However, like Hon Nick Griffiths, she is nothing more than a political
opportunist who is encouraging the residents of Henley Brook and West Swan, whose
only interest is to use and misuse the truth to pmotect their lifestyle. Let them protect their
lifestyle; but let them use the truth to do so. I strongly commend the amendment to the
House.
HON T.C. BUTLER (East Metropolitan) [11.00 am]: Hon Derrick Tomlinson should
have tempered some of his comments with more commonsense, especially towards the
end of his contribution. I refer to his remarks about political opportunism in and around
the area affected by the amendment. The current member for Swan Hills and Hon
Derrick Tomlinson promised that the Midland Workshops would not close.
Unfortunately it did close. Why did those members promise that the workshops would
not close? It was to obtain the maximum vote in the Swan Hills electorate.

Several members interjected.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: The Minister for Finance should not worry about what I am saying.
I do not want to go into this matter in as much depth as did Hon Derrick Tomlinson.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Treat it as a very shallow contribution.
Hon TOG. BUTLER: Hon Derrick Tomlinson did not deal specifically with the two
reports, one from the Environmental Protection Authority and the so-called Board report.
He dealt with the arguments put forward by concerned citizens of the Swan Valley and
interested groups.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Which EPA report is the member referring to?
Hon T.G. BUTLER: The one relating to the metropolitan region scheme amendment No
950/33.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon T.G. BUTLER: Hon Derrick Tomlinson saw fit to attack many people in the area,
whether they were right or wrong, or whether they were looking to pmotect their lifestyle -
but who could blame those people for that?
Hon N.D. Griffiths: It was sheer political opportunism on the member's part.

Hon T.C. BUTLER: Exactly. I intend to deal with the argument in a simple way. I will
address the metropolitan region scheme amendment and the comments by the EPA. I
will address the concerns of the many people involved. A steady stream of individuals
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and representative groups put various submissions to me. Without doubt, people have a
vested interest in maintaining their lifestyle in and around the Swan Valley. They should
be entitled to do that. However, I do not believe they want to shift the problem from their
backyards to someone else's backyard. They seek a solution to the problem that will
maintain their pleasant lifestyle in one of the best parts of the metropolitan area. People
believe that the area needs protection. They claim that they have received very little
information or support from the Government relating to the restructure plan. People have
formed groups, and others have established a loose amalgamation into a major group to
work towards the preservation of the area. They share a common concern for their
properties and their lifestyle. They have held these fears for ages, and to them it has
become almost a fate accompli; they will have to put up with the restructured
development which is not conducive to an area such as the Swan Valley.
I will deal with the two reports; first, the EPA report on amendment 950/33; and, second,
the report of the Legislative Assembly Select Committee on Ground Water Reserves.
Both reports support claims by the concerned groups in the area. The Environmental
Protection Authority report covers two broad types of environmental issues - those
confined to the corridor and the broader regional implications. Three issues represent the
concerns of the EPA: The protection of the ground water resources, the protection of the
Swan River, and Perth's air quality. The on-site concerns specifically relating to the
corridor are the urbanisation of priority 2 ground water areas, roads crossing priority I
ground water areas, and the protection of the wetlands of the System 6 areas. The
summary of the EPA report reads -

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that there is insufficient
information on which to provide sound environmental advice on many site
specific issues and on all of the regional issues related to the North-East Corridor.
Consequently, urban development of land within the North-East Corridor should
not proceed until further work has been completed. Without this work the
Environmental Protection Authority cannot provide sound environmental advice,
especially on how developments in the North-East Corridor would impact upon
regional environmental issues facing the urban expansion of the Perth
Metropolitan Region and how those impacts should be managed.
The Environmental Protection Authority acknowledges that this position, if
accepted by Government, will have implications for land availability in the
metropolitan region. However, the Environmental Protection Authority is
concerned that allowing the land to be rezoned to urban deferred would create the
expectation that urbanisation would follow irrespective of the outcome of the
studies, in particular, if those studies show that urban development in these areas
is environmentally unacceptable.
The Environmental Protection Authority advises, therefore, that if the nominated
studies show unacceptable risks then the proposal to lift the urban deferred zoning
should be referred to the Environmental Protection Authority for assessment.

The EPA further advised on the type of work necessary to be done before lifting the
urban deferred zoning within the corridor. During the course of the studies it identified
that unacceptable risks would result from urban development and that the proposal to lift
urban deferred zoning should be referred to the EPA for assessment.
In its report the EPA recognises that some parts of the amendment and the struccure plan
could have significant impact on the important environmental resources. Among the
resources identified was the Swan River and the catchment of the Swan River - as
pointed out by Hon Derrick Tomlinson on his map of the north east corridor and the
wetlands that drain into the Swan River. The EPA expressed serious concern that the
nutrient level in the river is too high.
The Western Australian Water Authority has developed a strategy to put aside large areas
of land for the construction of what it calls detention nutrient stripping ponds in each of
the drainage catchments. The EPA is concerned, however, at the lack of experience
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available to verify the effectiveness of the nutrient stripping ponds removing nutrients
from mun-off into sandy urban areas - and much of the metropolitan area is a very sandy
base. Despite the Water Authority's proposal the EPA is still concerned it will not
prevent further deterioration of the Swan River. The arguments put forward by the
Opposition in the Assembly were rejected by the Government, despite the EPA
opposition to the head-down approach the Government appears to be taking on this.
Hon J.A. Scoct interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: No. Hon Jim Scott makes a good point: the level of nutrients in the
Swan River has not changed much in the past 40 years.
As I said, we should be concerned if the restructure plan goes ahead that the EPA and the
concerned groups in and around the Swan Valley are not found to be correct. If the
underground water supplies are contaminated by that restructuring it will be far too late
to do anything about it. We cannot cure the problem by de-urbanising areas such as the
Gnangara water mound. If the underground water supplies become contaminated we will
spend many years and many millions of dollars trying to improve the underground water
supplies and looking for solutions, as we have been doing for far too many years, to
improve the Swan River.
Throughout Australia and the States there is concern for contamination of our water
supplies, leakage of sewage into our underground water supplies and the undrinkable
water from bores. Since the EPA repot and the Legislative Assembly debate, the issue
has been assisted by the Select Committee on Metropolitan Development and
Groundwater Supplies, chaired by Mike Board. That report agrees with restrictive land
usage on priority I areas and asks that it should be retained for bushland silviculture,
scientific research and passive recreation. That is probably right. I am of the view that
the only thing to do on waler mounds is grow forests because that will offer the proper
protection to the water mound.
The report quotes the head of the EPA, Mr Steedman, when asked about the development
of residential land in the Jandakot priority 2 area saying, "I believe that was a mistake. It
is simple, the whole thing comes down to risk. Pollution records from EPA show that as
soon as urbanisation takes place you find Trichlorethylene, pesticides and hydrocarbon."
He also said in regard to priority 3, "It does not matter how much control you attempt to
put in this priority 3 area, you will have pollution, so eventually you will have to get out
of it. From my point of view the choice is quite simple, politicians will have to say we
will develop that area and slowly write the water off." That is not a very bright
prognosis! It makes absolutely no sense to me that we should entertain major urban
highway developments over our pristine underground water supplies.

I do not want an interjection from Hon Derrick Tomlinson.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I am waiting for something worth interjecting on.

Hon T.O. BUTLER: If he has something else to do he should do it and not let me keep
him.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! I think everybody should stop
interjecting so Hon Tom Butler can get on with what he has to say.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: The select committee report makes something of a fool of
Hon Derrick Tomlinson because it does not in any way support his argument put forward
this morning.
Hon Peter Foss: You have not read the select committee report have you?
Hon T.G. BUTLER: I have read all the recommendations.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon Peter Foss interjected.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
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Hon T.G. BUTLER: As soon as it is printed, I will. I feel very privileged and lucky to
have been supplied with a copy of the recommendations.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: We cannot, Mr Tomlinson, because Mr Foss has out almost
permanently the library's only copy.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: I had it for one hour.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! We are not making much progress at this rate. We
have one person on his feet and four others interjecting.
Hon TOG. BUTLER: I agree with you, Mr Deputy President.
The select committee on ground water made many solid and responsible
recommendations on the levels of responsibility and of the problem as one of the whole
of government. The whole of government must approach this because somewhere along
the line all sections of government will be involved in the environmental question and the
preservation of our water supplies. It is very important that we take note. I appreciate
the amount of reading and work that Hon Derrick Tomlinson put into his argument
because he has skills of which I must admit to being somewhat jealous. I am not jealous
of his loud voice, but of his ability to absorb what he reads, although I do not always
agree with the construction he puts on it.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: He is like the Onangara water mound; he takes it all in - the
crap as well as the positive.
Hon TOG. BUTLER: He must be very careful because it could easily be polluted!

Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Let he who is sinless cast the first stone, Mr Tomlinson.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon TOG. BUTLER: The fact that the EPA report on the amendment -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: The officers visited the area for five hours.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: If that is true, members should imagine what problems they would
have found had they been there for 10 hours. In five hours the EPA found enough
problems with our underground water supplies to discourage any development in and
around the area forever.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: In five hours they did not even leave their car, and they wrote
that report in t library of the EPA.
Hon A.J.O. MacTiernan: So we do not even have a valid EPA report?

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Of course we do not; it was written by charlatans.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOG. BUTLER: Now that that amazing revelation has been made - I am sure the
EPA will he pleased to read that - how long did it take the Board committee to write its
report? Did the members of that committee get out of their cars and visit the areas they
say in their report they visited?
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: When YOU read the report, you will find they travelled
extensively.
Hon TOG. BUTLER: Can Hon Derrick Tomlinson tell me that? Of course they travelled
extensively and looked at the problem properly.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is right.
Hon T.O. BUTLER: I do not accept Hon Derrick Tomlinson's suggestion that the report
was written in the EPA board room.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon T.C3. BUTLER: From what I have read of the EPA and the Board report, they both
support one another and recommend that development should not occur which will put
the pristine underground water supplies at risk.
Hon Peter Foss: Have you read the report now?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Perhaps it would help if
Hon Tom Butler directed his comments through the Chair and Hon Derrick Tomlinson
stopped interjecting.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: My colleagues have dealt with the greater part of this report, and
the position is very clear. The Swan Valley and the Gnangara water mound need to be
retained for public recreation and tourism purposes. I know Hon Derrick Tomnlinson does
not agree with this, but the major developments that are planned will put considerable
pressure on the Swan Valley and the Swan River. I know the Government will take note
of' both the EPA and Board reports and hopefully act responsibly in regard to the
recommendations.
I am concerned that the amendment will lead to disruption for many people and
community groups in this area. One of those groups is the Culunga Aboriginal Primary
School, which is under threat because the Henley Brook Avenue alignment will put a
highway straight through the preprimary classrooms.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Don't take their concerns seriously; it is just their lifestyle!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! It is almost impossible for Hansard to record
conversations, so get on with the debate.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: We are supposed to be concerned only about the lifestyles of
the rich and famous.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: That is true. I know the Minister for Planning has said that he will
have the classrooms moved, but that is not good enough. The Culunga Primary School
was established for the education of Aboriginal children in the Swan River settlement.
The Catholic Church started the school with 10 students at the Guildford Seminary, and
by 1988 the school had been moved to its present location in Harrow Road, Caversham.
The school was based on the cultural beliefs of the Aboriginal people of the area, who
had a great deal of input into how the school should be built in order to provide education
in a native cultural setting. The buildings were located around the existing bushland and
a minimum number of trees were removed. In fact, one section of the school has been
built in a reveal so as not to have to remove a tree that is significant to the area. The
people at Culunga were upset to read in the Press the Minister's comment that the
Government would shift the classrooms affected. It is not as simple as that, because to
move the classrooms from the environment around which they were built would negate
the planning that went into the development of that school. There are no trees in the area
to which the Government proposes to move those classrooms so the school will lose
much of the cultural aspect of the location which is important to the education of those
Aboriginal children.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Are we talking about the old Cavershamn Primary School?
Hon T.G. BUTLER: No, although Cavershamn Primary School is faced with the same
problem. A lot of work has gone into the planning of Culunga and that work will have
been for nothing in the long term if this amendment goes through. I find the arguments
put in those two reports more realistic than those so far delivered by government
members. I support the motion.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [11.26 am]: Firstly, I
compliment Hon Derrick Tomlinson for his excellent speech to the House. I am always
pleased to hear the erudite speeches given by Hon Derrick Tomlinson and the extensive
research and careful thought that he puts into his speeches and the clear way in which he
enunciates his conclusions, but the speech which he gave today excelled even the high
quality of the speeches for which he is renowned, and no-one could be in any doubt after
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hearing that speech that this motion should be rejected and the amendment should go
ahead.
We are talking here about the proposed Penth-Darwin highway. The solution suggested
by Hon Jim Scott was to just not have a Perth-Darwin highway. He seems to believe that
roads attract traffic like honey or same other substances attract flies. He believes that if
we do not acknowledge the problem, it will go away. However, a large volume of traffic
is already flowing from the northern part of our State, where there is a lot of activity, into
Perth down Great Northern Highway and West Swan Road. There have been concerns
about that increase in traffic for two years. West Swan Road is an important part of the
tourism drive in the Swan Valley, and I think everyone will acknowledge that we should
preserve the tourism value of the Swan Valley. If we do not do something about
constructing a Perth-Darwin highway, it is plain that West Swan Road will not only
become highly dangerous but also will be totally destroyed as a tourism route. Great
Northern Highway is already dangerous because it is a major through road for traffic
coming from the northern part of our State and the Northern Territory, and the people of
the Swan Valley travel along that road every day. It is really only a matter of time before
a serious conflict between that traffic and local traffic takes place. I have not heard from
the members of the Labor Party a suggestion that them should not be a Perth-Darwin
highway. Only the strange notions of Hon Jim Scott would suggest that theme should not
be a highway. The question then is where should that highway be. A number of factors
have to be taken into account. However, again, it has been made quite clear that that
highway should not pass through the centre of the Swan Valley. The Swan Valley is an
important asset to the State. I am sure that we will have the support of all members of
East Metropolitan Region for the Bill which seeks to preserve that unique part of the
Swan Valley. It would be totally contrary to that intent, which I think would be
supported by all members here, if a major highway went through the middle of the Swan
Valley. I think everybody recognises that, if there has to be a Perth-Darwin highway -
there must be a Perth-Darwin highway - it must be outside the Swan Valley area.
There were two main suggestions. The first was an extension of the Tonkin Highway
and the second was an extension of Lord Street. People who were concerned about the
effect on their lifestyle of the extension of Lard Street agitated against it and I understand
why they did. I am sure that if a highway went past my front door, I would agitate
against it and reasonably so. However, to support that, they suggested that it should go
somewhere else. That is a well-known phenomena. It is called nimby - not in my
backyard. Anything which upsets us is far better if it is in somebody else's backyard.
One of the reasons we have a metropolitan region scheme is because it would be
impossible for local government to make the sorts of decisions that are necessary for the
State and for the whole region because none of them could resist the nimby lobby. That
is one of the reasons, as I said, that we have a metropolitan region scheme. It enables us
to make decisions when nimby is hard at work. Niniby was hard at work in this area and
these people suggested that the way to solve the problem was to send the proposal into
the middle of nowhere, right through the middle of the Onangara mound.
That had an enormous advantage for those people agitating; that is, nobody lives there;
or, to the extent that there are already users there, they are very limited. However, that,
of course, is one of the measons for its being a priority area for water. As was so ably
demonstrated by Hon Derrick Tomlinson, theme is nothing magical about the priority
areas - they represent the current developments in the Perth metropolitan area.
Therefore, if we put our highway in a nice area where there is not much else, there is a
good chance that it will be a priority area and that is exactly the case. Not only is it a
priority I area, but also as was so ably pointed out by Hon Derrick Tomlinson it is, from
a physical point of view, the worst possible place we could place a highway because it
would be right on the top of the mound. I am sure that nobody in this Chamber would
suggest that the Perth-Darwin highway should be put through the middle of the priority 1
area, along the top of the mound. However, that is exactly what the people who are
waving the Board report at us suggested.
The interesting thing is, now they have found water. With the publicity of the Board
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report, they have found water in the same way that others find God. They have had a
damascene conversion and suddenly, whereas before they were all driving the highway
right through the middle of the Gnangara mound, they embraced the idea of preventing
anything which may affect the water supply. Why did they suddenly change? Why this
hypocrisy? Why this sudden awareness of water when, previously when nimby was at
work, nimby suggested that they should go right through the middle of the Cinangara
mound? The answer is that the opportunity was there, which is rather like Sir Edmund
Hillary - because it is there. The attitude was, here is an opportunity, here is the report,
let us use the report. That is opportunism of the greatest degree and total hypocrisy.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: What are we supposed to do? Ignore the report?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, the member should listen to Hon Derrick Tomlinson who told
her precisely what she should do. He explained it well. For the benefit of the people
who may have got a false idea about what the Board report suggests. I will remind them
of some of the details because there has been a grand, religious and enthusiastic embrace
of the Board report without -

Hon N.D. Griffiths: Did you just come from church?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, I think that some members opposite have because the basis
upon which they are supporting this proposal is not on reality, the facts, or the words, but
on faith. They have had this amazing transformation. They suddenly got a new idea on
the road to Damascus.
Perhaps I should read what the Board report says. First, it makes it quite clear that some
of the decisions concerning the use and development of land within ground water supply
areas have given inadequate recognition to the importance of ground water. It certainly
does not suggest that we should try to turn those decisions around or that we should try to
get rid of commitments that have been made already. However, it does recommend the
exclusion of further development from the priority 1 and 2 source protection areas. It
recommends that the current priority area boundaries be reviewed with reference to a
range of criteria prior to their fixing. I refer members to recommendations 1.5 and 4,
which say they should be reviewed before they are fixed.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What other like situation did the Board committee visit that is
similar to Western Australia?
Hon PETER FOSS: If the member wants to attack the Board report, he can, by all
means. All I am saying is that, before we wave the Board report around and tell people
that it says this and it says that, perhaps we should look at what it says.
lion Sam Piantadosi: Answer my question.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, Mr Piantadosi, it is not relevant to my argument and I will not
give the speech the member wants me to give. I will draw his attention to reality.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not concerned, Mr Piantadosi. However, what I am concerned
about is reading to those people who have embraced the Board report as their bible, what
the word of their god says. It says that the current priority area boundaries be reviewed
with reference to a range of criteria prior to their fixing. I suggest the members read
recommendations 1.5 and 4. The report also concludes that the existing priority
boundaries are somewhat arbitrary and need to be reviewed in light of a more rigorous
definition of recharge and draw down zones. I ask members to refer to recommendation
4.1. Recommendation 4.8 suggests that where urban zoning exists, priority areas should
be adjusted accordingly. The criteria proposed in recommendation 24 also suggest the
need for recognition of zoning and land use in the redefinition of priority areas. Where
was that referred to by members opposite? They used the words "Board report", but
where did they find out what the Board report is all about? They quoted to us from The
West Australian! What a wonderful way that is of finding out what has been
recommended!
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: That is outrageous.
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Hon PETER FOSS: Maybe not Hon Alannah MacTiernan. However, she was missing
for most of the debate this morning and was not privileged to hear The West Australian
being quoted as an authority.
Hon T.G. Butler: Who quoted it?
Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot remember. Most of the speeches made this morning, other
than that of Hon Derrick Tomlinson, have been totally unmemorable. I know that
members opposite do not want to be told what is in the Board report, but I will persist.
Recommendation 4.2 provides that while the intention is to mnaximnise the sustainable
yield from priority source protection areas, the report also recommends that as much land
as possible should be provided for other land uses. That provides some flexibility in
defining priority boundaries, which clearly need to take into account present
commitments. The report then says that there may be a case for redefining part of the
present priority I protection area in Gnangara as priority 3. where urban development is
proposed, and possibly even relocating one or more of the public water supply bores in
the longer term. Such action would need to be accompanied by public acquisition of
existing privately owned land within the existing priority I area - recommendation 3.3 -
and immediately outside that area, where it can be demonstrated future use of the land
would impact on water quality and/or reduce yield - recommendation 4.3.
The report recommends that the environmental protection policy boundaries be aligned
with the Water Authority's protection areas, which suggests the need to rationalise the
boundaries of the EPP once the review referred to in recommendation 4 is undertaken.
Now that we know what the Board report says, it is quite clear that the not-in-my-
backyard people, the nimbys, and the opportunists opposite either have not looked at the
report or the recommendations or have ignored those pants that do not suit them.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know the member is determined to prove that his years as a union
official with the Water Authority have made him a worldwide expert on the subject.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: He knows much more about it than you do.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am sure he does. I acknowledge that; but to know much more
about it than I do is not saying very much.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: Let us deal with the facts.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: It's about time.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! I ask all members opposite to
stop interjecting.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That cuts both ways.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is quite clear that members opposite and the nimbys have read the
Board report selectively. As was pointed out by Hon Derrick Tomlinson, there is no
magic in the boundaries that have been shown. If members have been listening to the
people who were using this argument, they would expect that instead of one large
reservoir of water interconnected in the Perth metropolitan area, there would be a select
number of wells, isolated bits and pieces, which are reflected on the surface by these
squared off lines on the maps. That is an interesting concept. These people have the
same faith in these lines as did the bombers in the book Catch 22. In that book the
bombers on the island of Pianosa constantly refer to a map. The map represents the front
line as Allied troops move through Italy. They are to bomb on the far side but not the
near side of a red line because they would be bombing their own troops. They are afraid
because they know they will have to bomb the city of Bologna which is reputed to have
lots of andi-aircraft fire. The line represents where they have to bomb and they are very
concerned that the line is moving fast enough to prevent them from having to bomb
Bologna. Someone, with the sort of faith that those opposite or the nimbys have, crept
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out during the night and moved the red line so thac it was on the other side of Bologna.
Everybody believed that because the red line had been moved, the Allied soldiers had
taken Bologna and it no longer needed to be bombed.
That is the same thinking as that of members opposite. Just because someone has drawn
up nice lines, the cadastral boundaries, they believe it will have some magical effect on
the water down below. It does not work that way. Their simple minds seem to think that
because the boundaries are drawn in such a manner - as admitted by the Board report in -

Hon N.D. Griffiths: You can lower your voice now, because the Press has left.
Hon PETER FOSS: It.was because of the member's interjections.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I would like not to hear the voice of Hon Nick
Griffiths while the Minister is on his feet.
Hon PETER FOSS: Because the lines are rather arbitrary, they need to be looked at in
the light of the development on top of the ground. Members opposite forget that a
number of considerations need to be taken into account. One is the physical boundaries
and the physical nature of the aquifer below, and the other is what is happening on top.
As pointed out by Hon Derrick Tomlinson so well, most of those boundaries are drawn
up by the needs of the people above the ground. I will point out a matter which is very
relevant; that is, septage disposal sites. A portion of the state forest land to the west of
the land proposed to be excised from the state forest was used as a septage disposal site
for a short period during the 1970s. As was mentioned, a plume is moving out from that
site. It has not caused the closure of any bores to date.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Who forced it to close?
Hon PETER FOSS: We are dealing with facts. I know the member might want me to
read all sorts of irrelevant documents and to make all sorts of irrelevant facts, but let us
deal with the facts and not emotions. The plume is emanating from the site. It is being
constantly monitored and it is moving east to Ellen Brook. In agreeing to the removal of
the state forest land from the priority I area, the authority was mindful that this land was
not particularly valuable for water protection. If there is a piece of land-
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It had been destroyed by your mob.
Hon PETER FOSS: Irrespective of who destroyed it, the fact is that making it yellow on
a map does not make it useful for water protection. It is not sensible that it remain
classified as priority 1 if a septage plume is going through it. No matter how yellow it is,
no matter how squared off the boundaries are, it still does not make any sense to leave it
as a priority 1 area. If we leave it yellow, the situation will not be any better. If we take
away the yellow, it will not be any worse.
Hon Derrick Tom linson: It is the colour of contaminated water.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is about the only reason we would do it. Those opposite think
that if we change the colours on the map, the situation underground will change instantly.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: How do you stop it? Please enlighten us. You are the expert.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The debate cannot proceed with these continual

nteriections. Members should cease the intcrjections and let the Minister finish his
comments.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is quite clear that this is no longer a priority 1 area and it should
be redefined because of the septage plume. It is important to protect areas in the middle
of the mound. People are currently using those areas. It is not totally devoid of
habitation. The removal of the land from the state forest was fully assessed by the EPA
in 1992 and 1994. In 1992 at the time of the assessment a land exchange was canvassed
and the urban development of the state forest land was supported by the environmental
movement for two reasons: Firstly, it would facilitate the conservation of nearly 600
hectares of environmentally important land which could be added to the priority 1 area;
and, secondly, the state forest land is downstream of the proposed bore field area and not
considered to be particularly valuable for water protection. More of a buffer zone will be
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created by the enforcement of the environmental conditions on the urban development.
More importantly, the land exchange will result in the acquisition of other privately
owned land elsewhere on the mound and, therefore, will be more valuable in terms of
water protection. Over 400 ha has been targeted by the Water Authority of Western
Australia for acquisition and this will revert to Crown ownership and hence provide a
much higher level of protection. The protection does not come from a colour on a map,
but from what happens on the land. As a result of this, the Water Authority will acquire
over 388 ha of land in the middle of the priority 1 area and this will give the area real
protection.
The net effect of the amendment is that 388 ha of land, at the edge of the priority I area,
will be replaced by over 1 000 ha of land, the majority of which will be in the centre of
this area. If members opposite are worried about water, this amendment and the actions
taken by the planning authority and the Water Authority will give real protection. It is
just not a coloured area on a map; the real protection takes place on the land. The real
water is under the ground, as is the real pollution. It is not a matter of looking at the map
and saying, "This map shows precisely what is the situation." This situation changes and
the map takes into account the needs of the metropolitan region. One of the needs of the
metropolitan region is the Penth-Darwin highway. There is nowhere else for it to go and,
as has been so ably demonstrated by Hon Derrick Tomlinson, the effect on this land is by
far the best way. If there is any concern, there are measures to handle it. Any resulting
pollutants will move eastward away from the priority 1 area. The alternative is as Jan
Zeck and all the other hypocrites said, to put it through the middle of the Gnangara
mound. That is what they were advocating. Let us just expose them for what they are;
they are nimbys. There is nothing wrong with being a nimby, but they should at least be
honest nimbys and not try to pretend that they really do embrace this concept. This is a
convenient peg on which to hang their argument.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is not true.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: That is all they are interested in and members opposite have decided
they will jump onto it. The interesting thing is that when this amendment was first
proposed the town planning people were aware of the problem of the water. They were
conscious of it, and that is why they did not suggest an extension of the Tonkin Highway.
At least they thought it through. This shows the difference between doing the scientific
research, balancing the various considerations, understanding what it is all about and
really putting some technical planning into it, as opposed to letting one's emotions run
riot and trying to use that as the basis of one's argument. The arguments that were first
made were quite plainly those. These people who now so fervently support protecting
the water were the strongest advocates for sending the highway right through the middle
of the mound.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is not true. I never did.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am pleased to hear Hon Sam Piantadosi say that. Members heard
the submissions which were read out by Hon Derrick Tomlinson saying that these people
who have been agitating do not care a thing about the water. They probably have not got
hold of the Board report, because if they had read it they would see those extra matters I
raised about the boundaries; they would know it is subject to review and that this
amendment should be supported.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon B.M. Scott.

VICTIMS OF CRIME BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 1 December.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [11.52 am]: This Bill has the support of
the Australian Labor Party. We are, however, somewhat surprised it has taken so long to
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get here. The Bill contains a number of measures which are welcome. It is an issue
which members opposite made a lot of in the last election. It is a matter of great regret,
notwithstanding certain administrative matters that have been put in place to date by the
Government, that the Bill and its provisions have not been given the appropriate place
that they deserve.
The Bill contains a number of positive measures. It is not lengthy and it deserves
consideration, but in doing so the Opposition and I do not wish to impede its progress in
any way. However, it is appropriate to point out certain aspects of the Bill. I am mindful
of the fact that when I do so I will be complimenting the Government on the measure,
notwithstanding that my colleagues and I regret that it has taken the Government so long
to live up to its rhetoric at the last election. In fact, when one considers the provisions of
this Bill it is appropriate to note that to some degree the Bill may not go far enough in
underlining and promoting the importance of victims in the criminal justice process. It is
a matter of regret that until recently what happened to victims was often not put before
the courts in what many would see as an appropriate manner. In saying that I do not
criticise those who have the responsibility of bringing appropriate matters before the
courts because when one deals with matters of justice, policing and, dare I say,
democracy, no price is too high. In some instances there is a bottomless pit when one is
required to meet the demands of those who wish to be heard.
This Bill provides for a definition of public officers and bodies and a definition of victim.
In the Committee stage I propose to raise a number of matters with the Minister, not to
denigrate the measure but with a view to having him flesh out what they mean and their
importance. This is not for my benefit, because my colleagues and I understand them,
but for the benefit of those who will wish to consider the ramifications of the Bill down
the track. In that context I refer particularly to those listed in the definition section as
public officers and bodies. It is appropriate in discussions on measures of this kind
which concern the administration of justice that those involved in the judicial process, at
whatever level, give full credence and import to what is said in this House and, dare I say
it, to what is said in another place. It is a primary role for us as legislators,
notwithstanding that this is a bipartisan measure. The Bill's importance requires me to
speak in more than a shorthand way. It is interesting that the Bill provides that when it
becomes an Act, as I trust it will shortly, the responsible Minister is to cause reviews of
its operation and effectiveness to be carried out annually.
I note in that context that the Bill proposes in clause 6(2) to direct the responsible
Minister to cause a report to be prepared on the review and to cause the report "to be-
tabled before each House of Parliament as soon as practicable after it is prepared." The
meaning of those words is patent. I ask the Minister who has carriage of the Bill in this
House, however, to contemplate those words. I would be very concerned if the Victims
of Crime Bill 1994, after it becomes an Act, as I trust it will shortly, were treated in the
same way as the Retail Trading Hours Act of 1987. That Act contains a provision in
section 41 with a similar import. I do not want to talk about that Act at any length and I
am sure the Minister will address the point. However, in the case of that Act the
Parliament directed a Minister to cause an investigation and review to be undertaken as
soon as practicable following the expiration of five years after the Act came into
operation. It also contained the provision that as soon as practicable after that review a
report should be tabled in each House of Parliament.
The people of Western Australia are extremely concerned about the matters dealt with in
the Victims of Crime Bill, and the purpose of the measure proposed in clause 6 is to
enable the Parliament to play a role in the formulation of policy before that policy is
announced. I am concerned about the scenario with the Retail Trading Hours Act and I
hope it will not be repeated with this legislation. In that case on a day in late November
1993 - almost two months after he was to as soon as practicable "cause an investigation.
and review to be conducted" - the Minister announced the review. Approximately a year
later the policy was announced. However, the report has yet to be tabled in either House.
The Minister has been questioned on that matter by me on a number of occasions. In that
instance the policy has been introduced before the report has been tabled and, therefore,
Parliament has not played its proper role in the formulation of policy.
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With regard to this Bill, I am concerned that when the review is carried out annually, this
House and the Parliament as a whole should have the opportunity of expressing their
concerns. Some members, I miust all members, meet constituents at the coalface, many of
whom are victims of crime, and some of whom are perpetrators of crime. They come to
us and raise their concerns. As a result of those representations we collectively acquire
knowledge of which the Executive should take note. I use the expression "Executive" to
mean current and future Executives. This is a bipartisan measure which should be treated
in good faith by all Executives, whether of the so-called conservative complexion or
those who seek to advance the best interests of the people of Western Australia after full
and proper democratic consultation with them.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I miust the Minister is not seeking to detract from the bipartisan
nature of this discussion.
Hon Peter Foss: I am just commenting on your carping.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: My comments should not be regarded as carping at all, but
should be taken for what they are; that is, a gesture of goodwill in this month of
December. 1 will not engage in a discussion on religion, which the Minister alluded to in
his last speech. It is not appropriate when dealing with victims of crime. The matters set
out in this Bill will promote the wellbeing of many citizens of Western Australia. I
propose to deal with them more fully in Committee.
Before proceeding to the Committee stage I shall briefly refer to some matters on which I
shall ask the Minister to comment. He may prefer to deal with them in the second
reading debate rather than in Committee. I ask these questions, not so much for my
benefit or the benefit of members of this House, but for the benefit of those who will
interpret these provisions down the track; that is, the public officers and bodies referred
to in the definition clause. I enjoy the phrases "authorized to have regard to" and "they
should do so to the extent that it is within or relevant to their functions to do so; and
practicable for them to do so". They are very wide phrases, but I think it is very
important for the public officers and bodies referred to in the definition clause to have the
benefit of the guidance of the Minister when they carry out that which we as a Parliament
direct them to do. I note that Hon Derrick Tomlinson nods his head in agreement with
what I am saying.
Hon Peter Foss: He is chewing.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: You make a mistake, I was nodding off to sleep.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: It is quite patent from the member's remarks earlier today, that
he is suffering from lack of sleep. Like the Government, I want to get on with this Bill
and I want it to be passed by this House as soon as practicable. In that context I refer the
Minister to clause 3(2) and the phrase "if because of age, disability or any other reason".
I ask the Minister, for the benefit of those who will interpret the Bill, to elaborate on what
he considers to be "any other reason". I note the phrase in clause 3(3) "any person with a
legally enforceable right or entitlement". The meaning of that is obvious. One notes that
over time public officers and bodies have some interesting ideas about statutory
interpretation. They should be given full guidance. That, after all, is our role. I have
heard it suggested that one judicial officer may have had a role in framing part of the Bill.
I find it an interesting concept that a serving judicial officer would have a role in the
formulation of policy at that level.
Hon Peter Foss: Judicial officers are often asked to comment.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I know that. However, there is a distinction between comment
and being somewhat more proactive. I would be interested to know which judicial
officers played a role in the formulation of the provisions of this Bill other than being
asked to give a shorthand comment, and the extent of that involvement.
Hon Peter Foss: In some instances in Joe Berinson's day they used to write the
legislation. They were called judges' Acts because they were so unusual.
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Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Last year one of the first measures on which I was invited to
speak by Hon Graham Edwards was a Bill dealing with judicial salaries and allowances.
I suspect that might came into the category to which the Minister refers. Those sants of
measures are to my mind somewhat different from this. This is at the apex of concern on
the part of the community.
It is appropriate that the House, and through the House the people of Western Australia,
be informed of what level of judicial and other input and what level of consultation took
place, insofar as any provision reflects or comes close to the view of a person. We
should be informed who that person is; how he came to give that view; what his view was
insofar as there is a deviation; and if it has been adopted, what is the rationale for that
adoption. The primary role in policy formation as far as I am concerned resides with
members of this House and another place. I accept that our process means all of us from
rime to time, if we stay here long enough, will find ourselves on either side of the
Chamber, whether it is here or elsewhere. When members are on one side of the
Chamber their role is a great degree less than it is on the other side.
Notwithstanding that, members of the Opposition have a role in the formulation of
policy, even though it may not be the formulation of policy as it currently applies. The
Government's informning us of the consultation which takes place gives us the
opportunity to learn from its good points, as well as its bad points, so that when the
opportunity comes for us to play a more proactive role in policy - I trust it will not be too
long - we will be all the better for it. I am interested to hear from the Minister about what
been done in this measure in that context. It is important I raise that matter because of
the delay to which I referred earlier from the last election on 6 February 1993 to today, 8
December. Time flies when you're having fun!
Reference is made in the Bill to victim impact statements. These have been trialled.
They are innovative. If the information is provided, judicial officers when considering a
sentence invariably take into account what happened to the victim. The problem, as I
alluded to earlier, is what happens with victims being put before the sentencing judicial
officer namely, ir is a question of resources. Having the matter enshrined in legislation
will encourage resources to be provided to this must worthy area so that the matter can
more actively be pursued on a case by case basis. If the resources are not provided,
frankly the provision in most cases will be fatuous.
Clause 5 deals with the content of the victim impact statement. I find clause 5(2)
interesting. It states that a victim impact statement is not to address the way in which or
the extent to which the offender should be sentenced. Literally the victim is not entitled
to say, "Your Honour, let's give this perpetrator life or 20 years." However, I thought
that one of the prime purposes of the victim impact statement was to have an impact on
the sentence: It is to cause the judicial officer to become aware of the impact of the
offence on the victim, and for that officer to take on board the effect of that impact, and
in so doing arrive at an appropriate sentence. I will not pursue that aspect further at this
stage because I note that another Order of the Day is to be discussed. Perhaps later today
we may have a longer discussion on sentencing if time permits. That will essentially be
of a bipartisan nature. When I deal with that I will ask the Minister to elaborate on the
reasons for it, and what the Minister and the Government hope to achieve in that
measure.
I comment on schedule 1 with a view to giving the Minister warning, although "warning"
may be interpreted as an unfriendly word; I am being friendly this afternoon, as I trust I
always am. I am obliged to Ron Tom Helm for his friendly smile. The guidelines are a
wonderful recitation of what we all hope takes place in any event, but often does not
because of a relative lack of resources from time to time. The poor police officer who is
working hard and is harassed, for whatever reason, sometimes - although rare in my
experience - is perceived by victims as not treating them with appropriate courtesy and
compassion. The fact is that if the officers are working long hours or have a huge
workload, for whatever reason, they may not be perceived to have the appropriate
bedside manner.
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That may be a function of personality, but often it is a function of resources. The
question of resources is also relevant to guideline 2. 1 note reference to budget allocation
in guideline 2 and the matter is substantially dealt with in my view in the Minister's
second reading speech, but it would be appropriate when the Minister responds for him to
say on behalf of the Government that it is the Government's intention to make sure that
the counselling suggested in guideline 2 is program resourced. Guideline 3 need not be
commented on at this stage. I will deal with it in Committee subject to the dictates of my
colleagues who may wish to also express their support for this Bill and speak to it,
because I do not want to impede the flow of legislation such as this through the House
any more than is necessary. The guidelines are laudatory, but some of them are very
general in their language. I suppose they must be general, given question of resources
and the way people behave sometimes. It may be perceived as being a bit of a wish list,
but it is a significant measure that they be included in a Bill of this kind and they are
most welcome.
It is appropriate at this stage that I endeavour to put in context victims of crime in
Western Australian and Australian society. I refer to the Australian Bureau of Statistics'
publication, "April 1993 Crime and Safety Australia", and I turn to the introduction at
page vii where the opening paragraph states -

The Crime and Safety survey was conducted throughout Australia in April 1993.
This publication presents findings from the survey, in which approximately
52,300 persons aged 15 years and over participated.

I read that out so that the relevance of the observations I propose to make from this repont
can be understood by members, and I trust by people in general. Victims of crime
potentially include all of us. In fact, I am of the view - I hate it when the place where I
reside is broken into, and I do not want to get personal about the matter - that no matter
where a house is broken into, no matter where or when an offence is committed in
Western Australia, in a sense I and all of us are victims of crime, because when that
occurs OUr general social wellbeing is diminished. That is why the treatment of crimes in
the criminal justice system is very much "us against them". It is the State representing
the community against the alleged offender. From that we come to the scenario where
victims of crime on a personal level are required to and have an input.
In dealing with this question of victims of crime it is important to note that every time a
crime is committed, in a very real sense, as members of the community, we are all
victims of crime. I refer to page 15 of the document under the heading: Chapter 4: Key
Findings - States and Territories. In doing so I am seeking to place in context the impact
in part that crime has on our society. I note the publication is a little out of date, but not
unduly out of date. The document states -

With the exception of New South Wales and Victoria, all other States/Territories
recorded an increase in the vicuimisation rate for break and enter and attempted
break and enter offences in the 1993 survey as compared with the 1983 survey.
However, the sample size in Tasmania, the Northern Territory and the ACT was
too small to indicate the statistical significance of the increase.

Reference is made to New South Wales and Victoria recording a decline in victimisation
as compared with 1983. The document continues -

An increase in the victimisation rate for robbery in 1993 as compared with 1983
was observed in all States/Territories.

It is interesting to note, however, that the increase recorded in Western Australia,
Tasmania, the Northern Territory and the ACT was not statistically significant; that is, it
could have been the result of sampling errors only. In referring to statistics of crime
relevant in Western Australia, I do not wish in any way to diminish the significance of
this issue, but it is important that the House note the number of changes in what is
categorised as the victimisation rare in Western Australia. These vary of course from
offence to offence. I do not propose to go through this in detail other than to refer to it so
that those interested, as I am sure members are, will be encouraged to pick up the
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document and succeeding documents and will be better informed of the significance of
our role as legislators and, I hope, as contributors to the making of policy. The document
is worth reading and considering by all members in this place and the other place. Its
headings deal with the type of effects and victimisation rates from 1983 to 1991.

Sitting suspended from 12 3010o 2.)S pm
Hon N.D. GRIFFrrHS: The next table in that publication deals with victims of crime
over certain periods who informed the police about the last incident, by type of offence.
It is interesting to note, and one would expect, that the victims of crime as set out in that
publication are far more than the victims of crime who reported the incident to the police.
The crime statistics in Police Department reports are, therefore, understated if one refers
to this document. I make that point to underline the fact that a greater number of Western
Australians have found themselves the victims of crime in many categories than the
community has been led to believe by reference to the published documents of the law
enforcement authorities.
I note from this publication that the victimisation rate is significantly greater for one
parent families or for persons living alone than it is for couples or couples with children.
The victimisation rate is greatest among males aged between 15 and 24. That bears
consideration because while males in that age group are also more likely to be the
perpetrators of crime, they are also the victims in a real sense, although not in the sense
as set out in the definitions clause of the Bill.
I draw to members' attention the Western Australian Police Department annual report
1994, which deals at page 17 with the victims of crime unit. It points out that the unit
was established in January 1994 and liaises with the victims support service to provide
information on victims of crime on a statewide basis, including the provision of
information relating to the status of police investigations; debriefing; and counselling and
referr-al to specialised. services. It states that in the year covered by the report. 1 083
victims were referred to the victims support service. I infer from that, although I may be
wrong, that those 1 083 victims were referred following the establishment of the unit in
January 1994. 1 would be interested if the Minister could tell me whether that is the case
or whether those 1 083 victims were referred during the full course of the financial year.
I will raise other concerns during Committee.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) 12.24 pm]: I join with my colleagues in
welcoming this Bill, for an Act about victims of crime. The Bill and the second reading
speech remind me of shutting the door after the horse has bolted, because they suggest
that there is not a lot we can do to prevent people from becoming victims of crime, and
given that the status quo will remain, we must determine how to deal with that situation.
That demonstrates the pathetic attitude of this Administration towards the issue of crime.
I will not say a great deal about this Bill, but it is an opportunity to highlight some of the
things that have happened to me and to people like me who live in Port Hedland and who
have been the victims of crime on, in some cases, more than one occasion. The house in
which I live in South Hedland has been burgled seven times. I have recounted to the
House a number of times the actions of the community and the Police Department to
reduce the incidence of crime and to make that community safe and harmonious. A
couple of weeks ago, one of my constituents informed me that the police station in South
Hedland, which we had worked very hard to encourage to be opened for 24 hours, closes
at 5.00 pm. Upon making inquiries at the police station, we were informed that the
number of people stationed at that police station had been reduced to such an extent that
it was impossible to man that police station for 24 hours.
The Department for Community Development and those government and non-
government agencies which are at the front line of ensuring that a community is
harmonious and as free from crime as possible, came together and formed a plan which
has many aspects to it, because crime is a multifaceted issue. Part of that plan was for the
comnmunity to work together with the Police Department and other agencies to change the
image of the police so that they would get the respect from the community which they
deserve. The previous Administration successfully put more police officers into the
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police station, changed the hours for which the station was open and the patrol patterns
that were undertaken by the police, and that resulted in a significant, if not miraculous,
turnaround in the incidence of crime in Port Hedland and in the appearances of juveniles
before the court. Port Hedland was an example for the whole State, if not for the whole
of Australia, of how to turn around the breakdown of a community and the attendant
crime, drunkenness and drug and alcohol abuse by looking for solutions and
implementing those solutions with the involvement of the community.
While I do not oppose the legislation, it is perhaps an indication of the newspeak of the
Court coalition Government in that it is unable to learn from history. The facts were
before us in the number of people who attended public meetings to discuss the level of
crime in Port Hedland. They could see chat the measures that were in place and were
supposed to prevent crime in our community were wanting, and that a new approach had
to be taken. That was not necessarily spending a squillion dollars or saying, "if you see a
problem, throw a dollar at it" but of using more efficiently and effectively the resources
which we had. Government and non-government organisations must be brought into the
equation. In the past if you, Mr President, thought you may become a victim of crime
because someone was breaking into your house and the situation posed a threat to your
lift, you could phone the police station and somebody would respond. The situation
today is that nobody responds because nobody mans the police station. In such a case a
person will probably become a victim of crime and will need access to the provisions of
this Bill. The sad thing is that no provisions are in place to prevent somebody being
attacked. A person can be robbed or injured or a member of his family injured or killed
and the only assistance offered is counselling.
The people of Port Hedland took things into their own hands to try to prevent crime. I
previously explained to the House that after my home had been burgled for the seventh
time in about 18 months - I probably could have killed the offender with my bare hands
because I felt violated - I constructively thought about the situation because the following
morning I realised the record player and television set were still there and all that was
taken was food and clothing. I then had to think not about killing the person who did it to
me, but how to stop that person from wanting to do it or building a brick wall around my
house to prevent him from getting in again.
The people of Port Hedland had to apply the resources they had to deal with crime in the
best way they could because they are 1 000 miles from Perth and any victim support unit.
Most of the provisions of this Bill will not help the people in the north. History shows
that the resources the people of Port Hedland had were adequate to prevent more victims
of crime, flat is the thrust of my contribution to this debate. I acknowledge that we
have victims of crime who feel isolated and violated and, given half the opportunity,
would now be criminals had they caught the offenders. There is no doubt that had I
caught the people who had burgled my home, I would have punished them to the best of
my ability and I would have not used a gong or a baseball bat; I would have found great
pleasure in using my hands. The problem is that I would have paid for that. However,
when a person settles down and regains his composure he has to think about how to deal
with the situation.
I welcome this legislation. The beauty of being in opposition is that the arguments one
uses in Caucus can be used in this place. I did not have much success in Caucus, but the
Labor Government, through Hon Ian Taylor when he was Minister for Police, was the
catalyst in helping to resolve the horrendous problems at Port Hedland. Members
opposite have the power and have been given the mandate, and the Opposition accepts
that. However, they must deal with tomorrow's problems by introducing measures to
reduce the number of victims of crime. Everything the Government has done so far will
increase the number of victims. This bandaid solution to a massive social problem will
mean nothing in the scheme of things unless the Government changes its mind set. It
must learn from the past in the same way that the Labor Party did. The programs it
introduced across the State have been successful and they were implemented from the
lessons it learnt in Port Hedland. If the Government does not do the same thing it will
introduce another victims of crime Bill or it will be seeking an increase in next year's
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Budget for funds to implement the provisions of this Bill. It may even come back next
year and say that the Bill has not worked and it must be repealed.
This Bill illustrates the Government's double speak - it says one thing and means
Mnother, but it grabs a cheap headline. If the Government means what it says about
addressing the issue of crime and the effect on society and victims of it, it must consider
the whole aspect of this problem. The Government must learn the lessons of the Labor
Ponty. Members opposite could not possibly point their fingers at the Labor Party and
say that it did not learn the lessons pertaining to crime statistics. The Labor Party also
learnt the lesson that it must listen to the Police Department. Evidence suggests that
members opposite have not learnt to listen to what the police have to say about reducing
the number of victims of crime and the incidence of crime within our society. It does not
augur well for the future. Everyone has a role to play, especially the police, but we
cannot have one group only dealing with this issue. I do not believe that those involved
in juvenile justice would consider for one moment that one group could resolve juvenile
cime.
One lesson we can learn is that regarless of the number of gaols that are built in the
State, they will be filled to capacity. I am not suggesting that this Bill will increase the
incidence of crime, but members opposite do not really believe that it will reduce the
number Of Victims of crime. I ask the Government to consider what has occurred in the
past and to build on what the Labor Party started. It should not think that because it will
get a cheap headline with a Bill like this, it is the panacea. It is merely a bandaid.
measure. I support the Bill.
HON CHERYL DAVENPORT (South Metropolitan) [2.38 pm]: I support this Bill.
As Hon Tom Helm said, this Bill continues what was started as the charter of victims'
rights by the Labor Government and follows on from the pilot program that was set up in
1991. It acknowledged that not only do criminals need to be rehabilitated, but also
society must acknowledge the difficulty that victims of crime experience.
I will raise a couple of questions about this Bill and I will refer to the participation of the
victim in the process once a criminal is apprehended. In many instances it would be
inappropriate for victims to participate. I remind members of the victim participation
process in the New Zealand family group conferencing. During the visit some members
of this House made to New Zealand in relation to the Crimes (Serious and Repeat
Offenders) Bill the children's Ombudsman indicated there were several instances where
the participation of the victim in the process was counterproductive. On the whole, the
participation of the victim had some very positive outcomes. I am mindful of examples
of victims who participated in the process of a family group conference and young
offenders had, in some instances been found jobs or apprenticeships by the victim. Some
young people admitted to a particular crime and made reparation. There was a positive
outcome from this program.
With the evolution of the pilot juvenile justice teams in this State I am also mindful that
the participation to some extent of the victim in that process has also been quite positive.
I met with a constituent in Willetton recently. An Organisation which he managed in that
suburb had been burgled. A young man had been apprehended, and because it was a first
offence he was sent to a juvenile justice team. An understanding of that young person
came out of the process of the juvenile justice team meeting. The victim was able to
understand to a greater extent what motivated the young person. He was also able to
understand to some extent why he had done it. Those are some positives for the victim
that can come from the process, as well as positives for the offender.
I want to ask the Minister about the review clause. The Act will be reviewed annually.
The provision for the review says that the Minister is to cause reviews of the operation
and effectiveness of this Act and that it is to be carried out annually, and that the Minister
should report to Parliament as soon as practicable after it is prepared. Certainly initially
that is a good thing, but I wonder why it is necessary to be reviewed on an annual basis.
Possibly it would need a little longer than that.
I also refer to the first schedule and I note that these are guidelines as to how victims
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should be treated. There are guidelines about the victim being given access to
counselling about the availability of health, welfare and criminal injuries compensation.
I wonder what saris of resources will be devoted to that process for a victim. Guideline 4
says that inconvenience to a victim should be minimised. I would be interested to know
how one defines "inconvenience". Guideline 10 says that arrangements should be made
so that a victim's views and concerns can be considered when a decision is being made
about whether to release the offender from custody, rather than at the completion of a
term of imprisonment or detention. I wonder how that might be carried out and what
level of financial and human resources it is intended to allocate in order to assist that to
occur.
All in all I feel this is a very positive piece of legislation. I hope that it works, and I
acknowledge that a victim certainly has the right to be part of the process, provided that
is done with sensitivity, particularly where a young offender is involved. I trust that
some of the instances we were told about in the New Zealand system will not occur. I
support the Bill.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [2.45 pm]: This Bill addresses quite a few of
the problems in this area, and I am broadly in agreement with most of its provisions. I
am very pleased to commend the Government for working through some of these
problems. As I indicated to the Minister for Health, I did have concerns for members of
the families of perpetrators of serious and highly publicised crimes. Some of those
family members will become victims themselves in the future, whether it be the children
at school, or people associated with the family at their workplace and so on. I understand
this Bill does not at this point address the monetary and other needs of those families.
They must suffer considerably as well when their breadwinner is gaoled. Many people in
our community are crime victims, as has been said. It affects the immediate family of the
perpetrator and can lead to lifelong scars for many people. I hope the Government will
look at that problem and perhaps add to this type of legislation at some time in the future
to deal with that very real problem.
The mediation service was mentioned in the second reading speech. It is very good to
move towards that way of dealing with crime. No doubt it makes the perpetrators,
especially of minor crimes, aware of the effect their crimes have on people and helps
them to realise that real people are suffering those effects. It is a humanising process. I
am pleased to have had considerable contact with the Fremantle juvenile justice team.
This is an excellent idea, but I believe it could be rather closer to the New Zealand model
than we have seen in this Bill today. The wider community factor in the New Zealand
model will work better. This is judgmental because it is before the event, but I believe
that model of wider consultation and wider community involvement will work better than
the one we have ended up with here. If it is limited by a reduction in the amount of
contact with the people involved it will make this Bill less effective. I hope it is
monitored to ensure that the contacts are wide enough. The impact of the mediation
process is showing people have a place in the community. If that is taken away the
process will be less effective. Most of the areas have already been covered by other
speakers. Once again, I congratulate the Government for this legislation and hope it will
look to fine-tuning it in the future.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [2.50 pm]: I thank
members for their helpful contribution to the debate. I regret that Hon Nick Griffiths
purported to be bipartisan, but made fairly carping remarks about the Government on this
matter.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: It was about your performance on the retail trading hours legislation.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member was also having a go at the Government about this
matter. I do not think his comments about retail trading hours had any relevance to this
Bill. His first carp was about the time taken to introduce this Bill. There are two aspects
of victim support The first is legislation, and the second is the physical action. The
important part of this legislation is that it establishes policy, more than anything else. It
will not create offences, set up corporations, or do those things where legislative
authority is required in advance. The legislation is an important statement by the
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Parliament to public officers, and governs the way in which they behave. I do not for one
moment suggest that the legislation is not important for that reason; it is very important.
However, it will be useful only if it is carried into action. The Attorney General has
indicated that it is already being carried into action. The second reading speech indicates
many of the actions are now being taken.
Hon Cheryl Davenport spoke about mediation, and an excellent statement on the
reparative mediation service is made in the second reading speech. I will not refer to it
now, but many things raised by members are already being carried out. That answers the
second of the questions raised by Hon Nick Griffiths about whether the provisions will be
carried through. They are already being done. As time goes by, and as people become
more experienced and understand how it works, they will be able to make it more
effective and the scheme can be expanded. Legislation such as this must be started
carefully. We learnt ftom New Zealand that even the reparative mediation referred to in
that country was recognised as needing significant changes because, although the theory
was good, once in practice people saw the ways in which the running of it could be
significantly improved. That answers the other question about why the Bill is to be
reviewed annually. This type of legislation needs to be reviewed annually, at least until
enough experience has been gained to be certain of the appropriate form the legislation
should take and what changes, if any, should be made to it.
Hon Nick Griffiths asked who recommended the legislation. Quite fhrnkly, I do not
know. I do not regard that as relevant, In the end, this House makes the policy; it either
accepts it as written or otherwise. Once this House has passed the Bill, the origin of the
measure in the first instance is totally irrelevant. Somebody must write it, and that
person is merely an amanuensis for the House - perhaps an anticipatory amanuensis - but
at least by the time it goes through this House, that is the role that person has played.
It was interesting that I was asked to enlarge on clause 3. 1 decline to do so because the
words should be read as they are. All I could do is give examples and limit their
meaning. Clause 3 should be read as broadly as it possibly can be. If, for instance, I
were to give examples of matters that could be classed as "any other reason" in clause
3(2), 1 would limit the operation of those words, and that should not happen. The court
should be given the opportunity to interpret that as broadly as it can, without this House
in any way putting a gloss on it and limiting it. Similarly, with paragraphs (a) and (b) of
clause 3(1) 1 believe the words should be given their widest practical meaning and we
should not read them down by putting a gloss on them.
Hon Tom Helm rightly pointed out that there are two aspects; obviously, part of law and
order is to ensure there are as few victims as possible. That matter is of considerable
concern to the Government. There will always be victims and, although the Government
does not accept the number, it accepts human frailty. While working to maintain the
lowest number of victims possible, it is important that the Government provide
legislation which deals with people who are victims. Again, Hon Cheryl Davenport
mentioned participation by the victim, and suggested the broader based New Zealand
model. I believe the model developed in Western Australia is good. One of the problems
with the New Zealand system is that it was so expensive that it did not have the capacity
to deal with the number of people desirable. It was a lovely system when it was
available, but it was so enormous and expensive that serious difficulties arose in its
operation. Some of the people involved said it was a nice idea but they needed more of
them. It was not practical in the circumstances.
Hon Jim Scott mentioned the families of' perpetrators. The Bill is not intended to deal
with those people, but the community has some role with them. Much of this legislation
involves those people in the process of dealing with perpetrators, and it is not so
important for those victims to be involved in questions of sentencing and so forth. The
exception is in the overall context of, say, the New Zealand model, where people get
together to reach a consensus view. They are not excluded by the Bill and it has the
capacity to help them in the process. The Bill is not intended to assist people who might
fall within the definition of victim because they have suffered damage, but who are
members of the family of the perpetrator.
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I am pleased by the overall support for the Bill. I believe the evidence to date is that the
measures contained in the Bill have a real benefit to the victims and they are an attempt
to prevent the repetition of crime. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (I-on Barry House) in the Chair Hon Peter Foss (Minister
for Health) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I consider the Minister's concluding remarks to the second
reading debate, when he referred to my comments as being not entirely bipartisan, to be
inaccurate. I was criticising his performance on another matter and raised it in the
context of the review process envisaged by clause 6. I gave an example of how a
particular Minister when carrying out a similar function had been found wanting and my
concern was that the responsible Minister for this legislation would behave in a similar
fashion. I regret that the Minister should find that exercise to be one of carping.
Having said that, I welcome the Minister's response to the Australian Labor Party's
support of this measure. We as a party have a concern for victims of crime and I am
aware from discussions with my colleagues that prior to our ceasing to occupy the
Treasury benches we were anticipating introducing legislation of this nature. From my
discussions I am quite confident that we would have introduced the legislation a lot
sooner than the Minister's lower House colleague caused this legislation to be presented
to the Parliament.
I note the Minister's comments about the words in the Bill being treated in the widest
possible way. I am pleased that he said so. In my second reading comments I said that I
was interested in hearing his comments on a number of clauses of wide application, but I
do not propose now to pursue those matters to the degree that I foreshadowed.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not wish to engage in constant chat on this matter but from my
experience of some of the former Government's legislation that passed through my hands
the member's view about the time frame for the introduction of the former Government's
legislation is a bit optimistic.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 2: Interpretation -

Hon N.D. GJRIFFITH-S: When the Minister said that he wished a number of words to be
given the widest possible interpretation and I commented that I was pleased he had said
so, I was not sure whether he had in mind paragraph (b) of the interpretation of victim,
which reads -

where an offence results in a death, any member of the immediate family of the
deceased.

What does the Minister consider to be the immediate family in this context?
Hon PETER FOSS: Without wishing to limit the extent of this meaning it is intended to
include those who have very close ties to the deceased even though they might not be
immediate relations or relations in a strictly legal sense. The term includes fiances,
custodial grandparents and other relatives, step children, lifetime partners, extended
family and some community people. It really is a matter of "family" being defined by
relationship in real terms rather than blood or legal terms. We would make a judgment
on the real relationship rather than the legal or blood relationship.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The phrase "immediate family" is rather intriguing. Why use
the word "immediate".
Hon PETER FOSS: The word "immediate'~ is used because the term is not meant to pick
up those people who have a remote family relationship. A person could have had a sister
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living in the United States of America who had no real relationship with the deceased and
had not seen the person for 50 years. On the other hand there may be someone who is a
fourth cousin three times removed who has lived in the house and had looked after the
person for years. We are seeking to include the people who are most closely affected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I do not find that a very satisfactory explanation. When the Act
is reviewed, which I trust will be in a year's time or thereabouts, this matter should be
given further consideration because the phrase is most unsatisfactory. To talk about an
immediate family being constrained in some way by geography does not gel. The
Minister says he wants the widest possible meaning yet he uses a word which, on its face,
gives a sense of narrowing down the meaning. I invite the Minister to get his ministerial
colleagues together when the Act is reviewed and address this point.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 3: Guidelines about treatment of victims -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Subclause (2) refers to a person not being in a position to
receive counselling or information and provides that another person may do those things
provided for on the victim's behalf. The clause provides that the public officer or body
as defined is to be the person or body who or which determines whether another person
may do those things on the victim's behalf. I had considered seeking the Minister's view
as to whether and to what extent limitations should be put an that and what criteria
should be used.
I note the Minister's comment, with which I agree, to have the words given their widest
effect; therefore, I will not pursue that other than to place on record my comments.
Clause 3 similarly has an interesting turn of phrase, that nothing is to be taken as
providing any person with a legally enforceable right or entitlement. That needs no
further comment other than to note that the Chamber has given it some consideration.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Victim impact statement: content -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I note the constraint on the victim impact statement, which is an
appropriate constraint. It is also appropriate that the Minister, for the record and on
behalf of the Government, makes it clear to those who may read this debate why that
constraint is there.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member stated that it should have an impact an the sentencing.

Hon N.D. Griffiths: It will.

Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, but mainly to put a fact before the court, which is the impact on
the victim. That will be taken by the court, but it is not intended to give the victim some
sort of advocacy role, particularly when one keeps in mind that in prosecutions the
custom in our society is for the sentencing to be more in the hands of the judiciary than
the panics involved. That is not totally and expressly the case, but the judiciary mainly
makes the decision. It is not like some jurisdictions where the court relies on a
suggestion from the prosecutor as to what the sentence should be. There is a concern that
if it were to contain that, it might raise an unreal expectation that that sentence is the one
that would be imposed. Secondly, it might change the role of the victim from telling his
story to seeking to become pant of that process which we agreed that the judge should
have of deciding what the sentence should be. Obviously that is one of the matters that
can be kept under review, but the better way is not to raise unreal expectations of what
the sentence will be.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 6: Review of Act -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Is the Minister able to give an undertaking to the Chamber that
the responsible Minister will cause the fact of the review of the operation to be
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announced in this place and in the other place shortly after the review commences? Will
he also give an indication as to the anticipated tabling of the envisaged annual report
following the review, and what processes of consultation are anticipated to be engaged in
while carrying out the review of the Act? I have a concern that things can be reviewed
on and on and we may not have a statement as to the effectiveness of the Act until well
into the second year after its commencement. I gave an example earlier about another
piece of legislation, for which we still have not had the report tabled. I will not ask the
Minister a question about the report in question time because he has indicated that he will
do something.
Hon PETER FOSS: Both of these matters will be determined by the Minister to whom
this Bill will be assigned when it is passed as an Act. It is not for me to preempt the
discretion of that Minister at that time. I will assume that in the way these clause have
been passed by this House on many occasions they will be carried out as appropriate.
Clause put and passed.
Schedule 1 -
Hon N.D. GRIEFITHS: When I first read guideline No 2 it sounded like a lovely idea,
and it is. I misread it at first to read that a victim would be provided with counselling to
overcome trauma, but it seems to be nothing of the kind. It is merely the provision of
access to counselling about the availability of welfare, health, medical and legal
assistance. The role of a counsellor as is commonly understood does not seem to be
taken up in the words of that guideline. If I am reading it wrongly at this relatively late
stage of the sitting week, I would be obliged to be told so. I would love to be wrong. I
have a concern that the counselling that some victims clearly need, not too many
fortunately, is not being addressed in this clause. I would like the Minister's comments
and, if my interpretation is correct, I would like the Minister to say that he will undertake
to raise it with his colleague in another place so that the matter can be considered for
review.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member has correctly interpreted it. It does not say a victim
will be given counselling, but that counselling about its availability will be provided.
Had the member read the second reading speech he know the sort of counselling that was
available.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I did read the second reading speech.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is limited to what happens to be the case at any particular time;
it will be a movable feast. This is about the rights they have. Obviously the Government
has the obligation to provide counselling under a different context. This Bill does not set
up an appropriation for the purposes of providing that counselling. That may very well
be provided by people who have nothing to do with government.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: I presume the answer to that which I am about to ask will be
along similar lines to the one just given by the Minister. I am aware that this is
essentially an overall policy document and not one which allocates resources for the
achievement of its ends. I assume that, for the most part, die Government will rely on
police officers to implement guideline No 3. Does the Government envisage that other
bodies will have a role?
I assume also the obligation for implementing guideline No 6 will also fall on the police
service. Does the Government envisage providing greater resources to the police service,
bearing in mind that the service, if it has the resources, tends to do it anyway, but quite
often cannot because of very real constraints on its activities? I am concerned that these
are more jobs that the police will have to do without appropriate resourcing. Again, I
note that this is not a Bill which provides resources; it is about overall policy.
The bureaucracy will deal with the implementation of guideline 10. What arrangements
should be put in place to implement that guideline? I do not want those arrangements to
be a lip service sort of arrangement; they should be a realistic attempt to make sure the
victim has the information conveyed to him or her.
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Hon PETER FOSS: The important thing is to look again at the second reading speech
and see what is happening already. The Victim Support Service is already doing those
things referred to by the member and will continue to do so.
A number of measures have been outlined already to the people of Western Australia to
provide police with more resources including the civilianisation of certain police jobs.
Only yesterday, a Bill was introduced into this House relating to fines and penalties
which will free up some 20 police. We are looking all the time at providing more police
resources. As the member said, that is a separate issue. The evidence indicates that it is
being done. Similarly, it applies to the arrangements for victims' views on decisions
being made about release. Already, the Parole Board is doing that.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Will you continue to ensure that that occurs?
Hon PETER FOSS: Of course. The member knows that there is a limited amount of
taxpayers' money and we can give as much as we can. However, we have done a lot
already without even the legislation existing and we will continue to do so. We will
always keep in mind budgetary constraints. The rate we will continue to du so will
depend on our capacity to do so.
Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and passed.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from I December.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [3.28 pm]: In general, the Australian
Labor Party Opposition supports the provisions of this Bill, which proposes to amend the
Criminal Code, the Offenders Community Corrections Act, the Bail Act, die Child
Welfare Act, the Evidence Act, the Justices Act, and an Act which is no longer in
existence, namely, the Young Offenders Act. I note with interest that that non-existent
piece of legislation is referred to in clause 2. That aspect may attract some comment by
other members as we proceed through the second reading stage.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I think that is a very reasonable and proper acknowledgment to
make in all of the circumstances. Nonetheless it is curious and it reflects matters of
timing.
Hon Peter Foss: Perhaps you could amend the Bill quickly and we would not have to
come back.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: We have just dealt with the clause covering the guidelines and
we are getting close to Christmas when wish lists are about. I do not think some wishes
will be achieved. However, that is the way the world is. I note on pages 3 and 4 of the
second reading speech a succinct summary of the measures included in the Bill. I will
refer to the creation of the offence of unlawful stalking together with the appropriate
penalties for that offence - the word 'appropriate" is the Minister's. The Opposition
welcomes the creation of such an offence and is of the view that it is overdue. Hon Tom
Butler has an interest in preventing those sorts of activities. He is one of the many
members of this House, and perhaps of another place, who come into contact frequently
with people, mainly women, who are the victims of this offence.
Hon T.G. Butler: I thought you were reflecting on my reputation.
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Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am afraid this is the sort of speech which inevitably leads to
interjections. The reputation of Hon Tom Butler in seeking to improve this area is a well
deserved one. His concern for these people who have been victims of this nasty
behaviour is well known. That is why many people in the electorate that he, I and the
Minister share have no hesitation in going to his office for assistance, which he freely and
very ably gives. I am not trying to shirk my responsibility as a member by suggesting
that I would send those poor constituents to see Mr Butler. He does such a good job that
perhaps I should consider doing that down the track. Int Committee I will discuss the
penalties.
The setting of maximum penalties is an area which intrigues me. Some pieces of
legislation we have discussed seem to have a degree of arbitr-ariness for setting a
particular figure. Why should a maximum penalty be $ 10 000 rather than $8 000 or
$7 500? There seems to be an element of pulling a figure out of the air involved.
Hon Peter Foss: It is a value judgment.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: That is right. That is a perfectly proper interjection from the
Minister. It must be a value judgment. In assessing these figures, it is appropriate that
the Minister, on behalf of the Executive, set out how a figure is arrived at and the values
that are applied. I do not think it is goad enough to pull a figure out of the air.
Sometimes penalties have increased and the increase is quite draconian when we consider
the capacity of people in the community to pay. Fortunately we are in fairly prosperous
times, thanks to the Keating Federal Government, and people have the capacity to meet
these increased penalties if they find themselves on the receiving end.
The Minister said that the Bill proposes to create penalties for breaches of restraining
orders. The penalties on restraining orders is an area that should properly be reviewed.
This measure contained in the Bill is therefore welcomed and it is a matter about which I
look forward to hearing the Minister's comments Committee. He said that the Bill
proposed increased penalties for unlawful wounding. I will be interested to hear the
rationale for that. Why should the penalties be increased? I am not saying that they
should not be, but I want to know why they should be. How is the maximum penalty
arrived at? The same question occurs to me about the increased penalties for assaults on
public officers. Why should penalties be increased? Is this just part of a raft of measures
to give the Government a hang 'em high image as part of its seeking to address the
rhetoric in which it so freely engages, or is there some real meaning behind the measure?
If so, I will be interested to hear the reason.
I note that the Bill proposes to deal with the setting of minimum terms and increases in
the periods before people found guilty Of Murder or wilful murder become eligible for
review and release on parole. Is that measure part of satisfying a perceived blood lust,
that freely engaged in rhetoric to satisfy a hang 'em high approach, or a who-will-be-the-
first-person-to-use-the-lever approach, or is there some meaningful purpose behind it?
The measure should be applauded if there is a meaningful purpose behind it, if it is
something that will be of benefit to the community, rather than something to appease the
unfortunate illusions of some very irrational people, those who seem to be swayed by
passion rather than proper consideration; in which case it should be condemned. If the
measure is something that will promote our community, it should be applauded. I have
an open mind because I have not heard or read in the second reading speech the rationale
behind it. The Minister has said that it is a question of values. It is in terms of setting
minimum terms, but substantial increases are envisaged. I ask the Minister to inform this
House of the reasons for it. If those reasons are to appease a strident lobby, the Minister
should stand condemned. I trust that is not the case, and I look forward to hearing from
the Minister in that regard.
I note that the Minister refers to the Bill providing for detention in work camps for young
offenders between 18 and 21 years. I note that has a relation to another matter on the
Notice Paper, to which the Minister and I each made passing reference when I
commenced my remarks. I propose to speak about that at the Committee stage. The
Minister painted out that the Bill contains a number of other measures including the
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establishment of statutory sentencing principles. Of course, there are already statutory
sentencing principles, and this Bill proposes to amend those principles. The Bill's
provision in that regard may leave itself open to an interpretation that a very proper
principle that imprisonment be a matter of last resort is something that is being crossed
out. I propose to deal with that issue at the Committee stage as well. I note what the
second reading speech says but I am more concerned with what the words say, and I will
be interested in the Minister's comments on that - whether he makes his comments in
response to second reading debate or during Committee. I leave that to him, but it is a
Matter I want to examine at the Committee stage.
The Bill is said to contain a provision for a plea of guilty after a jury has been sworn.
That is sensible, and it needs no further comment on my part. Other members may
disagree, and they are entitled to do so. I have a concern about the provision for trial by
judge alone, without a jury. I understand that this is something which operates in other
jurisdictions of a sibling nature, but I have misgivings. The sort of trial that has been
used in other debates - I am not referring to another place, but to debates in other
jurisdictions and outside this House as being a justification for trial by judge alone
without a jury - is a trial involving commercial fraud which is said to involve a lot of time
and arguably complex matters. My concern is twofold: First, that sort of trial usually
involves someone who is or was one of the rich and powerful. Therefore, as a matter of
practice - and here I am looking at the justification; I will deal with the particular words
at the Committee stage - there may end up being a perception that it is one rule for the
well-off and another rule for those who are not so well-off. My second concern is that,
by virtue of the fact that some cases which would otherwise be tried by jury will now
have the capacity to be tried by a judge alone, the position that the process of trial by jury
occupies in our system of justice will change.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The Bill provides for the Full Court of the Supreme Court or
Court of Criminal Appeal to give what are referred to as guideline judgments and also a
right of appeal by the prosecution against a decision by a judge staying or adjourning
proceedings on an indictment. Those measures are very appropriate, arnd are most
welcomed by the Australian Labor Party. The Minister said that this Bill was part of a
range of measures to help reassure the public of Western Australia that the criminal
justice system can and will protect them and their families. He portrayed the Bill as
introduced, among others, to address what is referred to as "the crime problem". In
dealing with the crime problem this Government has failed to address the causes of crime
and continues to do so, because I suspect it either does not care about the causes of crime
or it believes its own rhetoric. In either case it is a most unfortunate circumstance. I trust
Hon Norman Moore will take note of what I have said and do something about it, but I
doubt it.
It is necessary to understand the extent of the crime problem and determine whether these
measures are required to address it or have some other purpose I trust the Government
gave some consideration to what is set out in the annual report of the Western Australian
Police Department, dated 31 August 1994. On pages 15, 16 and 17 it deals with the
incidence of crime in our community. It points out under the subheading of "Issues and
Trends" that there has been a 5 per cent decrease in the total number of reported offences
for the year and that offences against the person have increased by 3.9 per cent. I drew
the distinction between reported offences and offences that take place in the context of
the Victims of Crime Bill. I do not propose to dwell on that distinction any more. That
the Police Department is in a position to disclose the reported offences and how the
trends in reported offences are compiled indicates the extent of the crime wave, if that is
the appropriate phrase, in Western Australia. With the exception of homicide, indecent
assault and sexual penetrations which have decreased, offences against the person have
increased. Offences against property have decreased by 4.6 per cent in the total number
of reported crimes from 190 135 to 181 467. When considering the cause of crime and
the crime rates throughout history, we should note the impact of the economy. In better
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economic times - thanks to the Keating Government - the incidence of crime tends to dip.
In worse economic times - thanks to the impact on the Australian economy because it is a
wrading nation and is subject to the business cycle and matters of that kind and,
regretfully, the drastic policies of some Liberal State Governments and in times past of
Liberal Federal Governments - the incidence of crime tends to get worse. There are other
causes of crime, and I very much regret that this Government has so far failed to address
them.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) (4.41 pm]: I thank the
member for his support of the Bill and for his comments. I take it that some of the
comments will be more specifically honed during Committee. A dual process is taking
place at the moment, whereby throughout many penalty provisions and Acts short terms
of imprisonment are provided for. At the other end of the process, those penalties will be
removed and the overall range of penalties will be reassessed. The Government is trying
to reach the state at which people are no longer imprisoned, unless a substantial period is
justified. After removing that provision, we must make sure there is a proper range of
prison terms for people in the more serious category. We hope that, generally speaking, a
large number of offences for which prison terms are not appropriate no longer will attract
small terms of imprisonment, as they have in the past. The only people to be imprisoned
will be those at the more serious end of the spectrum. I am sure the honourable member
will agree that imprisonment should be the option chosen less frequently tihan in the past.
As further measures are introduced, it will soon be harder and harder for the courts to
impose minor terms of imprisonment where that was the appropriate penalty under the
previous regime of senton-rcing. To that extent, the expressions of intent of the Opposition
match those of the Government, in that we are seeking to make certain, by changing the
attitudes of sentencing authorities, that people will not be imprisoned for short periods
simply because they will not be imprisoned at all.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair; Hon Peter Foss (Minister
for Health) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon N.D. GRIFF~l'IS: I indicate to the Minister that I do not intend to speak at length
on the specific clauses, but propose to invite the Minister to make further comment where
I think it appropriate.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Sections 17A to 17D inserted -

Hon N.D. GRIFFITH-S: I note the restructuring of chapter IV of the code, the new words
inserted and the words deleted. I also note the Minister's comments on the
Government's view about the imposition of the prison terms. I am concerned about the
wording, particularly that of section 19A of the Criminal Code which flows from that.
That section makes it clear that imprisonment is a sentence of last resort. I am not
content that the wording of the proposed sections in this Bill will provide for the sort of
regime which currently exists, with imprisonment being a sentence of last resort. I note
the concluding words of section 19A(l) of the code to the effect that the court shall not
imprison an offender unless it considers that no other form of punishment or disposition
available to the court in the case is appropriate, I can see how imprisonment is not
necessarily sought from the courts with these amendments, but the wording seems to
indicate a diminution of the principle that imprisonment is a sentence of last resort. If
that view is correct, I am concerned, particularly in light of the Police Department's
report, that the Government is engaging in a rhetorical exercise rather than implementing
something meaningful of benefit to the community. I invite the Minister to allay my
concerns.
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Hon PETER FOSS: I do not read it in die way Hon Nick Griffiths suggests. It seems to
make it clear that prison is to be used only as a last resort. If anything, it is a preferable
fonn of drafting. The tendency in the past has been to draft negatively, double negatively
and even triple negatively. However, this is cast in positive terms and directs the court
not to impose a sentence. The previous wording was that it shall not imprison an
offender unless it considers that another form of punishment or disposition available to
the count in the case is appropriate. It is more positive to say that a court shall not impose
a sentence of imprisonment unless, etc. It certainly has some effect. It is a sentence of
last resort.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I thank the Minister for his comments. I thought his views
should be on record.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Section 301 amended -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITH-S: Section 301 of the code deals with unlawful wounding and
provides that a person who unlawfully wounds another or unlawfully and with intent to
injure or annoy any person causes any poison or other noxious thing to be administered to
or taken by any person is guilty of a misdemneanour and is liable to imprisonment for
three years. In this measure the Government is saying that the penalty should be
increased to five years. Why is that? Have there been recent instances of sentences
which in the Government's view have shown that the three year maximum penalty has
not been sufficient for this offence or is this just a wish to increase the penalty to look
good in the eyes of some active, bloodthirsty lobbyists? Again, to be consistent with my
remarks on the short title, and subject to the Minister's comments so that I do not have to
jump up again on this clause, the other part is to provide a summary conviction penalty of
imprisonment for two years or a fine of $1 000. 1 would like the Minister to flesh out the
rationale for that-
Hon PETER FOSS: I hope it is not due to bloodthirsty people because it is actually
intended to conform with some reform set in place by the previous Government. In 1992
section 306 was amended by this Parliament at the request of the former Government to
make a distinction between the penalty for a case dealt with summarily, which obviously
would be only for a minor offence, and a penalty for a case dealt with on indictment.
Section 306 is for a similar tariff offence, such as unlawful acts causing bodily harm, and
in 1992 that was amended so that the penalty for the indictable offence was imprisonment
for five years and the summary conviction penalty was two years' imprisonment or a fine
of $8 000. Here we have sought to get some uniformity in the Criminal Code and to try
to get the tariffs set appropriately. More importantly, we have sought not to allow the
situation where people are committed to trial and face that very serious penalty even
though we know it is a minor offence which would more appropriately be dealt with
summarily. Here we have a one year lesser penalty for people proceeded against
summarily and an extra two years for people proceeded against on indictment.
As a matter of interest, the Queensland code provides imprisonment for two years more
than this. Compared with other jurisdictions we probably have a lesser penalty for this
offence. The whole idea is to get a greater consistency through the code and this is
consistent with the process that was begun in 1992 by the fanner Government under
Attorney General Hon Joe Berinson.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 317A inserted -

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: This clause sets out the penalties and I ask the Minister to
comment on them.
Hon PETER FOSS: The clause goes further than that- it arises out of comment from the
Legislation Committee inquiry on the serious and repeat offenders Bill. The committee
found that although offences in section 318 all had the same tariff it was possible to have
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a very wide variety of results. The committee believed that although it seemed all right
to have them together there was a remarkable difference between the strength of them.
What we have now is a different format. Section 317A is for lesser offences and section
318 covers what is left, the more serious offences. We have created a lower grade of
offences in section 317A so that section 318 has a more consistent content than before.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I thank the Minister for his comments hut I was referring to the
increase in tariff from five years to 10 years, which is a substantial increase.
Hon Peter Foss: It is only for the more serious offences.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Yes, but have there been instances in recent times of the current
maximum being insufficient?
Hon PETER FOSS: The problem has been that the tariff has been set as an average right
across from the minor offences to the major offences. It was too high for the minor
offences and too low for the major offences. We have split the two and the tariff for the
minor of fences has gone down and that for the major offences has gone up.
I-on N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am not happy with what the Minister has said. I cannot see in
the inister's comments the rarionale to increase a penalty for the worst possible case
from five years to 10 years. I am inviting him to expound further on this point.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not believe I can add to what I previously said.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 81to 13 put and passed.
Clause 14: Chapter LXIVA inserted -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am concerned about the diminution of the treasured role of tria
by jury by providing this option. I have heard the rationale provided for it in other
jurisdictions, and I note what has been said in Western Australia about this provision. I
have serious misgivings about it. I am concerned that the practice may develop which
will lead, at least in the public's mind, to a perception of trial by judge alone being for the
rich. That is a question of perception; I know the words of the Bill do not say that.
Those legal practitioners who practise in the criminal field will say that in their overall
experience - I know this matter has nothing to do with whether the person is guilty or
otherwise in a factual sense as distinct from a legal sense - it is easier to get someone off
before a jury than it is before a magistrate. That is not to denigrate either juries or the
magistracy. I am concerned there will be some form of encouragement by practice to
have people dealt with by judges. I am not denigrating the judiciary or anybody involved
in the process.
A trial by jury is a great safeguard. I know that many people think they are hard done by
in jury trials; however, I do not share their view. Sometimes juries get it wrong - they
comprise human beings, after all. When they do, it is often set aside by the Court of
Criminal Appeal. That is not always the case because judges are human beings and the
evidence is not always available.
Hon T.G. Butler: What about majority verdicts?
H-on N.D. GRIFFITHS: They just do not come into the matter in a trial by judge alone,
unless the judge has a split personality and has an each way bet.
Hon T.G. Butler: I have a problem with juries.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Anything involving a human element leads to errors from time
to time; that is life. If Hon Tom Butler has a specific problem, I invite him to raise it
with the Minister who is being paid to answer his concerns. Does the Minister share my
concern that the jury system should be enhanced and not diminished?
Hon PETER FOSS- I certainly share Hon Nick Griffiths' enthusiasm for trial by jury.
However, an option for a trial without a jury is important. It is up to the person involved
to make that decision. If we took away that right in these circumstances, without an
option, the remarks about this matter could well be more significant. My understanding
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is chat the experience in other States is different from what Hon Nick Griffiths suggests,
and that it is determined more on a case basis than by richness or otherwise of the person
involved. Instances occur where it may be worth while to get away from the attitudes of
the jury. I am sure some people might feel that on occasion the jury decides that the
person may not be guilty on the charged offence, but believes he should not get off
because he has been a crook on other occasions. At other times juries may find the
alleged offence abhorrent and, therefore, connect their abhorrence with guilt on the part
of the defendant.
It is still a bit early to see how popular it will be. Up to 5 per cent of people choose this
method of trial. If people are short on money, it is cheaper and more expeditious than
having a jury trial. It is an option, and it should be judged on how it works. It appears to
have been successful in other places.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 15 and 16 put and passed.
Clause 17: Principal Act -
I-on N.D. GRIFFITHS: This clause in itself advances nothing, unlike the subsequent
clauses which are of concern to the Opposition. So far the Government has handled
badly the question of young offenders and their detention. The Opposition proposes to
give the matter full scrutiny when the Order of the Day which has great relevance to
those issues comes before the Chamber.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 18 to 22 put and passed.
Clause 23: Section 34 amended -

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: What is the rationale for the set of values which has led to these
changes being proposed? Is it an exercise in blood lust, an appeasement of an irrational
so-called law and order lobby, or something that is supposed to give some meaningful
benefit to the community, bearing in mind what I said earlier about the causes of crime?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is intended to give some meaningful benefit to the community.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: What is the rationale for the changes?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is believed that people who have been found guilty of what are
undoubtedly serious offences for which a minimum penalty is provided have been
incarcerated for a considerably shorter time than is specified in the legislation and the net
effect of this does not satisfy the expectations of the community or the Government, or
the Parliament's original intentions. This amendment is intended to extend the minimum
period of time before a person is considered for release.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 24: Section 40D amended -

Hon N.D. GRIIFFITHS: My observations about this clause are the same as my
observations about clause 23, and I invite the Minister's response.
Hon PETER FOSS: My observations are likewise.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I do not find that response particularly satisfactory.
Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and passed.
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SELECT COMMWI'fEE OF PRIVILEGE INTO FAILURE OF
B.M. EASTON TO COMPLY WIT H ORDER OF THE HOUSE

Report Tabling, Extension of Time
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [5.12 pmi]: I am directed
to present the report of the Select Committee of Privilege inquiring into the failure of
Mr B.M. Easton to comply with the order of the House requesting that the date fixed for
the presentation of the report be extended from Thursday, 8 December 1994 to Thursday,
15 December 1994. [ move -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be adopted and agreed to.
Question put and passed.
[See paper No 649.]

LAND, PARKS AND RESERVES AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 6 December.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Lands) [5.13 pm]: I thank
Hon Nick Griffiths, Hon Mark Nevill and Hon Tom Helm for their support for this Bill.
As members will be aware, the Bill addresses three distinct areas, which are, in the main,
an amendment to section 9 of the Land Act to enable grants and leases to Aboriginal
persons to be extended to perpetual leases and also the current restriction in area of 4 000
hectares to be removed; the removal of unauthorised buildings and contents on public
land, and it is proposed that clauses similar to those found in the Port Kennedy
Development Agreement Act be incorporated in the Land Act; and amendments to the
Parks and Reserves Act which are designed to provide for certain boards to be appointed
and to have the ability to manage and control certain community lands.
A number of questions were asked during the second reading debate. Hon Mark Nevill
asked whether the leases will be able to be assigned. The answer is yes; leases will be
able to be assigned. Members will be aware that under the existing provisions of the
Land Act, while the approval of the Minister for Lands is required to transfer, assign,
mortgage or sublease certain lands, sections 143, 144 and 145 do apply in respect of
these proposals. Hon Mark Nevill asked whether the lessees will have to pay local
government rates. While there will be no specific requirement in the lease conditions to
pay rates, that matter comes under the provisions of the Local Government Act, and the
requirements of that Act will apply insomuch as any commercial ventures that might be
carried out on the land will be rateable. Community living areas will not be rateable until
such time as a townsite is declared. It is agreed that rating is a fairly complex issue, and
this issue is currently the subject of continuing discussion between the Department of
Local Government and the Department of Land Administration. That applies also to the
leasing of certain other Crown reserves. Hon Mark Nevill asked whether lease payments
would have to be made to the Government. it is intended that the amount of any lease
payment will be determined in accordance with the purpose of the specific lease and,
indeed, the area of land. For example, a rent in the order of $300 per annumn to recover
administrative costs will be levied for living areas, and market value rents will apply in
respect of commercial uses.
I was asked to provide some detail about the terms and conditions that would be expected
in respect of this type of lease. I advise that a lease in perpetuity will be similar to
existing Land Act leases, except that there will be a continuous term. Other conditions
will be the payment of rent; a stated purpose of the lease; three yearly reviews; forfeiture
provisions; and, where applicable, environmental, soil conservation and planning
management, and a requirement to comply with local government provisions. The
conditions will be set following consultation with the Department of Land
Administration and any other relevant departments.
In regard to the benefits of granting perpetual leases rather than reserves, clearly the
provision of a lease in perpetuity is complementary to existing Land Act tenures, and
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reserves may still be created and vested in Aboriginal communities. It is riot always
possible, as members will be aware, to reserve land due to certain restrictions that can be
imposed under the Mining Act, and, in some cases, a lease is the only alternative. A
reserve and a lease are similar in that the land is to be used for a designated purpose and
for a continuous term. Both tenures may be forfeited, but it is unusual to forfeit a reserve
vesting order. The lease has the advantage of being more appropriate to define the
responsibilities between the parties and can contain a range of conditions similar to those
which I have mentioned.
Land may be reserved, as Hon Mark Nevill referred to the other day, under the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, but it is the practice that first a similar Land Act
reserve is in place. In lieu of implementing part 3 of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority Act, which requires permits, the Aboriginal community can utilise the
Aboriginal Communities Act which Provides for total community management, including
access controls. The Aboriginal community may request a certain land tenure to meet its
particular community management requirements, and the choice of tenure will be
widened by this amendment, which in pant follows the recommendations in the report of
the task force on Aboriginal social justice.
The consideration of the appropriate land tenure will also include the standard tenure
type in a given region. It is proposed that a policy be developed to offer leases in
perpetuity in respect of pastoral leases generally across Western Australia. That will be
the subject, in due course, of amendments in a Hill which is currently being drafted and
which will be titled the "Land Administration Bill".
Hon Nick Griffiths raised certain questions about removal of unauthorised buildings and
contents on public land. I have read carefully the comments of Hon Nick Griffiths, In
general terms he argued that there was a need to set up an administrative appeals tribunal.
I have ascentained that Judge John Gotjamanos is currently working on a report for the
Attorney General on certain tribunals. In fact, he is the commissioner of a tribunal
review. So far as the progress on that review is going, I understand that there is an
agreed time frame with the Attorney General and that the commissioner of the tribunal
review reports regularly to the Attorney General. I have not yet been able to get hold of
an interim repont on that work. I do not know whether there is one publicly available.
However, the comments of Hon Nick Griffiths have been discussed with the Attorney
General and they will be recognised in due course when Judge Gotjamanos. finally
reports to the Attorney General, because it is anticipated that the recommendations of
Judge Gotjamanos will require certain legislative change. That may see the
establishment of an administrative appeals tribunal in Western Australia.
Hon Tom Helm concentrated on providing certain examples of land tenure, particularly
in the north west of the State, in the Pilbara and in the Kimberley. Ln his comments, Hon
Tonm Helm suggested that he did not want these amendments - he was referring
particularly to the amendments to section 9 of the Land Act - to be used or construed as
being paternalistic to the Aboriginal community. The intended amendments are certainly
not intended to be paternalistic. They will remove certain restrictions that are currently
provided for in section 9 and also will enable certain land to be transferred to Aboriginal
communities. In particularly, I refer to the Youngaleena Aboriginal Corporation to
which Hon Tom Helm referred. That corporation is south east of Wittenoom. It is
intended that a certain area of land be excised from Mulga. Downs station, the lessee of
which is Hancock Prospecting, and the lessee supports this living area being excised. It
is anticipated that the area will be in the order of 5 10 hectares.
The second area of land being considered for transfer applies to the Jinparinya Aboriginal
Corporation. It is intended that certain lands be excised from Pippingarra Station which
is owned by the Aboriginal community. This location is near Port H-edland. The area
involved in that is 1 598 hectares.
I believe I have addressed the various questions raised. The amendments are important,
clearly in respect of the removal of unauthorised structures, but more than that,
amendments to section 9 will enable certain lands to be transferred to Aboriginal
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communities in Western Australia. I have no doubt that other questions will be received
by my office in due course for similar treatment. [ ask members to support this second
reading.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Conuniffee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair; Hon George Cash
(Minister for Lands) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Section 9 amended -

Hon MARK NEVILL: I thank the Minister for the thorough answer that he gave to the
questions I asked during the second reading debate. It appeared from reading the debate
that Aborigines were to be offered a perpetual lease. However, section 47 of the Land
Act 1933 becomes inoperative through this Bill and by doing that, these leases are being
removed from the agricultural and grazing land categories. It was not clear into which
category the new leases would fit and what terms and conditions would apply. It was a
floating concept when I read the Bill. Given that, I was concerned that Aborigines may
be agreeing to this form of tenure without really knowing to what they were agreeing.
In his comments, the Minister said that, by this amendment, the choice of tenure for
Aborigines will be widened. That is correct. In the broad sense, they now have a
different form of tenure for which they can apply. However, I was concerned that the
Aboriginal communities that applied for this had a narrower range of tenure in that they
were offered only this one option. The answer given by the Minister has allayed most of
my concerns. He did mention that environmental, soil, local government and other
conditions may apply.
I understand that Woodstock station, which is between Wittenoom and Port Hedland, is
not considered to be a viable pastoral lease. However, it has high heritage values in that
there are many rock engravings in that area. I am not sure whether it has been earmarked
as a national park. I understand there is a three year plan covering the protection of
species and the environment. Can I presume that these other requirements, such as
environmental, soil and site and fauna surveys, may be put onto these communities? I
was going to ask the names of the communities that have been considered for this form of
lease. The Minister has named two communities in the Pilbara. I understand that two
others are being considered in the Kim berley. If that is correct, could the Minister advise
the House where those communities are located and which Aboriginal groups have
applied?
Hon GEORGE CASH: In respect of conditions that might be applied, the answer is yes.
I have outlined the conditions that could be applied. In due course when the land
administration Bill comes into the Parliament, there will also be very clear provisions that
will require pastoralists to maintain properties to a particular standard. One of the things
that we have noticed over a long time in rspect of pastoral stations is that in some areas
there is a need to have more regard for conservation and environmental practices. That
new land administration Bill will tighten up that area. As to the protection of certain
Aboriginal sites and other matters of cultural interest, conditions can be applied. As to
the question of whether Woodstock station is viable, within the industry pastoralists are
very concerned when the word "viable" is used. It is often very difficult to establish just
what is economically viable when comparisons are made with other stations, either in a
particular region or in other regions. I have discussed these matters with pastoralists and
I have chosen not to use the word 'viable'. It is often misinterpreted.
Hon Mark Nevill interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Quite so. Hon Mark Nevill talked about certain other transfers
being considered for the Kimberley area. I am advised that the Office of Traditional
Land Use is considering some other areas and is working with the relevant departments at
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this stage. The matters peripherally have been referred to me as pant of a government
policy; but the procedures are still working their way through the system.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 164A repealed and sections 164A and 164AA substituted -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I note the Minister's comments and his concern, and I thank him
for them. However, I point out that we are not just dealing with unauthorised structures.
These structures can contain items of a personal nature. One may speculate, but those
items may be very valuable indeed. I think it is appropriate that a form of judicial appeal
of an inexpensive nature be afforded to persons who may find themselves the subject of
this provision. An efficient way to go would be to have an administrative appeals
tribunal rather than a court of petty sessions, given the nature of those courts. I do not
wish to impede the progress of the Bill. The Minister would be aware of, and understand,
my comments in the second reading debate about the principles of the Bill. I ask Hon
George Cash, as the representative Minister and therefore the responsible Minister in this
place, for an undertaking, if he considers he is in a position to give one, to give those
potential grievances appropriate recognition at the earliest opportunity.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thank Hon Nick Griffiths for his comments. I do recognise
what he would prefer to occur with respect to the opportunity for aggrieved persons to
appeal. In my response to the second reading debate I mentioned that His Honour John
Gotjamanos is presently conducting a review in Western Australia and there is every
likelihood when he finally reports that the Attorney General may recommend that an
administrative appeals tribunal be established in Western Australia. When that final
report comes down, I will give an undertaking that I will have regard to the comments of
Hon Nick Griffiths about due process as it affects the Land Act. I am also hopeful that
prior to the final report from Judge Gotjamanos we will have the land administration Bill
in this House. That Bill is a considerable rewrite of land administration in Western
Australia and will provide for an adjudication tribunal which will give aggrieved persons
the opportunity to appear in respect of the issues raised by Hon Nick Griffiths. I make
my comments conditional in this way: Firstly, I am hopeful that the provisions of the
land administration Bill will address the areas raised by Hon Nick Griffiths; however,
should that not be the case, as a second string to our bow, the provisions that I would
expect would comprise a Bill dealing with the administration appeals tribunal would no
doubt be able to satisfy the areas raised by Hon Nick Griffiths. In that regard it looks as
though we will have two shots at that target.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 8 to 12 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Minister for Lands), and
transmitted to the Assembly.

STAMP AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
Second Reading

Resumed from 6 December.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [5.42 pm]: T'he Opposition supports the
Bill. The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Stamp Act. It provides a stamp duty
exemption on the transfer of farming properties between family members, and on grants
of enduring powers of attorney. On the first matter, the Bill will confer a special benefit
on a certain part of the business community in farming properties of this State where
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transfers are made between family members. Currently, if a person dies, as long as the
property is left to another family member in the will, it can be transferred for the nominal
stamp duty charge of $5. However, the problem arises when the transfer is undertaken
while the owner of the property is still living. Such a tranisfer will incur the full stamp
duty charge, which can be a significant amount. In his second reading speech the
Minister pointed out tbat, in many cases, this can result in a transfer of a farm being
delayed until the owner dies. If a family member takes over the farm, there could be a
disincentive for that person to add capital value to the farm, because stamp duty will be
incurred if the farm is developed, say, as a vineyard, or money is spent on it, because the
property will be assessed at a higher rawe of duty when the owner dies, or if something
goes wrong and the farm must be purchased when the owner dies.
Hon Max Evans: That is in the case of a brother.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The provision can reduce the incentive for family members to
develop a property. On the face of it, the measure should result in a more efficient
farming sector in that properties will be transferred to people who will be prepared to
make changes - in the majority of cases - for the better, and we will see investment in
such properties where a person taking over the property has different ideas, whether to
develop viticulture or aquaculture or more efficient forms of farming. In that sense, it is
a push in the right direction for the industry. Proposed section 75D defines a family
member in proposed paragraph (b) as a parent or remoter lineal ancestor of the person. I
understand that to mean that a property can be transferred from the owner back up the
ancestral chain, whereas normally the transfer is down the lineage - or that is the way the
succession usually works.
Hon Max Evans: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Why would the Government want a form of transfer from, say,
the owner to the mother or father?
Hon Max Evans: This was brought up by a number of officers who see it as a possibility,
no matter how remote. Sons sometimes leave the fanin, say, to do law, and the father
takes back the farm.
Hon MARK NEVILL: There is a reason for it, I suppose, but it is odd to read. I have no
problem with proposed paragraph (c) which refers to a brother or sister of the person or
remoter lineal descendant of a brother or sister of the person. That casts the net fairly
widely. Proposed paragraph (d) refers to an aunt or uncle of the person, and (e) refers to
the spouse or former spouse of that person. It is generous for someone to be transferring
a property to a former spouse but it could be pant of a family law action.
Hon Max Evans: Under family law a property is free from duty, in any case.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That is my understanding. Eligibility for the exemption under
the definition of family member is extremely broad.
As I said earlier, the exemption will apply to a particular group in the community; that is,
farmers and their relatives. I can understand it if people who own family businesses in
the rural areas are quite miffed to know the farm down the road is being transferred
without stamp duty, when their family business, which has probably struggled just as
much in a rural town, must pay a significant amount of stamp duty without any offer of
concession. I understand that in Queensland those transfers are exempt. I suppose it is a
question of the amount of revenue that the Government is prepared to forgo to broaden
the eligibility of these exemptions. The Opposition is interested in low income earners
being eligible for concessions. The stamp duty has a rather vicious sliding scale. Once
the price of a business or property is more than $250 000 the stamp duty increases
significantly.
Hon Max Evans: $500 000 is 4 per cent.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I was recently caught in that regard and it blew out the amount of
stamp duty I had to pay.
The other area concerns the concession to first home owners which has not been changed
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since 1989; that is, the $500 rebate. I think in 1989 the average price of a house in the
southern areas of the State under that concession was $85 000 and north of the twency-
sixth parallel the maximum figure in 1989 was set at $127 500. The median price of
houses in areas in the south of the State is probably 40 per cent to 50 per cent higher than
it was in 1989. Perhaps the concession limit could be raised to the median level.
Although I agree with farmers receiving this exemption, other groups in the community
could also benefit with more lenient treatment of stamp duty than at present. In my case,
a will was structured in a way that meant land left to a brother incurred the nominal $5
duty and to transfer the other half of the land to me, I bad to pay full stamp duty, even
though two properties were left within the family. That was fairly difficult to accept. I
thought the lawyers would have been aware of that problem when they drew up the will;
but it was not drawn to our attention. The benefits of these nominal concessions is often
fortuitous. It can depend on how the lawyer has drawn up the will. Those people who
can afford good advice end up better off than those who cannot.
I refer to transfer of properties which form an integral part of farming operations such as
milk quotas and egg licences. The second reading speech referred to farming operations,
but the provision in the Bill, proposed section 75E. refers, I think, to farming properties.
The definition of a farming property is

(a) fanning land;
(b) personal property which is used solely or principally in connection with

the business of primary production.
Hon Max Evans: My general theory is that milk quotas were not subject to stamp duty.
They are not a fixed asset.
IHon MARK NEVILL: Under farming operations, fishing licences could be construed to
be part of that. It is probably under the definition of primary production which seeks to
provide for rearing living creatures and selling them. It refers in the same section to
shells. Does this exemption apply to, say, a crayfishing licence if it was transferred,
being a part of primary production and a fanning operation? Are fisheries concessions,
quotas or licences able to be transferred under this legislation?
Hon Max Evans: Crayfishing is not a farming operation. I suppose fanning marron
could be a farming operation.
Hon MARK NEVILL I think aquaculture would come under the definition of primary
production in this Bill, to be found in proposed section 75D. Paragraph (b) refers to the
breeding, rearing or maintenance of living creatures for the purpose of selling them,
which encompasses any form of aquaculture. I know rock lobster fishing is not a form of
aquaculture and may not be covered. However, proposed subparagraph (ii) refers to the
production or collection of skins, shells or bodily produce. "Shells" tends to give an
aquatic flavour to the issue. I wonder whether this amendment contemplates any changes
in this area. It would not surprise me if a lawyer construed it in that way. I suppose the
definition of farming property has an impact on how that paragraph is interpreted.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm

Hon MARK NEVILL: Neither the second reading speech nor the debate in another place
made any mention of aquaculture. . Clearly aquaculture would come under the definition
of primary production, which means the breeding, rearing or maintenance of living
creatures for the purposes of selling them for food etc. The definition of farming
property also allows for that interpretation and the definition includes personal property
which is used, solely or principally, in connection with the business of primary
production. It is clear that stamp duty would not be paid on a transfer to a family
member as defined in the Bill. We are advised by the Minister that this exemption will
apply to both a sale and a gift. The legislation which exempts farm properties from
stamp duty where they are transferred to family members is not peculiar to Western
Australia. Queensland has the same provision for farners and also businesses transferred
within the family. We are told that Victoria, South Australia and New South Wales have
amended or are currently amending their stamp Acts to remove similar impediments to
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ihe transfer of family farms. The cost of this Bill is estimated at $4m a year. It is
difficult to estimate with any great accuracy what that cost will be, but the benefit will
remain in the farm sector. Major parts of the farm sector have not been buoyant in recent
years.
The second part of the Bill removes the stamp duty which is currently levelled on deeds,
in this case the enduring power of attorney. It is quite coincidental that about two weeks
ago in the Parliament I raised with the Minister for Finance the problem of enduring
powers of attorney not having been stamped. The Minister advised me that a Bill was
being introduced that afternoon in another place, so a question on notice that I had
carefully drafted became rather redundant. As 1 understand it, and I may be wrong, an
enduring power of attorney if it is not stamped within three months becomes invalid.
Hon Max Evans: It needs to be retrospective because of some legal problems with
previous deeds.
Ron MARK NEVILL: Enduring powers of attorney relate to the Guardianship and
Administration Act. They apply where someone is suffering an incapacity and it is
obvious they will not be able to handle their own affairs in future. They can sign an
enduring power of attorney for someone else to look after their affairs. It has proved
very useful and a simple way of overcoming the need to apply for the appointment of an
administrator, which was the previous method. Hon Carry Kelly a former member of
this House drew my attention to the problem he encountered while doing voluntary work
at the Fremantle Citizens Advice Bureau. Obviously it would have created legal
problems if that power of attorney had been used. Some years ago an amendment was
made to the Stamp Act to exempt ordinary power of attorney from stamp duty. It was
probably the intention of the Parliament that similar enduring power of attorney would
also be exempt, but that was not the effect of the amendment. The $5 stamp fee is hardly
worth collecting on a power of attorney and that was the reason the fee was abolished;
the revenue is insignificant. The Bill allows people to apply to the Commissioner for
Taxation for a refund, but it is hardly worth applying for it, although perhaps some
people need $5. Another problem was that the Public Guardians' Office was advising
people that these enduring power of attorneys were complete after they had been through
the procedures. I do not think the office was aware that the documents needed to be
stamped.
Th e definition of "iscretionary trusee"i is still in the legislation. I cannot find anywhere
in the Bill where it applies. Perhaps the amendments in the other place failed to remove
the definition and it might be worth removing it in the Committee stage, if that is the
case.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [7.42 pm]: I was in the Caucus room when
this Bill was debated and it was agreed that the Labor Party would support it. Members
felt some sympathy for farmers because of the effect of the drought on them. Ultimately
the decision was based on emnotion rather than logic.
While Hon Mark Nevill was speaking a few alarm bells rang for me. I will convey my
concerns to the House to give the Minister the opportunity to respond to them. We are
always talking about the National Party's role in agrarian socialism and how it believes
that all the things that happen on the land are different from things that happen elsewhere.
The exemption from stamp duty for the transfer of a farming property within a family is
an attractive proposition, but itris very selective. Proprietors of small businesses in the
north west encounter a similar problem to that faced by farmers when they want to
transfer their businesses to members of their family.
The present Government is always talking about the opportunities in the north west
because of the North West Shelf gas project, the power station on the Ord River and
other things. Its comments are in line with what I have been saying in the 14 years I have
lived in the north west. People with young families could be encouraged to live in the
north west and this could be done with very little capital outlay and no handouts. It
worries me that countries to the north of Australia envy this beautiful nation and its
empty spaces. If we do not use the land it will be hard in a moral sense, not an arms
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sense, to defend this country. If the people in the north west are given a fair go they will
settle there and the Pilbara and Kcimberley will not be the centre of what I call a
doughnut.
Why does this Bill not extend lthe stamp duty exemption to other areas of business other
than fanning businesses? I acknowledge the problems encountered by farmers and that
this Bill is a good response to an emotional problem, but it must be expanded to family
concerns. Every small business is a big business trying to get bigger and that applies to
the farming sector as well.
This Government is willing to turn the guns on the Federal Government for the way the
fringe benefits tax restricts development in die north. There is no doubt that the Federal
Government's attitude certainly assists in having a fly in, fly out regime in the north west
and that discourages people from settling there and perhaps being involved in family
businesses. The farming sector is not the only sector that will benefit from this Bill. The
Bill includes a provision which exempts stamp duty if businesses are transferred from
siblings to older members of the family. Instead of looking after the young members of
the family, this Bill provides the opportunity for fathers and grandfathers to benefit. I
cannot see the logic in that and I hope the Minister will explain it to the House.
If one gets away from the emotional aspect of this Bill - that is, that farners are suffering
from the drought and the activities of the banking industry which are encouraging people
living on a shoestring to go into debt - one may become cynical. One must be suspicious
when one hears on the grapevine or in the media that splits have occurred in Cabinet and
the joint party room meetings on a number of issues, not the least of which was over the
deregulation of wrading hours. I could give a number of examples and if one were a
cynic -I am becoming more cynical the longer I stay here -

Hon Max Evans: You are not a cynic.
Hon TOM HELM: I am not, but I wonder why I am suspicious that this Hill is one that
will attract popular press. Since the Bill was debated in Caucus I have come to realise
that it is a good instrument for mending fences and bridges that might have been broken
in the party room. The National Party takes one direction and the Liberals take another.
That brings me back to my opening remarks. Why is there not such a provision? Why
cannot we see the Government pursuing this to die next step of assisting private
enterprise by having some provision for those small businesses in the north west that
need that extra little shove to make them an attractive proposition for the children of their
owners? The small businesses may have built up to such an extent that those
opportunities exist. Farmers face hardships not just this year or last year, and they come
on top of floods and huge banking interest rates. Hardships are faced daily by the small
businesses in the north west. I do not refer just to the Pilbara, because I know the cost of
living and providing services in the Kimberley are similar to those in the Pilbara,
although it does not have the same intensity of heat or fluctuations in the weather, as it
has a more moderate climate. One wonders why this package has been put together. It
certainly has some sensible aspects to it. However, there is no reason why, if a property
is transferred and a clear and distinct profit is generated from the transaction, stamp duty
should not apply in the traditional way. By the same token, if one looks at an oil fee or
any fee that will not be realised, stamp duty should not apply. If those opportunities were
there for the people in the north west, they could take advantage of the same provisions.
Hon Max Evans: Do you want it above the 26th parallel?
Hon TOM HELM: If the Minister ever goes there he will find it is a bit warmer than
most places south of the 26th parallel. Perhaps I could take him there at this time of the
year.
Hon Graham Edwards: You could drive up there in the Bentley. it has air-conditioning.
Hon TOM HELM: Yes. The cost of electricity and water, and the cost of living
generally, are very different for people there. I am not saying that the difficulties of
farmers should not be addressed, but for the most part they would have the ability to get
by better than those people who live in the Pilbara. I am not saying this should be
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confined parochially to the Pilbara. It should be extended to the north west and include
the Kimberley as well. If people who lived in Perth had a small business and were
affected by the fluctuations in interest rates, or if somebody worked as a rigger for a steel
manufacturer who was not clear about what orders he had, it would not matter; with the
cost of electricity, water and the cost of living in Perth we have a level playing field. The
fact that farmers do not have a level playing field, because of interest rate problems and
so on, applies equally in the north west. The Government cannot be a part of the attack
on the Federal Government and its refusal to assist us on fringe benefits tax and then say,
"We can assist the fanning industry and reduce the tax take by this Bill and do nothing
for the people in the north west." I support the Bill but I have some concerns.
HON W.N. STRETCH (South West) [7.55 pm]: I will make a couple of short
comments on this Bill, because some misconceptions were raised by the previous
speaker. The first is that the reason the agricultural industry has a special need is that it
is, and always has been by its nature, a very high capital industry with very low return on
capital investment. We have just had our figures for last year on our business in one of
the better farming areas. The return on capital had climbed to 4.7 per cent. That is not a
very goad return for an operation where the average investment would be close to $lm.
This is the major difference between the average small business and farming, which is a
big business in terms of capital investment but small by returns.
The Minister will probably agree that this was brought to our notice by a firm of
accountants in Kojonup called Pascoe and Associates. I raised it immediately on their
behalf with the Minister, who took it on board very seriously. It has finally come to
fruition now. The difficulty of passing farms down to the next generation has always
been there. The cost of passing down farms has always been prohibitive, and under the
stamp duty structure it meant one was eating into the capital of the farm, so one was
passing down an ever diminishing asset and, therefore, making it harder and harder on
each generation which succeeded to the title, or what was left of it. I therefore greatly
applaud this initiative. I just wanted to raise the issue of this useless great lump of capital
which is sitting there and which makes farmers appear to be very rich. They could be
termed as asset rich but cash poor.
Hon Tom Helm: Is that in moderate years? If you eat into the capital your 4 per cent
return is not happening. It is when your returns are less than 4 per cent that you have to
eat into the capital to pay the stamp duties. If you have good years it is less painful.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: The 4.7 per cent is before one starts eating. It is the gross
margin. There are a lot of funny terms in assessing farm viability. One comes down to
what is called a net margin, which is the margin before one decides to feed one's family
or meet taxation. In other words, it is the gross net margin of the farm profitability,
regardless of whether one is a good or bad operator. Thai is how the assessment is made.
Hon Max Evans: Is that 4 per cent after wages?
Hon Wit. STRETCH: There would be an allowance for wages, yes.
Hon Tom Helm: Do you pay wages? Ilam being facetious.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I think the member is getting off the subject again. That is about
as relevant as retail trading hours. This Bill, most importantly, will bring down the age
structure of Western Australian farners. We have been reading some frightening
statistics which I know to be misleading. The age structure has to include the
grandfather, who still has the title of the land at 82 years of age or whatever, and then his
son and perhaps a couple of grandsons down the track. They do not have any title in the
land. Until now it has been impossible to include them in the statistic unless they are not
landholders. Two things will occur: Improved profitability, because no stamp duty is
required; and improved performance from young farmers because they will have the
incentive to work their land better. I was involved in a big family farm that was divided,
and within three years the total production from that property doubled when each son was
working for himself. We should not underestimate the incentive of working for one's
own bread and butter, rather than contributing to the total operation.
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Another very important factor will flow from this. In the past few years - although not so
much in the past two or three - there was a large inflow of foreign capital into the
purchase of fanning land because many farmers could not afford to keep their capital
assets tied up. They still wanted to farm, so they sold the property to a foreign or
corporate investor, leased it back and continued farming it. Many of those farmers were
between the ages of 25 and 40 years but they did not show up in the statistics because
they were not on the title of any land. The flow-on effect will have a great benefit to
country areas, although it may not be apparent immediately. This incentive means more
young farmers will stay in rural areas because one of their great concerns will be
removed. There was 'always the fear that their father might go off the rails or do
something irrational.
Hon Mark Nevill: Like joining the Liberal Party!
Hon W.N. STRETCH: All the good farmers ame in the Liberal Party; with a few notable
exceptions, they are also in the National Party. I am sure the member is being flippant
and so is my response
I am sure the effect of this measure will be very beneficial and I commend the Minister
for taking such prompt action. It has been mooted for a long time. It will be of
enormous benefit to those industries and I welcome the Bill. It does not affect my
operations because we work in a trust situation. It is an enormous benefit to younger
farmers and I thoroughly commend it.

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [8.02 pm]: Before making my contribution, I
indicate that I have no interest to declare in this matter because my stamp duty was paid
when I sold my farm.
Hon Max Evans: You did not pay it, the purchaser did.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes, but the purchaser allows for it when he makes a bid. Even
though this is not the type of Bill I would normally speak on, nonetheless it is an
important Bill for farmers. As the shadow Minister for Primary Industry, I indicate how
proud I am that the Labor Caucus made its decision to support the Bill. I was very
pleased at that. The critical part of this Bill is that it facilitates the intergeneration and
cross-generation transfer of assets. That is hardly part of the socialist agenda, or not one
I was reared on, given the fact that it does not fit the left agenda. However, there are
times - this is one of them - when we must recognise that the standard logical rules of
commerce cannot be applied to a group of people in society and within our economy.
Fanners are in that group. Hon Bill Stretch indicated that very clearly when he pointed
to the fact that farmers can be relatively asset rich but income poor. While that is most
significant when considering an older person, to whom this Bill will be relevant because
that person may fall outside the asset limits when seeking a pension, it goes across the
board, because there are a number Of reasons why at times it is better to divest assets and
maximise income. This Bill gives the farming family the ability to do that.
I do not know what the figure isp but I understand the potential loss to the Treasury is
quite small. ion Mark Nevill may have made the point that the amount involved is small
because when assets are transferred as a result of a will, only $5 duty is payable.
Effectively, the Bill makes it possible for the transfer of land to occur before the death of
the landholder, but on the same terms as if the transfer were made by will. I was pleased
that Caucus decided to support this Bill, and it is one of the many occasions on which the
Australian Labor Party has gone out of its way to assist farmers. One spectacular
example was the announcement by former Premier, Carmen Lawrence, that the
Government would underwrite a $150 a tonne minimum payment for wheat, at a time
when no other State Government, and certainly not the Federal Government, was
prepared to contemplate that. In the end, the capped sum of money of $1l00m was not
required. The outcome of that promise was the planting of a wheat crop that year. It was
a poor production year in the Eastern States and a reasonably good production year in
Western Australia. As a result, for the first time in history, Western Australia grew one-
half of the nation's crop in that year. That gives an indication of the confidence in the
industry at that time. Without confidence, there is no farming activity because the
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courage of farmers runs out after a while. It takes a lot of courage to stay in the business,
but courage is not enough, farmers need confidence to keep going. This Bill will
encourage farming families. It will do more than that; as has been indicated before, it
will reduce the average age of farming families.
Hon Bob Thomas interjected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I am talking about people who are actively working the land.
Hon Bob Thomas: They are doing it now.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Many of them have left the land and have taken up something else,
and their decision has been influenced by the inability to transfer the asset. If there is a
goad reason to transfer the asset, we should not allow red tape to stand in the way One of
the side benefits of younger farmers is the facilitation of technology. Obviously, younger
farmers introduce new technology and, although technology never stands still, it is
moving at a faster rate now than it ever has in broadacre fanning generally. We see no
better indication of that than the yield in the wheatbelt of Western Australia this year.
More wheat has been grown relative to the amount of rainfall than ever before. In my
area the growing season rainfall was barely five inches, and in most years that would be
regarded as the mother and father of all droughts. Despite having had half the average
rainfall, the grain yields have been remarkable. That is a result of technology and the
minimum waste of the available water.
The Bill is strongly supported, not only by farmers but also by farming organisations,
such as the Pastoralists and CGraziers Association, the Western Australian Farmers
Federation and the Rural Action Group. I am pleased to support the Bill and I hope the
House will also do so.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.09 pm]: I thank the
Opposition for its very strong support for this Bill. Having been a practising accountant,
I am aware of many of the problems faced by farming families. I am sure we are all
aware of the situation in which two sons are working on the father's farm, they each
marry and their wives do not talk to each other. Problems of this nature are not
uncommon. There are so many emotional problems in farning; we all know of
instances. We have to overcome those. New South Wales has legislation which is very
simple because it is left to the discretion of a commissioner. I know the problems people
in this State have had with commissioners over the years. We did not want that. Our
legislation is broader than that of most other States. After contact with a lot of people we
tried to fit in most of their requests.
Hon Bill Stretch mentioned a 4 per cent return. That is not a bad year. Four per cent on
$l m is only $40 000; with tax of $8 000 a person will end up with $32 000 net. If the
person wants to transfer the farm the stamp duty would be roughly $35 000. It is a very
capital intensive asset.
Hon Tom Helm spoke about small businesses in the north. Most small businesses in the
north are in rental premises. The transfer of a small business involves no stamp duty on
the goads and chattels, stock and trade etc, and the book debts. The previous
Government tried to bring in stamp duty on chattels under Hon Joe Berinson; we had a
certain amount of debate on that. The fishing, mining and primary industries all wanted
to be exempt from paying stamp duty. Only the hotels and businesses would pay stamp
duty, so we rejected the legislation for stamp duty on chattels. Most of the businesses
Hon Tom Helm spoke about would not have a major problem with stamp duty with
transfers from father to son. A large number of those businesses are also operated by
companies, mainly to get limited liability for the shareholders etc. so this does not help
them. What he was talking about was not really material because we are really dealing
with the capital intensive operations.
We are looking at what Queensland has done to see how we can rationalise some of the
transfers of family businesses. Sometimes we can have 10 companies owned by one
company which needs only eight of those but it costs stamp duty to get rid of them. If we
are dealing with just one ownership why can we not put them all together? I have been
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looking at chat for some years. We can have three mining companies doing exploration
work and one wants to go on but the others want to get out. If they tansfer to the one
they pay double stamp duty on what they already own. At the last minute we cut out
transfers to discretionary trusts. Certain groups have been pushing for that but I was
worried thac transferring a propenty to a discretionary trust left a few loopholes there and
in respect of legislation dealing with companies. It is not so bad whene we have real
estate and a property is transferred into a discretionary trust and it goes to a non-family
member. At least we can trace real estate; with shares we cannot. We decided this
would create problems and I did not want it in this legislation. I did not want to set up
anything that could be used as a tax avoidance scheme or be abused by lawyers and
accountants but could benefit other people. Hon Mark Nevill spoke about the definition
of a discretionary trust. I san told it is usual for the definition of trustee to exclude
discretionary trusts. That is the reason it is still there.
Hon Tom Helm mentioned the north, but it is the same with businesses in the north or
south of the State. Stamp duty is not a big factor there. It is a big factor where there
might be a lot of assets and the people want to bring them together under one scheme.
We will see what we can do.
Transfers back to a father were mentioned. I did not receive any deputation on this point
but I know people who drafted the Bill in the State Taxation Department received a lot of
comments. The father might have transferred the farm many years ago and then the wife
says she does not want to stay on the farm but wants to come down to Perth for the
children's education. The old man says that he still wants to carry on farming and he
wants to have the property transferred from the son back to him. The Bill has provision
for this. It covers a remote possibility. I cannot see it being an avoidance scheme.
Someone mentioned a son deciding to go surfing for the rest of his life and the old man
wanting the farm transferred back to himself. It could be that he can see some future
matrimonial problems coming up with the son and daughter-in-law and he wants to
transfer it back so that the farm does not get sold up in any matrimonial dispute.
Mention was also made of the sale or gift. When the legislation was originally drafted it
was only for gifts, which did not match my idea of what was necessary. Not all farmers
wYant to gift their farm to their son or daughter. Often they want to sell it because they
intend to rely on that capital to live over the next 10 or 20 years; they want a certain cash
flow out of it. That is one of the reasons it has taken quite a bit of time to bring in this
legislation. I have used a good deal of my own experience. They might sell half the
property and gift the other half. The parents might have retired off the farm in their early
sixties and have a long way to go and they want to get some money out of it. If they had
gifted it across to a son and perhaps the son and daughter-in-law split up, the farm can be
sold and mum and dad can be left without anything. That is why it is important to have it
locked into some son of cover on debt owing on the property.
Mention was made of egg quotas and other licences. I am told that cray pots and cray
fishing definitely will not be exempt, but aquaculture for things such as marron farming
and crocodile farming will be exempt because they involve the farming and harvesting of
products. Mention was also made of enduring power of attorney. When a similar Bill
came in some years ago I spoke on this matter at some length because I have had quite a
few experiences with this. Accountants and iawyers have been operating for many years
with power of attorney for people who had lost their ability to reason or make decisions.
At that stage the power of attorney ceased because under the power of attorney they
might have to sign for some shares. They have to say, "I give notice that this
appointment has not been revoked." In other words they still have a current appointment;
it has not been revoked by the other person. Under ordinary power of attorney where the
person has lost his ability to reason he could not revoke that appointment. Therefore it
was not voidable. Lawyers and judges did not know what to do and it was kept there for
many years until 1992 when we changed the legislation. It came back to this stamp duty
factor, and Hon Mark Nevill mentioned Hon Garry Kelly. I understand it was either
someone from taxation or someone working in the guardianship office who said these
things should be stamped. Now we are rectifying that.
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I give full credit to Hon Mark Nevill, because he raised the matter of retrospectivity: All
those transfers during that time should have had stamp duty paid. It could have caused
some legal pmoblems, because many years down the line the transfers could have been
challenged as being void because they were not stamped at the time and there might have
been same miscarriage of justice because of that point of law. We know that in the
United States of America points of law can be stretched a long way because people are
worried about what they might or might not get. This applies also to farming properties
and wills.
Hon Mark Nevill instanced his own experience with a will which, had it been drafted in
Mnother way, might have saved a lot of stamp duty. People often do not know what their
parents have in their will. The parents might not want to shute the property equally.
That is all very well, but the one who is working the farm has then to buy out the others
who are not working it. That has been a major problem. The father might have taken a
girlfriend in later years - sonry, I did not want to use that term. The will might then have
pushed the property another way so that the son or daughter who had worked the property
for 15 years was left without anything. I know of old school friends who now cannot get
their sons to go onto the farm. The son and daughter-in-law are perhaps both in
professional jobs and earning $100 000 between them. To go back onto a farm with a
4 per cent return one would need a property worth $2.5m to get $ 100 000. They can have
a nice lifestyle but they must work very hard. They might not want to do that if they can
have an easy lifestyle in Perth and still earn $100 000.
Hon Bill Stretch mentioned increased productivity. I had not really heard that argument
before but I can see that it is quite valid. Two or three sons could have their own
properties and each have their own ambitions. Often one wants to beat the others so he
wants to be more productive and earn more revenue. As he said, I hope this works well
for the future.
There is a loss of revenue. Calculations have been provided on how it has been done.
For those properties which are to be transferred between families, a valuation must be
done and a check carried out on whether the valuation is reasonable. An estimate of the
figure has been given of about $4m on that. In the future the Government will not know
how much it will lose in the transfers that go through by people who could not afford the
stamp duty. This will at least rectify that problem. In the new year I will look at what I
can do for business houses. It will not be open to avoidance, but it can be rationalised.
Some companies have a high cost of corporate body fees and accounting fees each year
which are not necessary. It is wasted money and they can be made far more efficient.
Hon Mark Nevill: Did you answer the question about whether the Bill intends to pick up
aquaculture?
Hon MAX EVANS: It will definitely not include crayfish. I am not sure of the stamp
duty there; I think there is a licence fee too. Aquaculture such as rnarron and yabbies will
be picked up. If they are on a farm, as marron and yabbies usually are, the farm has a
huge value. In most cases the return on the investment would be small. In aquaculture
the farms could be a subsidiary sideline. Most of the money would always be involved in
the stock, the chattels, the containers and so on. There was never going to be stamp duty
on that in any case. It comes back to where one is involved with a huge lump of land, or
land and building. It is 4 per cent over $500 000. That brings in such a low return.
There is a 4 per cent productivity, whereas rental properties get 7 per cent to 9 per cent.
One would be lucky to get that today. The crayfishing is definitely out; the others are in.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnit ee
The Chairnan of Committees WHon Barry House) in the Chair; Hon Max Evans (Minister
for Finance) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed.
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Clause 4: Pant IIIBAA inserted and application -
Hon MARK NEVILL: Why has the breeding and rearing of horses for the purpose of
selling them or their progeny been included as a form of primary production which could
be exempted from stamp duty under this Bill when the breeding of, say, cats or dogs and
other sorts of animals which people do not normally eat are not included?
Hon MAX EVANS: Under the Land Tax Act, the breeding of horses has not been
exempted for primary production for some unknown reason. Under the federal income
tax legislation horse breeding is classified as primary production, as I believe it should
be. The Government is willing to look at the land tax issue on that basis. The provision
was included to make it. specific. There are many horse breeders in the State. They do
not make a very big return on their money, although they have quite a big capital
investment in the Upper Swan region and places such as that. This category is for the
genuine operation of horse breeding. If cats and dogs were run on a $1m fann, the
Government may consider it in that way. The Federal Government and the Australian
Tax Office consider horse breeding as real primary production.
Hon KIM CHANCE: When we had the briefing on this Bill I raised the question of homse
trainers under the subclause to which the Minister has referred. Horse trainers are clearly
not covered by the scope of this Bill because of the specific manner in which the
definition deals with horses. The training of horses is most certainly an agricultural
pursuit. It is difficult to imagine how one could look at in otherwise. In particular, I
address the question of where a farm is used for the purpose of breeding and rearing
honses on one part, but achieves another part of its income from the agisirnent and
training of horses, which is also not covered in this Bill. The Minister is frowning about
agisirnent. It could be debatable whether agistmenx amounts to rearing. I do not think it
would.
If it were a horse property, and in the normal circumstances a property which was
described as a breeding property, and half of that farm's income was from the tr-aining or
perhaps the agistment of the horses, and if the property was sold on a cross-generational
transfer, would it be assessable for one-half of the duty payable because the training
component of that farm's income would be deemed to be outside the scope of the Bill?
Hon MAX EVANS: The member raises a good point. Racehorse training in the
metropolitan area is done at Ascot or Belmont; however, in trotting much of it is done in
Jandakot and surrounding areas on small tracks on very small properties.
Hon Kim Chance: In places like Merredin and Narrogin.
Hon MAX EVANS: Some of it may be done on urban blocks in Merredin, otherwise it
would be done out on the farms. We are really looking at the fanning properties per se.
The value of those blocks of land will be insignificant for stamp duty.
Hon Kim Chance: They have high value because they are in that hobby farm belt.
IHon MAX EVANS: I return to the issue of the training factor. It was kept separate in
the land tax legislation for the same reason. It comes back to being a str-aight-out
business operation, not that many of the trainers make much money. If ic were opened up
to other business classifications, we would have some problems. I would be willing to
consider it at a later date. I think it will open many problems on that. Hobby farms and
agistmenr causes another problem in land tax in the metropolitan area.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister talks about properties that are close to the cities, or
alternatively close to a major abattoir because the same situation occurs in the Harvey-
Brunswick area. A number of properties are established either as bulking up feedlots for
the live sheep trade, holding properties for cattle for the abattoirs, or properties devoted
to feedlotting. These are the properties which first come to mind. We are talking about
properties of considerable value in some instances. A quick look around Baldivis shows
that bulk millions have been invested there.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: flat is a reasonable argument. One could argue, for example, that
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those feedlots out on dhe Red Hill Road near Toodyay are rearing stock. It might be a
little difficult to make a division in this case because the definition of "primary
production" in paragraph (b) at page 5 is "the breeding, rearing or maintenance of living
creatures for the purpose of'. The "maintenance of living creatures" could well include
not only production feedlots but also holding feedlots.
Hon Max Evans: Most feedlots buy in cattle.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes, but they buy them in so that they will gain weight, and that is
the function of the feedlot. They live and die by the amount of weight which those
animals gain pro rata to the grain which they consume. The "maintenance of living
creatures", to my mind, would cover a holding feedlot such as those operated by Fereras
at Baldivis, where they are simply maintaining the livestock.
Hon Max Evans: Do you believe that?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes. What does "maintenance' mean?
Hon MAX EVANS: As we all know, there is feedlotting on farms all around the State.
They do not make much money most of the time. I think the member would find that
90 per cent of the holding feedlots at Baldivis and other places are in corporate bodies
anyhow. If a feedlot were in a farmer's name and the farmer wanted to give that to his
son, it would be up to him. He has a definition to say it is maintenance. It is pretty broad
at the moment. I would not commit myself to an interpretation under the Interpretation
Act. Feedlots like the ones operated by Fereras are mostly tied in with shipping or
trucking companies. People on farms usually buy in their own cattle and feedlot them,
and that is maintenance. There would not be a farmer in this State who was not buying
or selling sheep. Farmers do not breed every sheep which they have on their property;
they buy them in and fatten them up.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, an motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

MOTION - FINANCIAL AGREEMENT BILL, STANDING ORDER
No 230(c) BE SUSPENDED

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.34 pm] - without
notice: I move -

That in relation to the Financial Agreement Bill 1994 Standing Order No 230(c)
be suspended.

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [8.35 pm]: I
remember when Standing Order No 230(c) was introduced into this House. It was
introduced, as members might recall, by Hon Robert Pike. There was considerable
controversy about its merit.
Hon Mark Nevill: Only from our side.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes. I remember well the arguments put forward by members on
our side that Standing Order No 230(c) was not a particularly good amendment to
standing orders. In fact, at the time there was a view that Standing Order No 230(c) was
really just an obstructionist tactic by the Opposition of the day to the Government of the
day.
Hon N.F. Moore: It was nothing like that.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: Then why is the Government seeking to overrule it on this
occasion?
Hon N.F. Moone: We wanted to be flexible, like we are asking you to be flexible now.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am an ultimately flexible man, but I remember that debate
vividly. I remember that at the rime the word "stupidity" came to my mind, but it is
funny that with the passage of time I have started to see some wisdom in Standing Order
No 230(c).
Hon Peter Foss: Good; I do too.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am pleased the Minister for Health does see wisdom in
Standing Order No 230(c). It was an extensive debate. It was a debate with some vitriol
in terms of the respective arguments that were presented. We have not used Standing
Order No 230(c) on many occasions since it was introduced. I think this is only the
second time, and already the Government wants to waive this standing order. If this
standing order is causing problems for the Government, I suggest it move the appropriate
motion and refer it to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee for review.
Hon N.F. Moore: A lot of standing orders are suspended from time to time.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I know that. It is up to the Government. I am just suggesting a
way out of this quagmire. If it is a problem for the Government - and it was forecast in
the original debate that it would be a significant problem for the Government.- do not try
to have this standing order enforced by the exception rather than by the rule, like a
number of other standing orders we have in this place. Let us review it in the appropriate
way, and I guarantee that the Opposition will be constructive and supportive if the
Government wants to in some way amend this standing order, assuming thiat is done
reasonably. If the Government does not want to do that, okay, we will honour the
standing order, as is appropriate. With the reflection of time, perhaps I was a bit harsh on
Bob Pike. It is probably reasonable to review uniform legislation far 120 days.
Hon Kim Chance: Or perhaps even longer.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes; any number one can think of. The Government should
recall the history of this matter. It should remember its desire to have this particular
superb standing order incorporated into the standing orders, for whatever reason. I would
love to go back into Mansard and quote those reasons as they were advocated by
members at the time, but I will spare us that charade. I will say only that now that
Standing Order No 230(c) is in the standing orders, the Opposition will not support the
motion to suspend Standing Order No 230(c). However, if the Government is of a mind
to go through the appropriate process, it can do that. Other than that, I suggest to the
Government that Standing Order No 230(c) is perhaps not as bad as I once thought it
was. In fact, I am actually starting to like it, for some strange reason. I think the ball
should be in the Government's court to fix this matter because we will not allow this
standing order to be used as the exception rather than as the general. With those
comments we will oppose this motion.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - inister for Health) [8.41 pm]:- This is a
strange attitude. It probably takes the Opposition some time to learn to be an Opposition.
I think this is a very good standing order.
Hon John Halden: I think we have learnt very well.
Hon Mark Nevill: Are you saying we are not hypocritical enough yet?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: What the Opposition needs to learn is the positive and very
beneficial role that an Opposition has. I think this Opposition is managing the negative
role pretty well- However, Oppositions have a very important, positive role also. One of
the things we used to show as an Opposition was the positive role.
This is a very important standing order of the House. I would not like to see it repealed
as a standing order. The important thing is that the House should have a power. This
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House has the power to reject Supply. That does not mean that it has to reject it every
time. However, it is important that we put in the hands of the Opposition by this standing
order, the right to do what it says it is going to do - that is, to say no, it shall not go ahead.
The fact is, if it does not have that power, the Government or whoever has the majority
always has the possibility of pushing issues through the House. It is important that this
House protect the rights of the individual. It is important that this House has the capacity
to say no to the Government. It does not mean that it has to say no in every instance, If
it has no objection to this going ahead and the Opposition uses this standing order as a
whim, fine, that is its decision. However, it is a capricious decision by the Opposition.
I will not support this standing order disappearing because I think it is important to make
certain the upper House has the capacity to reveal matters which otherwise it may not
review. Everyone here who was present during the debate on the financial institutions
legislation must think back on that with sickening horror.
Hon Kim Chance: We do.
Hon PETER FOSS: It was a disgrace and should never have happened. If we had had
this standing order in place at that time, that would not have occurred. Better still, if it
had been in existence on the books, the Minister, when at the Ministerial Council, could
have said as I have said at ministerial councils, "I am sorry, but when this council works
out the period for this to take place, it must allow for the fact that our House allows for a
120 day lapse and that is for the purpose of making certain that the House, including the
Opposition, has the opportunity to discuss it." I think that is important; members
opposite may not think it is important.
Hon John Halden: We agree. We are upholding the standing orders!
Hon PETER FOSS: I am glad the Leader of the Opposition agrees.
Hon Mark Nevill: With the pressure we are under, we need more than 120 days.
Hon PETER FOSS: If the Opposition wants to stop it, it can - that is its decision. The
Opposition complains about the tyranny of numbers in this place, but this time it has the
opportunity to do what we did as an Opposition. We had the numbers and we could have
stopped things going through. However, time and time again, despite the fact that we had
the numbers, we allowed things to go through. That is where being a responsible
Opposition is important. If the Opposition genuinely believes that it cannot pass this
legislation because it needs 120 days, of course I will support its right to say no. That is
the reason for the standing order. If it were not there, the Opposition would not have that
right. Because it has that right, the Opposition has the choice to support the legislation or
not to support it. However, it should not be used whimsically or capriciously. It should
be used because the Opposition believes it needs the 120 days. If on the one hand it
believes that, it is quite entitled to vote no. If on the other hand it is opposing it to prove
a clever point - as will show from the Leader of the Opposition's words as recorded in
Hansard, but it shows even better from his tone - fine, but I think the Opposition still has
something to learn about the positive aspects of being in Opposition.
I urge the Opposition not to try to cast aside the standing order. I think it is an important
standing order. It is an important commitment by this Government to the Opposition's
right to use this standing order because if we had not amended this standing order, the
Opposition would lose every time because the numbers are on this side of the House. By
amending this standing order we gave the Opposition the right to decide. However, when
the Opposition makes that decision, it should make it honestly and responsibly and as a
positive Opposition should. If, on the other hand, the Opposition thinks it is a wonderful
opportunity to take the advantage and stick it up my nose, that is the Opposition's
decision. However, if the Opposition genuinely believes this to be a House of Review
and if it genuinely believes it is a responsible Opposition before it makes any decision, I
urge it to sit for a short time and think.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) (8.46 pm]: I along with the Leader of the
Opposition oppose the motion. This is one of the few times that I can actually remember
an event when people cast back into the history of this place. Generally members talk
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about things that happened before I got here. However, I remember the night that
Standing Order No 230(c) was conceived. I have to agree with the Minister for Health in
expressing my disgust for the way that Bill was handled. It was a process that no
Parliament anywhere in the world should go through. For those members who were not
here and are unfamiliar with what happened, we were asked to vote on a Bill which we
could not see. We did not have the words of the Bill before us. However, worse than
that, because we were voting on a Bill which first required to pass the Queensland
Legislature before we could have a look at it, it had not at that stage even gone through
the Queensland Legislature - we had to wait for it to go through on the night following.
It was an awful situation.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson inteijected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It was appalling and something we should never have to do again.
I am not proud of the fact but readily acknowledge that it happened while I was on the
government benches, albeit the back benches.
Hon Mark Nevill reminded me that we had an even worse occasion when we dealt with
the Bill that was so important for disavantaged Australians, the Mabo Bill, which was
introduced into this House in similar circumstances.
Hon N.F. Moore: That is rubbish; at least you saw the Bill.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Fundamentally, it was introduced on the basis not of a financial
necessity which created the financial institutions Bill, but on the basis of a lie.
Having bared my soul on the financial institutions Bill, I now have to say that Standing
Order No 230(c) which sprang from that occasion, while understandable in many ways,
has to be viewed now as a massive overreaction to the circumstances of the time. The
Minister for Health talks about positive and negative opposition.
I am always amazed when the Minister for Health puts forth his views on good and bad
government because he always talks about us.
Hon Peter Foss: You do not understand it.
Hon KIM CHANCE: If we are to have a positive Opposition, it is also necessary to have
a bit of positive government from time to time. The point of view the Minister has put
about Standing Order No 230 will not make good reading in the morning. The 120 day
rule is just silly. We cannot be accused of being negative when we are dealing with a
silly rule. We do not have any concern about standing orders forcing a pause in Bills of
this nature; but 120 days is silly. I will not suggest what would be the appropriate rule,
because I am not qualified to do so. I urge the Government to take up the suggestion of
the Leader of the Opposition and refer this matter to the Standing Orders Committee so
that we can have some kind of a sensible resolution of the matter. We all agree that there
should be a rule of the type of Standing Order No 230(c). However, let us make it one
that is not based on an overreaction to what was an unfortunate occurrence at that time. I
have a vested interest because it is important that we get through the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Western Australia) Bill, and this also comes under the 120 day
rule.
Hon Peter Foss: What about the Medicare Bill?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have an interest also in the Medicare component of the Hospitals
Amendment Bill. I do not want to see those Bills held up. It is not fair to call it positive
opposition when opposition members are prepared to do deals in the corridor with
Ministers who have an interest in a Bill simply on the basis that a member of the
Opposition might have an interest in the Bill. A positive Opposition must do what the
Leader of the Opposition has suggested: To send a silly standing order back to the
Standing Orders Committee to have it fixed up.
Hon George Cash: If any Minister is doing deals in the corridor about business I wish
they would let me know, because it is mucking up my arrangements.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I could name names if the Minister likes, but I will open it up for
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bids first. The Leader of the Opposition has put forward a reasonable proposition. I hope
the Government is prepared to talk to him about it. We are prepared to look at any
reasonable proposition. Both sides of the House accept that we need this kind of rule.
Most of us - with the exception of the Minister for Health because I know what his point
of view is - think the 120 day component of the rule is silly.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [8.52 pm]: I have no argument with the
wording of Standing Order No 230; but I certainly have an argument with the way that
standing order applies in practice. We have seen a couple of Bills in my time in the
Parliament rushed through this place. The two that come to mind most readily are the
Corporations (Western Australia) Act in 1990 and the Financial Institutions (Western
Australia) Act in 1992. 1 had just finished studying company law at the University of
Western Australia in 1991 and I doubt whether I would have been very well equipped to
do much with the Corporations Law.
Hon Peter Foss: It went through too fast for you to see it anyway.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Perhaps Hon Peter Foss and the two lawyers on our side,
including Hon Joe Berinson, may have had an esoteric debate on it, but I could not have
contributed a lot to either of those debates. Our problem with Standing Order No 230 is
that we never have a majority so we have to cop it sweet. The coalition parties have
always had a majority in this place and if they want a Bill to go through to the keeper.
that will occur. I can almost guarantee - I would bet London to a brick on - that if the
coalition parties had been in government during the debates on the corporations Bill and
the financial institutions Bill, that they would have approved those Bills passing through
this House. It may occur that while the coalition parties are in government legislation is
not drafted or there is a hold up in another State and existing legislation expires on
30 June of a particular year. It is all right for the coalition to use the standing orders to
suit itself. Standing Order No 230 disciplines only the labor Party, because of our
minority position in this House.
Hon Peter Foss: We cannot suspend standing orders without your consent. This gives
you the same power over us as we used to have because of our majority.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Standing orders can be suspended with an absolute majority.
Hon Peter Foss: But we do not have one.
Hon MARK NEVILL: How many are needed for an absolute majority?
Hon Peter Foss: Eighteen.
Hon MARK NEVILL: What does the Government have now?
Hon Peter Foss: Seventeen.
Hon N.F. Moore: We can see why you came second to Mr Halden now!
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am sure Hon Reg Davies would be obliged to give the
Government an absolute majority. The simple fact is that the coalition has always had
the numbers or has been pretty close to it.-
Hon N.F. Moore: You used to get 18 pretty regularly.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members should let Hon Mark Nevill get on with his
comments. Le-t us do the mathematics later.
Hon MARK NEVILL: There is no doubt in my mind that the Government would pass
Bills if there was an urgency, with the assistance of perhaps one of the Independent
members.
Hon Max Evans: We cannot.
Hon MARK NEVILL: We did not support this standing order when it came through.
There was more glee and excitement in the eyes of the then Opposition at the time when
it went through. Perhaps some of the previous opposition members had more of a long
term vision but most thought it was an opportunity to knee cap the Federal Government
and to reinforce their view about States' rights. The problem with this standing order has
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to do with the way in which the numbers in this place have been constructed. We usually
have very flte say about what goes on in this House. If we win the division on this
matter it will be highly unusual. A check of Hansard will show that we have won
precious few in the past 100 years. It is probably a slip up on the part of the Government,
rather than an intentional decision.
We always take a lot of this sont of legislation on trust. I do not think many of us can go
back and do the detailed research behind all of these many forms of complementary,
mirror or template forms of legislation. At the end of the day there is an element of miust
in all of these Bills that we pass. If we were to carry out the intentions of Standing Order
No 230, we would take that 120 days and absolutely convince ourselves that we were not
doing something that could be detrimental to the State.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [8.59 pm]: The first I knew of this
motion was when the Minister moved it.
Hon Peter Foss: You have known about it for hours.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It seems to me the Government is double daring the Opposition
to move a motion like this and then defeating it to make some sort of obscure point.
Hon Max Evans: We will do that.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It was an obscure point that escaped me. It is amazing that we
are going about government business with members racing into this place and whacking
in a motion to suspend standing orders without advising all members.
Hon N.F. Moore: You used to move the suspension of standing orders regularly when in
government.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am very surprised that the Government proposes to deal with
this question in this way. If the Government were genuine about having the question
considered -

The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Torn Butler and Hon Phil Lockyer should cease the
cross-chamber interjections during the course of debate.
Hon TOM STEPIHENS: If the Government were serious and wanted the motion to be
carried, it might have improved its chances by giving notice of the motion to all members
of this House.
Hon Mark Nevill: Or by a direct appeal to Hon Tom Stephens-
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I would have tried every avenue. It is very strange that the
Government cart imagine that the Opposition could resist the temptation, particularly
when it is sprung upon us, to see the numbers utilised from a minority position. It is
almost an historic event that despite the absence of numbers the votes of the Opposition
members can be utilised.
Hon N.F. Moore: We will have 18.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is extremely attractive because for the first time in 100 years
the conservative members will not get their way.
Hon N.F. Moore: You won vote after vote in government; you had 18 votes on many
occasions against us. On the electoral system, for example, you persuaded some people
to your point of view.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In that case it was the Country Party, the now National Party.
That legislation reaffirms its wishes.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us talk about the motion.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: If the Government were serious about wanting the support of
the House it would have given notice of the motion, or adjourned it to allow discussion
among opposition members. The Government has failed to do that, and failed to give
any indication that it is prepared to do so. I am happy to cast my vote in opposition to the
motion. Were the Government attracted to allowing the matter to be considered more
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fully than it is indicating, it could have anticipated the defeat of the motion. Were the
Government genuine it would have taken a different approach. It has not. It will not take
a different approach, and it will be defeated on this occasion.
Question put and division taken with the following result -

Ayes (14)
Hon George Cash Hon Barry House Han M.D. Nixon
Hon MJ. Criddle Hon P.H. Lrckyer Hon W.N. Stch
Hon B.K. Donaldson Hon l.D. MacLean Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Max Evens Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon N.E Moore

Noes (12)
Hon iT.. Butler Hon N.D. Griffiths Hon Sam Piantadlosi
Hon Kim Chance Hon John Halden Hon l.A. Scott
Hon J.A. Cowdell Hon AJ.G. MacTieman Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Grahamt Edwards Hon Mark Nevill Hon Tomn Helm (Teller)

Pairs
Hon P.R. Lightfoot Hon Cheryl Davenport,
Hon E.J. Chariton Hon Tom Stephens
Hon B.M. Scou Hon Doug Wenn

The PRESIDENT: An absolute majority requires 18 members to vote in support of the
motion. I declare the motion not carried.
Question thus negatived.
Motion defeated.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (No 1)
Assembly's Message

The following message was received from the Assembly -

The Legislative Assembly informs the Legislative Council, in reply to Message
No 74, that the Legislative Assembly has acted in accordance with the provisions
of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899; that, consistent with
the undoubted rights of this House to originate Hills of appropriation, it will
continue to have proper regard for the limitation of powers of the Legislative
Council, over Bills appropriating moneys for the ordinary annual services of the
Government. In this regard the President's ruling expressed a view that the rights
and powers of the Council in relation to Government expenditures are a moveable
feast depending on what interpretation is given to the expression "the ordinary
annual services of the Government' and the consequences that flow from a
service wrongly included in a Bill to which section 46(6) applies.
In the absence of an otherwise agreed approach to "the ordinary annual services
of the Government" this budget has been constructed along the same lines as
previous budgets.

In the circumstances it is appropriate that the ConstitutionActs Amendment Act
1899 be reviewed.

BILLS (5).- ASSEMBLY'S MESSAGES
Messages from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendments made by the Council to the following Bills -
1. Interpretation Amendment (Australia Acts) Bill
2. Electricity Corporation Bill
3. Pawnbrokers and Second-hand Dealers Bill
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4. Gas Corporation Bill
5. Energy Corporations (Transitional and Consequential Provisions) Bill

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR FAIR TRADING
ANVREPS, Ministry of Fair Trading Inquiries

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Fair Trading) (9.12 pm] - by
leave: I wish to correct the significant levels of misunderstanding and misreporting
regarding the current investigations by the Ministry of Fair Trading into the activities of
the Australian National Real Estate Private Services. Before outlining the history of the
ministry's interactions with ANREPS since it commenced operations in Western
Australia in 1989, 1 should outline the alleged offence which is now subject to
investigation.
ANREPS is not licensed as a real estate agent under the Real Estate and Business Agents
Act. The directors of the organisation have stated that they provide practical and
professional help, advice, experience and expertise to people wanting to sell their own
homes without engaging the services of a licensed agent. They claim that they are not, in
fact, real estate agents. The purpose of the ministry's investigation is to determine
whether ANREPS, in providing its services, is carrying on the business of a real estate
agent or is holding out as a real estate agent contrary to section 26 of the Act.
I now provide a history of the ministry's investigation inro ANREPS. In 1989-90 the
ministry received a complaint from a licensed real estate agent regarding the business
activities of ANREPS and an investigation into its trading practices was conducted. The
investigation revealed that the company sold kits which were designed to assist members
of the public to sell their own home privately. The investigation lasted only a few days
as it appeared that its operations were similar to those of another organisation which had
been the subject of an investigation in 1988. In the case of the previous investigation the
ministry's legal advice had concluded that there was no breach of the legislation.
Accordingly, the ANREPS file was closed.
June-December 1992: A complaint was lodged in June 1992 regarding the then current
trading practices of ANREPS. It appeared that those trading practices had changed since
the previous investigation and thus a new investigation was undertaken. At the
conclusion of the investigation in December 1992 the ministry expressed the opinion that
it did not consider, on the basis of the evidence presented to it, that ANREPS was in
breach of section 26 of the Act.
June 1993: The ministry was provided with a copy of a legal opinion obtained by the
Real Estate Institute of WA which concluded that the trading practices of ANREPS
breached section 26 of the Act. The ministry's legal officer found there was nothing in
this opinion which would cause the ministry to change its view. However, the ministry
agreed to review the situation should there be any evidence that the wrading practices of
ANREPS had changed. No investigation was undertaken at that time.
October 1993: REIWA provided the ministry, through the Real Estate and Business
Agents Supervisory Board, with a further legal opinion from Jackson McDonald which
concluded that ANREPS was breaching section 26 of the Act. As a result of this opinion,
which conflicted with that of the ministry's legal officer, the ministry agreed to brief an
independent Queen's Counsel to provide a further opinion. In November 1993,
Mr Michael O'Sullivan QC was selected for this task.
March 1994: The legal opinion provided by Mr O'Sullivan concluded that the trading
practices of ANREPS were in breach of section 26 of the Act.
April-July 1994: The ministry did not institute an investigation at this time, as it wished
to give ANREPS an opportunity to attend a meeting at which senior representatives of
the company and its legal adviser were provided with a copy of Mr O'Sullivan's opinion.
Following this meeting and further correspondence with the ministry, ANREPS agreed to
change some, but not all, of the trading practices identified by Mr O'Sullivan as
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breaching the AcL. At the same time legal representatives of ANREPS advised the
ministry that Mr O'Sullivan's opinion may have been based on facts and evidence which
were not current or relevant, and that ANREPS had obtained a legal opinion which
contradicted Mr O'Sullivan's. However. ANREPS did not provide a copy of that opinion
to the ministry.
August 1994: In light of this advice from ANREPS the ministry decided to undertake a
new investigation to determine what, if any, changes had been made to ANREPS'
operations since the last investigation in 1992, and whether its current trading practices
were in breach of section 26 of the Act. A further meeting between ministry staff and
senior management of ANREPS and its legal advisers was held to explain that a new
investigation was about to commence. That investigation is still in pmogress. There is
new evidence which indicates that ANREPS may be undertaking activities not previously
known. However, that line of inquiry is still being pursued and no definitive conclusions
have been reached on this point.
I also wish to address the reports in the media suggesting that the ministry's
investigations have been heavy-handed. In response, I quote from a fax from ANREPS
to the ministry's senior investigator, dated 26 November 1994, which states -

I wish you to know that I was assured by David Coffey, our State Manager, that
you were at all times courteous to staff, mindful of the fact that we had to attend
to business as usual and you replaced material where it was found. I appreciate
the level of decorum shown by you in carrying out your investigation last
Thursday.

I am advised that no documentation was seized by the investigators in the course of
executing the warrant. Copies of documents were taken in accordance with the powers
set out in section 15(1)(d) of the Act. It is important to appreciate that ANREPS is
operating in an area of the law which has not been resolved before the courts. The
ministry has legal advice that concludes there is a breach of section 26 of the Act whereas
ANREPS' lawyers are of the opinion that there is no breach. A number of other
organisations which appear to operate on similar lines to ANREPS have recently
commenced trading in Western Australia and uncertainty also exists regarding the
legality of their operations.
The ministry considers that, in light of the significance of this case, both for private sales
consultants such as ANREPS and for the real estate industry as a whole, it is essential
that a thorough investigation of ANREPS' trading practices be undertaken before a
decision is made on whether to institute proceedings before the courts. The ministry has
a duty/responsibility to enforce the law as it currently stands, in accordance with the legal
advice available to it, and any relevant determinations by the courts. It has a
responsibility to bring matters before the courts if there are areas of doubt which need
determination. I recognise that ANREPS has legal advice that it is not in breach of the
Act, and I would not expect that it would have difficulty with this issue being determined
by the courts. Accordingly, the ministry began an investigation to collect precise
evidence which could be used in court. A decision will be made as soon as the
investigation is completed as to whether there is sufficient evidence to initiate a
prosecution. It is important to note that the ANREPS investigation is consistent with the
ministry's normal investigative procedures.
The question has also been raised whether Mr Bill Hassell has lobbied on REIWA's
behalf concerning this matter. There is no record in the Ministry of Fair Trading, nor in
my office, that this ever occurred. Furthermore, neither]I nor any ministry officer has any
recollection of Mr Hassell lobbying on this matter. Finally, it should be noted that four
months elapsed between April 1994 when ministry staff gave ANREPS an opportunity to
change its trading practices, and August 1994 when a formal investigation commenced.
In all the circumstances, I believe the ministry has been very fair and even handed in its
dealings with ANREPS.
[Consideration of the statement made an order of the day for the next sitting.]
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INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 23 November.

HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [9.18 pm]: I am being instructed by
Hon Graham Edwards that he wants us to be brief.
Hon Graham Edwards: Only because I want to get on to the juvenile justice legislation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: As much as we would like to satisfy his every wish, the
importance of this legislation is such that we must disappoint him tonight. I see the
Minister is yawning already. I do not like his chances of lasting out this debate.
We intend to examine the amendments in some detail because we are concerned about a
number of them. We believe that even those we support will ultimately be unsuccessful
in achieving the ends the Government desires. We also want to use this as an opportunity
to point to not only contradictions in the way the Government is approaching industrial
relations in this State, but also the vacuous and ideologically driven approach by the
Minister for Labour Relations with, in most instances, the full support of the Minister for
Health. Recently on rereading debates of last year I was reminded of just what a
troglodyte the Minister for Health is when it comes to industrial relations.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: He does not know what that is.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: How could Hon John Cowdell suggest there is a word in the
English language or any other language that the Minister for Health does not know?
Hon Peter Foss: You are too flattering.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I will give some examples of how this omniscience has
survived.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let Hon Alannah MacTiernan speak without having to speak
over the top of all those audible conversations. Hansard must find it incredibly difficult
to take down what she is saying; certainly l am having a difficult job.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I appreciate your remarks, but at the same time I understand
that my colleagues on this side of the House are very interested in this Bill, so I can
understand their desire to participate even at this early stage in the debate.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable member might understand that; I certainly do
not. I do not know for how many minutes she has been speaking, but she has not
mentioned the Bill.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Thank you, Mr President. I did not intend in any way to
override or challenge your call to order.
This legislation is a hotchpotch of amendments. Certainly some provisions will enhance
the State industrial relations system, and others will very clearly diminish the value of the
State industrial relations system. Some will diminish the jurisdiction of the State
industrial relations system and provide not only incentive but also fuel to the exodus of
unions and employees from the state system to the federal system. We will set that out in
detail later. Of course, at the end of this piece of legislation we have a rather pathetic
ritualistic union bashing exercise destined for ultimate failure as Mr Kierath quite single-
handedly effects the national centralisation of Western Australia's industrial relations
system.
Ironically, pans of this legislation are motivated by the Government's desperate need to
claw back jurisdiction to the State Industrial Relations Commission, yet elsewhere we see
it destroying the capacity of the Industrial Relations Commission to deal with important
matters and areas of responsibility. This hotchpotch of amendments is only part of the
Government's industrial relations agenda. We heard much about the second wave of JR
legislation that would, in the eyes of Mr Kierath and the Minister for Health, drive the
stake through the heart of the union movement.

Hon Peter Foss: We have always defended the union movement.
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Hon AJI.G. MacTIERNAN: Defended its right to exist, but not the right of the union
movement to have any power whatever to affect wage justice.
Hon Peter Foss: I am suit that is something I have never said.
Hon A.G. MacTIIERNAN: Not said directly, but that is only because of the Minister's
complete incapacity to be honest about the position he is taking. It comes through loud
and clear.
Hon Peter Foss: Harsh words indeed.
Hon AJOG. MacTIERNAN: It comes in loud and clear on debate, and in comments on
JR generally that the Minister would very much like to see the union movement
diminished and see a return to nineteenth century voluntarism and to the inequities of
power that are connected with that.
Hon Graham Edwards: He wants small kids in the chimneys.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I am sure he has a very nice house with lots of chimneys
that need cleaning.
Hon Peter Foss: The top hat I am wearing is particularly good.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: We will hear more about the Minister's domestic habits
later in the night as he enlightens us on the way he treats his household staff. We had the
opportunity to peruse a Cabinet minute last week in which we saw the full agenda of this
second wave of industrial relations legislation, of which the Bill before us is a mere part
Notwithstanding the presence of the Minister for Health in the Cabinet, we were
astounded that Cabinet was able to endorse these bizarre proposals of Mr Kierath.
Hon Peter Foss: Have you got onto this Bill?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: This is a preamble to warm the Minister up. It is important
that we set the legislation that we have before us in context. The Cabinet minute contains
the approval for many of the amendments that we axe presented with and are debating
tonight as well as many others. It is important for us to see the full agenda of the
Government so we can more completely understand what the Government is attempting
to achieve with this range of amendments. It is highly relevant for us to glance briefly
over some of the provisions in that minute. As I said, it gives the Minister power to
cancel state awards immediately that an application for a federal award is made.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Is that in this Bill?
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN:- No, it is not in this Bill.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The honiourable member cannot refer to those matters.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Perhaps if I could repeat that I believe there is some
relevance in this, because in setting out the full agenda of the Government we can more
completely understand the matters that are before us.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I heard what the member said. She can speak about what is
in this Bill.
Hon A.J.G. MacT~IERNAN: I will take your guidance on this. I hope that very strict
interpretation is not extended only to me.
The PRESIDENT: Order! It is not a very strict interpretation a 't all. The honourable
member has the floor to put her point of view on this Bill. She does not have the floor to
speak about other things, and because of the time of the night and the stage of this
session, it seems that time spent speaking about something that is not in the Bill is time
wasted. If the honourable member has something to say about the things in this Bill,
after she has finished speaking about the things that are not in the Bill, she will still want
to talk about the things that are in the Bill. That will take us on and on.
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: In the interests of harmony, Mr President, I will proceed
directly to discussion of the items that are in this Bill that survived that trip from the
Cabinet room to Parliament House.
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It is interesting to speculate on what did happen to those other provisions and I ask the
Minister whether it is a sign that there are some level heads in the coalition caucus; or are
we in for a major ideological confrontation next year?
Hon Peter Foss: Caucus?
Hon AJEG. MacflERNAN: I meant party room. It was very silly of me to make that
slip. The Opposition has noted in this place over the last 18 months the extraordinary
independence that is shown by government members - they have the capacity to cross the
floor at the drop of a hat and to sign off on reports and then take the exact opposite view
on the instruction of their party room! I do apologise for making that error of referring to
the coalition caucus, because it is a totally ludicrous concept.
Hon Peter Foss: Foreign.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is foreign to the free thinking independent members of the
Government. 1 advise the Minister that actions speak louder than words.
The measures proposed in this legislation are diverse and in most instances are
unconnected by anything other than an ideology. Some measures in the Bill will have
quite dire consequences for public administration in this State; therefore, it is not possible
for the Opposition to support the Bill as a whole, although there are some provisions in
the Bill which the Opposition is clearly in favour of and it will support them at the
Committee stage.
[Quorum formed]
Hon AdOG. MacTIERNAN: I am glad that the numbers of those highly independent
members opposite have swelled because the Opposition is very keen that they listen to
this debate. I have no doubt that when the Opposition shows the flaws endemic in this
legislation, members opposite will exercise their characteristic independence by crossing
the floor and voting with us. The Opposition certainly looks forward to that and it will
make plenty of room available for them.
Unfortunately, the Opposition is unable to support this Bill, notwithstanding that it would
like to support a number of the measures contained in it. Because of the gravity of the
consequences of those provisions relating to public administration the Opposition cannot
do that. If the Government is prepared to withdraw the offending provisions the
Opposition would immediately move to accept the Bill.
Hon Peter Foss: We do not know what they are.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I have said many times that the Minister needs to be patient.
Hon Peter Foss: I ant well aware of that.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: His patience will be rewarded with a cogent analysis of this
legislation.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I wish the Minister would stop interjecting because he is the
one causing the debate to take the time it is. I thought the Government would want to get
this Bill through the House. The Minister is making every effort to ensure that we never
get to the end of this Bill.
Hon A.J.C. MacTIERNAN: There could be some sont of conniving going on,
Mr President, where one Minister is trying to thwart Mnother, but far be it from the
Opposition to suggest that such things go on within the esteemed ranks of the
Government. It is unlikely here as, I must say, in relation to industrial relations, that by
and large the Minister for Health is the ideological playmate of the mad Minister for
Labour Relations.
I will run through this legislation systematically. Part 1 is the proclamation provision and
it does not require further comment. Part 2 is headed "Government School Teachers'.
The heading is somewhat misleading, as we have come to expect, because the Bill also
deals in a most inappropriate way with TAFE teachers. As the Minister's second reading
speech indicated, the legislation will abolish the Government School Teachers Tribunal.
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The Opposition agrees, as does the State Schools Teachers Union, that the Government
School Teachers Tribunal, which has had exclusive jurisdiction and most unfortunately a
very narrow jurisdiction to deal with industrial relations matters pertaining to teachers, is
an unnecessary body and its functions should be subsumed within the mainstream of the
Industrial Relations Commission.
The Government's action in this case is not the result of any commitment by the
Government to give teachers full and proper access to the Industrial Relations
Commission. Instead, it is motivated, as much of this legislation is, by fear of losing the
teachers to the federal industrial relations system. The Australian Teachers Union
currently has a number of applications before the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission for federal award coverage of Western Australian teachers. An important
part of its application for a successful dispute finding was the evidence it presented about
the inadequacy of the Government School Teachers Tribunal's jurisdiction. The
Minister's second reading speech acknowledged that this Bill seeks to meet chat
complaint which has been made. The horse has bolted and TAPE teachers and school
teachers will almost certainly be granted federal coverage in the next few months. They
will join that veritable tidal wave of departures from the state system. It will be an
interesting example because they will probably be the first of the government sector
workers to get fully fledged coverage under the federal system-
The more substantial point which is included in the Bill, but not referred to in the
Minister's second reading speech, is the removal of TAPE teachers from the ambit of the
Education Act insofar as it deals with conditions of employment. It takes them out of the
Education Act and renders them public servants to be dealt with under the Public Sector
Management Act. Later, when I deal with part 3 of the legislation, I will refer to what
are the industrial relations consequences for the employees operating under that system
and why the Opposition believes that it is a totally unacceptable development for TAPE
teachers, or any other public sector worker. More specifically, the Opposition believes
that it is a completely stupid move. It totally fails to recognise the very substantial
overlap that occurs between secondary school teachers and TAFT! teachers. Clearly,
there is no precise demarcation between the role of these teachers and their roles are
becoming more merged.
A vast number of teachers currently in the TAPE system have moved from the secondary
system. A great number of current secondary school teachers act as TAPE lecturers by
night in the same schools in which they operate during the day. Many schools have
TAPE programs running side by side with their secondary school curriculum, so
integrated into the school system are TAPE courses. We see some incredible problems
emerging, where when a teacher is teaching one sort of class he or she is subject to the
provisions of the Education Act and generally has access to the mainstream industrial
relations system, and when the teacher moves to another class he or she operates under a
different head and in quite a distinct industrial relations regime, where the teacher may
come under the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards and not have recourse to the
Industrial Relations Commission. It is absolutely unacceptable for two systems which
have substantial and significant overlapping to be subject to two totally different
industrial relations regulatory systems. It will be an administrative nightmare.
The Government has made a very large mistake here. I presume it wants to change the
conditions of TAPE teachers quite substantially, because one can see that from the
workplace agreements presented to TAPE teachers; but this is not the way to go. The
way to go is to update the Education Act and negotiate agreements with the teachers and
unions. It is not appropriate to extract them totally from the industrial relations systems
governing teachers and place them in a totally unrelated and different system. As I have
said before, and it is important to note, this is a substantial change that affects 1 800
TAPE lecturers; it represents a Major change in the determination of their wages and
conditions and access to dispute resolution procedures. It did not crack a mention in the
second reading speech It was sneaked into the Bill. However, the Minister was found
out. Finally, no advance warning was given to the teachers or their union that this
profound change would occur. They first heard of this when we sent them a copy of the
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legislation for comment. That says an enormous amount about the Government as a
model employer, its whole relationship with its staff and its preparedness to put in place
anything that might resemble good industrial relations practice. We have a Government
chat shows a complete disregard for any decent principles of management, and it is not
qualified to be pontificating upon the industrial relations system that should be governing
this State.
Pant 3, which deals with the public sector, is the area of the Bill about which we are most
concerned. I will outline just briefly our concerns because Hon John Cowdell, amongst
ochers, will go into more detail on this aspect of the legislation. The Minister claims it is
necessary to push to amend the industrial relations legislation to give effect to the
establishment of public sector standards under the Public Sector Management Act. We
must have clear in our minds chat the Government says chat this is a necessary
accompaniment to the implementation of public sector standards under the Public Sector
Management Act. I put it to the Minister that this is entirely untrue and his proposed
changes to the Industrial Relations Act are entirely unfair. They have the potential to
jeopardise the quality of public administration in this State and are also totally
unnecessary.
This part provides that once regulations are put in place pursuant to the Public Sector
Management Act, the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations Commission is ousted and
government officers and oiher public sector workers will be denied access to the
arbitration and dispute regulation procedures of the commission. It is important that we
understand our concern that the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards has the power
to make regulations on a very wide range of human resource and other issues set out in
section 21 of the Public Sector Management Act. We have the power for the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards to make regulations regarding this very large
range of human resource management issues - basically a range which entirely covers the
field of industrial relations matters. Consequently it is possible that standards may be set
on virtually all personnel matters and all conditions of employment and that would have
the effect of denying government officers and other public sector employees any recourse
to the Industrial Relations Commission. I am yet to be persuaded otherwise, although I
have discussed this with some of the ministerial advisers: Not only will it have the
potential to oust the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations Commission entirely, because
the field that can be covered by these standards covers anything that might be an
industrial matter, but also it will preclude them from having any access to the unfair
dismissal jurisdiction under state industrial relations legislation.
Just to run over that again, we have the public sector commissioner with his powers to
establish regulations on a whole range of human resource matters. As soon as he has
made determinations on chose standards, which could cover any industrial relations
matter, the industrial relations jurisdiction is ousted for government officers and public
sector employees.
Hon Peter Foss: Have you read clause 27?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Yes.
Hon Peter Foss: Why do you have to wait until there is a regulation?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister is talking about the wrong regulations. This is
a two pant process. I will explain it to the Minister.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTlERNAN: We are talking about different regulations and I will go on
to that point. Section 97(1) of the Public Sector Management Act contemplates setting
up an alternative arbitration and conciliation regime in the place of the now ousted
Industrial Relations Commission jurisdiction. Of course, no details have been provided
of the structure of the regime. The Minister must understand that he is quite right in
saying there is no requirement for this alternative mechanism to be in place before, the
jurisdiction is ousted. However, regulations must be made under section 21. If the
content of chat standard governs a particular industrial relations matter, the Industrial
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Relations Commission, either in its mainstream form or as the public service arbitrator, is
ousted from dealing with any matter relating to that standard. The legislation
contemplated that under the powers in section 97(1) an alternative mechanism would be
established. The Minister, obviously having read the legislation for the first time, has
spotted the difficulty.
Hon Peter Foss: You are not suggesting I picked this up in the first reading?
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: We are well aware of the brilliance of the Minister's
forensic skills, and we have no doubt that he could have simply glanced at the legislation
and seen the defect. The Minister is quite right and that is another area of concern. It is
quite possible for an entire range of standards to be established covering the full field of
conditions of employment, and yet no jurisdiction to deal with breaches is in place
whatsoever because no mechanism has been effected under section 97(1) to deal with
disputes or breaches. I had proposed to ask that the Minister examine this issue and
consider introducing an amendment. If he does not do so, the Opposition certainly hopes
to introduce an amendment so that the jurisdiction is not ousted until the alternative
mechanism under section 97(l) has been introduced. That would not solve all our
problems at all, because the Opposition believes it is inappropriate to agree to this until it
has some idea of the proposed mechanism under section 97(1). It is far too much for the
Government to ask the Opposition to accept on faith that it will put in place a system that
will offer anywhere near the same protections currently available to public servants under
the industrial relations system. The Opposition still opposes that provision, but a very
glaring error could quite readily be corrected by an amendment.
The Opposition also believes that this Bill is entirely unnecessary. It is not a necessary
part of implementing public sector standards or, in any way, shape or form, of providing
for the requirements of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters. It was clearly stated that the Government should put in
place systems to give greater protection to the principles of merit, equity and probity
within our public administration. There is no incompatibility whatsoever with retaining
and maintaining the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations Commission to deal with
industrial matters in the public sector. It is quite wasteful for the Government to
contemplate setting up a separate jurisdiction. Under this proposal it would be necessary
to establish a new body to mirror for public servants the activities of the Industrial
Relations Commission and the public service arbitrator. That is totally unnecessary.
There is no reason that the standards cannot be set and, so far as they relate to industrial
matters, why they cannot be arbitrated by the Industrial Relations Commission. Thereis
no reason that government officers cannot continue to be adjudicated by a public service
arbitrator. This position was set up to recognise the particular and special considerations
of Government, and it enables the commission to have someone who becomes expert in
dealing with matters relating to government. The Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards could prescribe that the Industrial Relations Commission, including where
relevant the public sector arbitrator, administer standards which apply to industrial
matters. It would not be necessary to alter the public sector management legislation. It
would simply mean the commissioner, in exercising his powers under section 97(1),
would do so in such a way that the matters would be referred to the Industrial Relations
Commission. It is a complete fraud to imply that the requirements of the royal
commission concerning the establishment of a Commission for Public Sector Standards,
and the introduction of standards to govern merit, equity and probity in any way obliges
the Government to deny public sector workers access to the Industrial Relations
Commission.
True to form, no prior warning was given to the public sector employees or their unions
that a change of such significance was about to take place. The Premier said in his
discussions with the Civil Service Association, after the legislation was introduced, that it
was understood when the Public Sector Management Bill was introduced that these sorts
of changes would be put in place. That is completely untrue. As far as I can see at no
time in public did the Premier, or any other Minister, during any debate suggest that the
setting of standards would result in the loss of the Industrial Relations Commission
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jurisdiction to deal with government officers and public sector employees. Our
objections to this are that it is totally unfair to ask public sector workers to surrender
protections built up over 100 years in the industrial relations system, and to throw
themselves at the mercy of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards. It is
particularly inappropriate when we have no idea of the mechanisms contemplated. It is
even more inappropriate because there is no necessity to set up an alternative mechanism
at all. It will leave public servants with no protection whatsoever. It is totally
unnecessary. It is not an inevitable consequence, in any way, shape or form, of
introducing reforms to the Public Sector Management Act to oust the jurisdiction of the
Industrial Relations Commission. The objectives and the detail of that Public Sector
Management Act could be achieved without a single change to the Industrial Relations
Act. We ask the Minister to give detailed consideration to how the Government may be
able to use the powers of the commissioner under section 97(1) to exploit the expertise of
and the confidence that exists in the Industrial Relations Commission.
Quite unbelievably, this denial to government employees of access to the IRC is not the
worst aspect of these public sector amendments. flings get worse. Of greater
consequence is the amendment to the policy of promotion appeals based on merit. The
Bill abolishes the Promotions Appeal Board. This tripartite tribunal operates under
section BOX(S) of the Industrial Relations Act. It reviews promotions decisions made by
departments and government agencies. It deals with them independently where an
applicant appeals on the question of merit. After the tribunal has examined the case,
interviewed the various parties to the promotion procedures and examined the detail of
the procedures that were undertaken, ic can substitute its own decision for that of the
department or agency. I understand that about 25 per cent of promotions are challenged
and that a substantial proportion of the appeals ame upheld.
I ask the Minister to take this very seriously because this system is the quintessential
protection of merit advancement in the public sector. It is ironic that this protection is
about to be abolished in the name of public sector reform. The Minister has indicated
that the Government is not proposing to establish an alternative mechanism to deal with
the Work done by the Promotions Appeal Board or the informal body set up in its place.
No longer within the Public Service will there be available an opportunity for appeal on
merit. The only appeal will be on the question of due process, whether or not the proper
procedures were followed, not whether the best person succeeded in being promoted to
the position advertised. Obviously one of these provisions will be determined under
section 97(1) and will set out to review the appeals based on the question of due process.
This body will not have any power to substitute its decision for the decision of the
department or agency. Having found that an improper process was involved in the
selection procedure, this body will simply refer the matter back to the perpetrator and
have it try again. The prospect of such a department or agency finding in favour of a
person who had the temerity to challenge its decision is very remote and renders the
appeal process totally worthless and meaningless.
The Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
took great pains in its report to impress on us the centrality of having a politically neutral
Public Service. This is an aspiration that the Minister for Health shares. Certainly it is
an objective that we should all push very hard. This neutrality is fundamental to our
system of government and I do not think I need to elaborate on that. I hope my good
friend and colleague Hon John Cowdell will deal in more detail with the Westminster
system and the role of and requirement for political neutrality.
Hon N.F. Moore: [ can't believe what you am saying.
Hon A.J.C. MacTIERNAN: Why not?
Hon N.F. Moore: Look at the Public Service you left us.
Hon AJC. MacTIERNAN: I say to the honourable Norman Moore - if that is not an
oxymoron -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I share the concerns expressed by the royal commission and
I do not need to hide from that. Undoubtedly mistakes were made during the time of the
previous Government. Interestingly, the royal commission found that one of the root
causes of the lack of probity shown by that Government from time to time was the
frustration it felt at being the Government but not having control of this undemocratic
upper House. I share Hon Norman Moore's concerns about politicisation of the Public
Service.
Hon N.E. Moore: You did it all the time you were there.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The members here now on this side have only been in
Parliament since last year, but we do not deny that mistakes were made. I do not deny
that there were instances where the neutrality of the public sector was compromised.
Hon N.E. Moore: I am pleased to hear it.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The royal commission report deals with this; it clearly sets
out that underpinning all this lack of probity was the problem with this House.
Hon N.E. Moore: Garbage.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is not. I suggest the Minister read the report. It is not a
question of a few bad apples.
Hon Peter Foss: Rubbish.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister for Health has really lost any credibility in the
eyes of the public. His is an absurd line.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon W.N. Stretch): Order! I suggest we stop the cross-
Chamber chatter and return to the Bill. If we do that we will not get into other areas and
delay the debate.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: We have established that we are all at one trying to protect
and preserve and in fact restore public sector neutrality. However, what the Government
is doing here is the exact opposite. It is wanting a public sector where promotion based
on merit is no longer protected. That is not ensuring political neutrality in the public
sector. It is a recipe for permitting advancement on the basis of a person's relationship
with people higher up the ladder and for ensuring that promotion has the potential to be
corrupted and that those who toe the line of the chief executive officer will be rewarded,
notwithstanding the proprieties or the proper order of merit. The Bill also allows that
one's political leanings and political ideology can be the basis for promotion. The
potential impact of the abolition of the merit based appeals process is amplified because
of the decentralised structures we now see in the public sector. We no longer have a
public sector commissioner. We no longer have a centralised recruitment procedure. We
have a structure that has devolved to a departmental and an agency level. We have chief
executive officers who are no longer permanent officers in the old sense of the words.
They are on five year contracts and, in the final analysis, arc appointed at least with the
imprimatur of the Minister, or directly by the Minister. They have complete control over
the appointments within their departments. Given that framework, given this devolution
of power, and given the fact that we have CEOs who are now on five year contracts -

Hon Peter Foss: Have you read the Bill? It is a lot more secure than previously.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I am not necessarily attacking the issue of the devolution of
power, nor am I attacking the placement of CEOs on short term contracts.
Hon Peter Foss: They always were on five year contracts; now they have an option for
renewal.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not think it is true that they were all on five year
contracts.
Hon Peter Foss: They were. Some of them are on three year contracts.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Yes, but in the past they have been permanent officers of
the Public Service.
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Hon Peter Foss: They are five year appointments.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: They might have had five year appointments as CEOs, but
they were permanent public officers. The point is that the CEO is given a much greater
power with the devolution of (he power of appointment of hiring and firing to the
departmental level. Under those circumstances, which are not necessarily bad in
themselves, it is vital that we protect neutrality by ensuring that an independent body can
review the promotion procedures. The importance of this cannot be exaggeraced. It is
fundamental to our democracy to have Governments properly elected and able to
properly direct the Public Service to implement the agenda and mandate of that
Government, and not to have it thwarted by a Public Service that has been stacked by
apparatchiks. So important is this that the Opposition will move in Committee to have
that provision withdrawn and considered by the Legislation Committee. The Opposition
does not believe that the Government has properly examined the impact of this provision,
or that it has a commitment to the preservation of the political neutrality of dhe Public
Service. It is completely ironic that all of this is being done in the name of public sector
reforn.
Part 4 of the legislation deals with the railways classification board. The second reading
address of the Minister for a change quite accurately reflects what is going on with this
part. The Opposition supports the move to bring all Westrail employees under a single
industrial relations regime. The purple prose we find in this part of the Minister's
address in extolling the merit of a single system highlights the complete stupidity of
taking TAFE teachers outside the industrial relations regime that governs school teachers.
It confirms our view that there is no clear vision by this Government of where it is
heading in industrial relations matters. Its industrial relations fundamentalism is simply
not compatible with good management practice. Very occasionally, as we see with this
part of the legislation, that practice prevails over the ideology. As we have seen in this
House over the past couple of months, that is not always the case. We had the
unfortunate example of the Royal Perth Hospital patient care assistance agreement, which
was very good JR and management practice overthrown by the Kierath fundamentalism.
Likewise, we have seen the Minister for Transport, who made agreements with the
maritime workers only to find again that they were struck down by Mr Kierath's
ideology.
Hon J.A. Scott interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is right, although I noted with interest that some of the
reports of the Minister being a member of the Exclusive Brethren were a bit overstated. I
noticed the other night at the journalists' party he was able to enjoy a drink, which is a
proscribed activity with our friends, the Exclusive Brethren.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: It's a different exclusive brethren.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Perhaps there is yet another sect.
Hon Peter Foss: It is a pretty exclusive brethren over there.
Hon A.A. MacTIERNAN: We are proud of that. We do not have any pretensions to
aristocracy.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Why are you so jealous?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Why am I so jealous of the blue blood coursing through his
veins?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon W.N. Stretch): Order! Ignore the interjections and
address the Chair.
Hon A.J.O. MacilERNAN: I move to part 5 which deals with workplace agreements.
Hon Peter Foss: Do you support part 4?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Yes, did I not say that?
Hon Peter Foss: You started saying favourable things.
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not in any way try to pretend chat the Opposition is not
using this as an opportunity, even where we support some aspects of the legislation, to
point out the schizophrenia of the Government in its conduct on industrial relations
matters. The Opposition will continue to do that; indeed, it is our job as an Opposition.
Hon Peter Foss: Can I tick that one?
Hon AJ.G. MacTfERNAN: Yes. The Opposition wilt neither support nor oppose the
next part, because we do not agree with the workplace agreements legislation in the first
instance. We will certainly not support any expansion of that, although it is not of
particular concern to us that a group of well paid and well educated people -

Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I was not being critical, I was merely pointing to the fact
that unlike most people who have been lumbered with workplace agreements, such as
kids working in fast food outlets or women working in check-our positions, we could
reasonably expect that the CEOs would be in a position to look after themselves and to
watch out for their own best interests. It is not a question of taking a class analysis to
this. It is a simple recognition that the Government's disgusting workplace agreements
legislation is impacting most negatively on those who most desperately need our
assistance and protection. The Government can extend this provision to CEOs; we do
not have a difficulty with that. However, we understand that the reason the Government
is doing this is that some legislative bar is thought to exist to CEOs engaging in it now.
I presume the reason the Minister wants to do this is that he is absolutely desperate to get
people to take up workplace agreements. We have seen that the acceptance rate of this
fabulous system has been about I per cent, and the Minister may need a few more bodies
to sign workplace agreements. I predict there will be a massive decline in the number of
people who work under workplace agreements, because a number of important
applications for federal coverage are currently before the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission in the fast food and supermarket areas. Those areas have been heavily
infiltrated by workplace agreements. Employers in those areas have been able to prevail
upon the less educated, the young and the poorly paid to get their agreements in place. I
predict that certainly within the next six months, the vast majority of those people will be
covered by federal awards. Far from workplace agreements expanding, they will be
contracting, so it might be handy for the Minister to have half a dozen CEOs on the
books to try to make the numbers look slightly more wholesome.
I turn now to the clause dealing with unfair dismissals. The Opposition supports the
major thrust of this provision, and I am sure the Minister will excuse a rather wry "I told
you so" in regard to this provision. I cook some pleasure today in rereading Hansard -
not that I normally take pleasure in rereading Hansard - in regard to the industrial
relations debate that we had last year.
Hon Peter Foss: If you were reading my speeches, it would certainly he a pleasure!
Hon A.J1G. MacTIERNAN: It was. A great deal of chortling went on as we read the
Minister for Health's fine contribution to that debate. I am pleased to say that I moved an
amendment that would have corrected this deficiency, had the Minister been prepared to
bow to my superior wisdom in this regard.
H-on l.A. Cowdell: He has had to come back to the House.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIiERNAN: That is right. We pointed out this deficiency in the
legislation, but the Minister, confident as always in his legal omniscience, rejected our
amendment; so, as Hon J.A. Cowdell has said, here we are again, patching up the hodgie
legal work of the Minister.
Hon Peter Foss: We are bowing to the federal legislation, unfortunately.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is interesting. I would like to get to that, because 1 do
note the pious pontification of the Minister in the second reading speech. In fact, so
pious was the pontification that I am sure it was actually written by the Minister for
Health and not by the looney tunes Minister for Labour Relations.
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Hon Peter Foss: I am sure I did not write it but I will take credit for it.
Hon A.J.G. MacTfERNAN: I am sure the public servant who drafted it must have had
the Minister for Health in mind and said, "Peter would say this. This sounds like Peter".
The pious pontification within this speech is very interesting. I must withdraw my earlier
remarks because it is clear that this has not been written by the Minister for Health
because it refers to the Pepler decision and it talks quite proudly about the Minister's
achievement in reversing that decision. However, I notice from the debate last year that
the Minister for Health alone, or perhaps with his former senior partner, Robert Ainslie,
believes that the Pepler case was in fact correct. Indeed, not only did the Minister think it
was correct as a matter of law, he actually believed it was correct morally or in terms of
policy. The Pepler decision found that where there is no reinstatement of employment,
there can be no claim for compensation for the loss of income during the period between
the time the person was unfairly dismissed and the time the person was reinstated; so if a
person was unable to be reinstated or if the employer for some reason was able to refuse
that reinstatement, that person would have no claim for damage for unfair dismissal.
It is, interesting that the Minister for Health, notwithstanding what he mouthed in this
second reading speech, said that he believes that Pepler was correct; he resented the
incremental improvement of workers' rights; and he believed a person should have the
right to compensation for lost pay only if the person were reinstated. The theme running
through the Minister's interesting contribution is that if we give workers an inch, they
will take a mile. The Minister complains that if we exercise our noblesse oblige and give
the peasants the right to reinstatement, they then want compensation for lost wages, they
then want compensation when they are not reinstated, and where will it end? This is not
a revolutionary society. This is a society where workers have, over a period of 100 years,
step by step, and slowly slowly, built up incrementally the basis of their rights and
protections. This attitude of "give them an inch and they will take a mile" and this
nineteenth century attitude to workers' rights puts the Minister out of the mainstream in
industrial relations and into a little hard right clique. I must admit the Minister has
tendencies to social libertarianism in some areas, but certainly when it comnes to
economics and industrial relations he is as primitive as Mr Lightfoot, and that is saying
something.
[Quorum formed.]
Hon A.JG. MacTIERNAN: It was important to go through this exercise in the
Minister's logic because we understand that Mr Kierath will be booted out of his
portfolio and we hope the Government will not be silly enough to unleash on the
industrial relations system an equally crazy Minister for Health. A nineteenth century
primitive is the last thing we need in this area, and the Minister's skills would be better
used elsewhere. A senior member of the coalition who made it clear that he did not like
lawyers, said he believed that Mr Foss should be made Attorney General because the
legal profession deserved him. I thought that was an interesting thing to say.
Hon Max Evans: The medical profession also believes that.
Hon A.J.G. MacTLERNAN: It does. Also, people who do flat like lawyers want him to
be Attorney General because they want to see him -
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (IHon Barry House): Order! Can we get on to the substance
of this Bill, please.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Pepler decision that we were talking about is central to
the amendments before us tonight.
For the benefit of those who will be poring over Hansard, including our friend Tex over
there who wants to closely follow this debate, it is important to understand why the
Government was forced to move by the Wylie and Carbide International Pty Ltd case.
The federal industrial relations legislation provides that the federal jurisdiction in relation
to unfair dismissals is invoked only where the state laws are found to be inadequate. In
the case that was cited in the second reading speech, Justice Keely in the federal
Industrial Relations Court found that the laws in Western Australia were inadequate to
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protect the rights of employees on two counts. The first related to the onus of proof
which this legislation now reverses and provides that the employer must show that the
dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair, as opposed to requiring the employee to
show that it was. The second basis for the inadequacy was that there was no direct right
to a claim for compensation in the event of there being no reinstatement. The system that
had been set up prevented there being any immediate right to an award for damages
where re-employment or reinstatement was impractical. That is the provision we sought
to correct last November to no avail.
Under the existing legislation a dismissed person first has to get a reinstatement order
and, only if that is not effected, can he then go back to the commission to get a
subsequent order for damages. Since the Wylie case found that there was jurisdiction
federally because of the inadequacies of our state laws, there has been a flurry of cases to
the federal commission. Indeed, 460 cases have been lodged since the registry opened in
March. We should be very clear here that the Government is not acting out of any
concern for the inadequacies of its laws. It is acting because its major benefactor and
patron, the WA Chamber of Commerce and Industry, has been complaining quite
vociferously that it wants the laws fixed so that it can operate in the state jurisdiction
which it prefers. It believes there are certain cost advantages to its operating in the state
jurisdiction. Therefore, we can quite clearly ignore the sanctimonious references to the
implementation of the international termination of employment convention that the
Minister refers to in his second reading speech. The Government has no interest
whatsoever in implementing that convention. It is being dragged screaming -

Hon Peter Foss: They have been specifically related to the convention rather than the
federal laws. That is important.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It may be an important point.
Hon Peter Foss: You missed it.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: No, I did not miss it. We will talk about the derail of this
legislation a little later. The point I am making is that it is quite clear that there is no
commitment by this Government to the implementation of that international covenant. It
is doing this because it is being forced to do it by the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and by the embarrassment it is experiencing seeing the state Industrial Relations
Commission lying idle and applications going off to the federal system.
When one reads these sanctimonious references to the convention in the Minister's
second reading speech, one cannot help but note the quite extraordinary schizophrenia of
the Minister for Labour Relations. On the one hand he gives us pious words about his
commitment to implementing the convention and, on the other hand, when we check
what the Minister says to the Press, he has blabbed on that as soon as he wins his High
Court challenge to the federal legislation, he will repeal it. Does the Government have a
commitment to implementing the convention as it seems to imply in the second reading
speech or is it committed, if it wins - it will not win - to removing these protections that it
so piously talks about implementing? There is a High Court challenge to the federal
legislation. I understand it will probably be heard about May and that it will not have any
more chance of success than the Mabo challenge. One can only presume that the
Government has some motivation to fill the coffers of various legal firms that might be
associated with the Government, For many of these law firms, it is certainly a
Government led recovery.
Hon Peter Foss: Like the law firms involved with defending former government
Ministers in the WA Inc royal commission.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am not sure whether the particular law firms to which I am
referring are the same law firms that are doing so well under this Government by taking
up these rather silly challenges that are destined for failure. Not only is this Government
involved in these High Court challenges, but also there is a plethora of industrial relations
applications where unions are seeking coverage under the federal industrial relations
system from the dismantling of the state industrial relations system. Those applications
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are being resisted at every stage by the State Government. It challenges every point and
appeals every decision. I am pleased to report, though, that its strike rate is about one in
100. Therefore, in 99 per cent of instances this vast amount of taxpayers' money the
Government is expending on these legal challenges is being wasted.
Hon BY. Donaldson: What do you put that down to?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: There are two possible interpretations. Either the
Government is keen to fill the coffers of some law firms - that is probably a fanciful
interpretation although there is clearly no reluctance to do that - or it gets the law wrong;
it is simply not very good at picking where the decision will lie. I do not have any glee in
pointing out to the Mihister that he is wrong. However, we have set out why we believe
he is totally wrong in any moral or real political sense in his views on Pepler. It is also
interesting to note that the Minister was wrong legally. As I said, the Minister endorsed
the Pepler decision and said that it was correctly decided. The Minister may be aware
that since we had that debate, in the "Happy Nappy" case the Supreme Court found that
not only Pepler was wrong for, as we say, social and moral reasons but also it was bad
law. It was not overturned because it did not fulfil other criteria for overturning judge-
made law. Nevertheless there was a clear finding in that "Happy Nappy" case that Pepler
was wrong.
Hon Peter Foss: I can still believe it is right.
Hon A.J.. MacTIERNAN: Everyone is out of step bar our Johnny!
Hon Peter Foss: A lot of people believe it is right, and it should be right. I understand
that a subsequent decision could overrule it.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Mr Ainslie would no doubt be rolling over in his grave at
that sont of comment.
Hon Peter Foss: Do you think Pepler went too far?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Supreme Court - notwithstanding the hard right
idiosyncrasies of the Minister and his former partner -
Hon Peter Foss: Stop being so complimentary.
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: I know the Minister likes it; we are indulging in a bit of
political S & M. I ask the Minister who is always right - and proud to be right - to listen
to this carefully: The possibility exists that, even with these changes that have been put
in place, the law may still be inadequate for the purposes of recapturing jurisdiction from
the federal court. The lawyer who successfully argued the Wylie case believes the failure
of the legislation to make provisions for enforcement of reinstatement orders may mean
that the state laws fail all of the adequacy necessary to exclude the federal jurisdiction.
The Minister may have raised this point earlier but perhaps he did not read about what
this Bill should aim to do. He seemed to think that the matter of primary importance was
to give provisions for the international covenant. I am not sure, in the light of the Wylie
case, that that really should be the first aim, given that what we are doing here is trying to
claw back jurisdiction. At some point in that case it is stated that for there to be adequate
legislation, it should be equal in magnitude or extent commensurate, no more or no less,
with the federal Act.
Hon Peter Foss: The federal Act has to apply the convention.
Hon A.JM. MacTIERNAN: Yes, but to get constitutional coverage. I understand that.
Having got constitutional coverage, the issue for the State Government is how to match
that with the federal Act.
Hon Peter Foss: How do we match that convention?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not think that is the correct way to argue it. I think it
can be argued - the Minister is no doubt seeking to do this - that the federal Act exceeds
the provisions of the convention and therefore is unconstitutional. Once it has crossed
the threshold by being unconstitutional and in place, the task for the Government is to
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ensure that this legislation matches up; that is, is equal in magnitude to the federal
legislation.
Hon Peter Foss: The federal legislation does not do char.
Hon A.L.G. MacTIERNAN: That is a threshold question. Presumably that is being
addressed in the High Court challenge to the federal legislation. The law as it presently
stands is that this legislation is presumed to be constitutional. Our job, if we want to
claw back this jurisdiction to the Stare, is to ensure that these provisions are equal in
force and magnitude to the federal provisions. The concern is that there is a lack of
enforcement procedures. Effectively the state commission can order reinstatement, but
basically it has a very limited capacity ro enforce that reinstratement. Effectively an
employer can opt out of reinstatement and a worker must be content with an application
for damages. It may well be - I do not have a decided view on this, but the Minister
needs to consider it - that we should look at some enforcement procedure for
reinstatement as found in the federal legislation.
We believe this provision to correct the unfair dismissal laws has another problem. In the
desperate attempt to claw back jurisdiction, the Government has made this legislation
retrospective. At first blush the Minister might say that that is a positive thing. It means
that people who otherwise would have been denied jurisdiction can now take advantage
of it. If we look very closely at how this has been achieved, we see it has the potential to
create considerable injustice. Currently 215 unfair dismissal cases are before the federal
court. The landmark Wylie case has not been heard or resolved yet. The way the
retrospectivity in this legislation has been drafted means that those 215 cases will be
denied jurisdiction to the federal court. It is important to understand how it works. The
federal court has jurisdiction if, and only if, the state laws are adequate. If we fix up the
state laws, the federal commission no longer has jurisdiction. Making this retrospective
would mean that the 215 cases that have been in the pipeline for up to six months may
well have to start again because we would be pulling the rug of jurisdiction out from
under the federal commission in respect of those cases. It is absolutely inappropriate and
most unjust to compel those applicants to begin again. There are questions of cost,
emotional strain and failure to resolve issues that impede the applicants' capacity to get
on with the process, to get back to work and to put the whole episode behind them.
As a result of that we will introduce an amendment that we hope the Gover-nment will
support, in the spirit of this place being a proper House of Review. It provides that the
Act will not apply to any cases currently before the federal court unless the applicant
elects to move to the. state jurisdiction. Basically we say that these changes should not
apply to those cases before the fiederal commission unless the applicant elects to move to
the state jurisdiction. That would preserve the jurisdiction of the federal commission for
all those cases which are currently being determined.
I also regret again being a bearer of bad tidings to the Minister for Labour Relations, the
Minister for Health and the Government, but it needs to be said that in the long run the
changes will be inadequate to stem the tide. I refer the Minister to the case of Martindale
v H3P. In that case it was found that no matter how adequate the state laws, where an
employee was covered by a federal award and the award contained no provision dealing
with dismissals, it would be presumed that the federal jurisdiction would cover the entire
field; hence there would be no capacity for the matter to be heard in the state courts.
It also needs to be understood that virtually every federal log of claims under a federal
award has in it, as a matter of course, a provision related to unfair dismissal and
termination. Anyone under a federal award will not be able to take advantage of the state
jurisdiction in any event. As we set out on a number of occasions through the course of
this evening, a veritable tide of workers, both public and private, are moving to the
federal jurisdiction, and there will not be a heap of change effected.
Hon Peter Foss: But you do not suggest a solution.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No. The Minister has managed to dismantle the state
industrial relations system and to centralise power in the federal system, notwithstanding
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his pathological detestation of things national. He has managed to deny to the workers of
Western Australia fair and adequate protection. He has provided a great incentive for
them to move to the federal jurisdiction, and that cannot be unravelled. We have seen a
lot of popping of fingers into the holes in the dyke.
We want the Minister to seriously consider a number of issues. I turn now to the
provisions in part 7. This is where Minister Kierath, who has been denied the
opportunity to give full flight to his industrial relations fantasies, as set out in the Cabinet
minute referred to earlier tonight, has been allowed a small consolation prize - one
exercise in ritualistic union bashing. Part 7 will make redundant the notice requirement
found in the union rules. This is a pathetic exercise, but beyond that it is irresponsible.
Unions are organisations which need to employ staff, run offices and engage in a range of
financial transactions for the benefit of their members - and to enable the organisations to
continue to exist. Obviously they need some capacity to plan or to make reasonable
predictions about their income. According to the second reading speech, the Minister
thinks withdrawal from union membership requires generally three months' notice, but
some unions have a shorter notice period. Unions need a provision so that if there is a
substantial decline in membership they can make adjustments to their financial
undertakings, whether that be for staff they engage or for property they lease or hold. It
is irresponsible for the Minister to preclude unions from having a notice period.
Hon P.H. Lockyer interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is good to see that Hon Phil Lockyer is performing some
role in this place, even if it is only as an echo. I know that he reads Hansard. He does
not go to the bar. He goes home alone and sits with his Hansard.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.11. Lockyer interjected.
Hon A.J.O. MacTIERNAN: We understand; we have heard this drivel before,
Mr Lockyer. I am glad. I hope he chokes on it. I am sure he will.
Hon Peter Foss: Anyone would choke on you.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I have a sense of fair play. It cannot all be one-sided.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon AJI.G. MacTIERN AN: Mr Lockyer is right to interject in relation to this part of the
legislation because it is a lot of twaddle.
Hon P.11. Lockyer interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is complete twaddle. I can understand why it would incite
the member, even if he has not been in the bar for the past hour, to make continual
interjections.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! I suggest two things: Hon Phil
Lockyer should cease interjecting and M-on Alannah MacTiemnan should address the Bill.
Hion A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am rightly reprimanded, Mr Deputy President. I should
not provoke Hon Phil Lockyer. I will refrain.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I have said before that I have no interest in smoking
cannabis, but in order to enhance the quality of life while listening to Messrs Lightfoot
and Lockyer, I am sure a psychotropic or two would assist.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! This has absolutely nothing to do with the Bill we
are debating.
Hon AJI.G. MacTIERNAN: We have set out the reasons why any analysis of financial
probity and proper financial management would indicate that the proposed amendment
and the conditions that have been imposed on union rules are totally inappropriate. If
unions are to be responsible financial managers they need to have some certainty about
their income stream. It is entirely inappropriate from the financial management point of
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view for us to preclude unions from the required notice period for resignation. It is an
extraordinary provision because it runs contrary to the avowed fireedoms of choice claims
repeated ad nauseami by Mr Kierath and the Minister for Health, We have a system of
voluntary unionism in this Stare. I would like the Government to explain why voluntary
unions cannot have freedom of choice over the composition of their rules. I know the
fundamental problem is that people such as the Minister for Labour Relations and the
Minister for Health do not believe that people join unions because they want to.
Members opposite cannot believe that the vast majority of people in the union movement
join because they realise that to provide a proper balance between the interests of capital
and the interests of labour there must be a collectivisation of labour. The labour force
must act in unison to have any chance of negotiating fair and reasonable conditions.
Hon Peter Foss: I have never said otherwise.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Itris important the Minister understand this because I think
guiding so much of the anti-union legislation we see here tonight, and on other occasions,
is the fundamental incapacity to recognise that people join unions because they want to.
The Opposition is saying that the freedom of choice we hear so much about, especially
over the past 18 months, must be extended to the union movement. It must be given the
capacity to form its own rules.
Hon Peter Foss: I have heard of all sorts of things being said by your side -

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Where there is equality of bargaining power, I agree. I do
not think that there is any question of there being an inequality of bargaining power
between a person and a union in the vast majorities of cases. Given there is cogent
financial reasons for such a rule, we should allow the unions to exercise their freedom of
choice to put a rule such as this within the provisions of the legislation. As I say, it is a
pathetic attempt to have a shot at unions and with so many of the finger-in-dyke
provisions we are being presented with tonight the Bill is ultimately destined to complete
failure and irrelevancy. As the Minister has said from time to time, he does not know
much about industrial relations. Most state registered organisations are also federal
bodies. Those that are not are rapidly becoming so. 'Under the federal industrial relations
legislation they have the right to require a notice period of up to three months. Unions
will ensure that is in their federal rules and that they will be able to avoid this very stupid
piece of legislation. It is quite clear that even the Minister for Health has enough
knowledge and understanding of the industrial relations system to realise this piece of
legislation will be totally ineffective. It can be seen only as a consolation prize to
Mr Kierath, who lost his opportunity to go on the rampage against the union movement
with his set of bizarre and unsustainable proposals.
We have set out the aspects of the legislation we support, and those we oppose and why
we oppose them, and we have indicated where we believe amendment is necessary. We
ask that the Minister seriously consider those matters to improve the quality of the
legislation. We have been right in the past when we have suggested amendments. The
Minister should recognise that track record and I hope he will look closely at those
amendments. Finally, the very alarming aspect of this legislation is its potential for
impact on the political neutrality of the public sector. I believe that matter must be given
a great deal more thought. We will be asking for that to be considered by the Standing
Committee on Legislation.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Muriel Patterson.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER RULES 1994
Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the rules.

HEALTH SERVICES (QUALITY IMPROVEMENT) BILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly without amendment.
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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (No 1)
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly now considered.
Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair; Hon Max Evans (Minister
of Finance) in charge of the Bill.
The message from the Assembly was as follows -

The Legislative Assembly informs the Legislative Council, in reply to Message
No 74, that the Legislative Assembly has acted in accordance with the provisions
of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899; that, consistent with
the undoubted rights of this House to originate Bills of appropriation, it will
continue to have proper regard for the limitation of powers of the Legislative
Council over Bills appropriating moneys for the ordinary annual services of the
Government. In this regard the President's ruling expressed a view that the rights
and powers of the Council in relation to Government expenditures are a mnoveable
feast depending on what interpretation is given to the expression "the ordinary
annual services of the Government" and the consequences that flow from a
service wrongly included in a Bill to which section 46(6) applies.
In the absence of an otherwise agreed approach to "the ordinary annual services
of the Government" this budget has been constructed along the saint lines as
previous budgets.
In the circumstances it is appropriate that the Constitution Acts Amendment Act
1899 be reviewed.

Hon MAX EVANS: I move -
That the Assembly's message be noted.

Hon KIM CHANCE: I move -

To delete all words following "That" and insert the following -

a message in the following terms be sent to the Legislative Assembly -

Mr Speaker
The Legislative Council desires to inform the Legislative
Assembly that it notes the advice contained in Message No 88 and
that the Legislative Assembly is unable to give an assurance that it
will observe the provisions of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act 1899 section 46(6) as requested by the Legislative Council in
Message No 74, on 7 December 1994 in respect of -
(a) rectifying the breach of s46(6) of the Constitution Acts

Amendment Act 1899 which has been identified in the
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994; and

(b) undertaking to observe the provisions of the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act 1899 in the preparation of future
budgets.

Accordingly the Legislative Council advises the Legislative
Assembly that it is unable to proceed with its consideration of the
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994 until the
assurances that it has sought are received.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: I thought that sort of amendment was not permitted in this Chamber.
It may have the opposite effect to the motion moved by the Minister for Finance. The
appropriate way to deal with this is to vote against the motion of the Minister for Finance
and if it is successfully defeated to move a further motion.
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The CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order. The motion before the Chamber that the
message be noted is merely a vehicle for debate. In that sense, it is neutral and the
amendment moved by Hon Kim Chance is not contradictory.

Motion Resumed
Hon KIM CHANCE: On Tuesday the President submitted a ruling on a matter raised by
the Opposition in respect of the legality of the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill
(No 1) - the Budget Bill. It was clear from that ruling that the Appropriation
(Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) breached section 46(6) of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act 1899. As a consequence of that, and the fact that there was no
dissension from the ruling, the Legislative Council sent a message to the Legislative
Assembly asking for principally two things. Rather than read the message I do not think
there will be any dissent if I were to say in paraphrasing that the message sought a
commitment from the Legislative Assembly to rectify the breach and that on receiving
such commitment the Legislative Council would continue dealing with the Bill. Today
we have just received the message No 88 from the Legislative Assembly which has just
been read into the record. I will paraphrase that message without having to go through
the process of reading it again. Two things are clear: Firstly, there is no commitment
from the Legislative Assembly to rectify the identified breach of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act 1899; and, secondly, there is no commitment to observe the provisions
of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 in respect of future Budgets. The only
commitment that one could say has been made is -

In the circumstances it is appropriate that the Constitution Acts Amendment Act
1899 be reviewed.

That is not what was sought in message No 74 from the Legislative Council to the other
place. Consequently, I remind the Chamber of the last half of the sentence of the
message that we sent to the Legislative Assembly -

.. requests the Legislative Assembly to observe the provisions of that Act
particularly as far as they relate to Bills appropri ating moneys for the ordinary
annual services of the Government, and the Legislative Council undertakes to
further consider the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994 in the
form in which it was introduced and read a first time into this House upon receipt
of such assurance from the Legislative Assembly.

We have not received that assurance. In keeping with the message contained in message
No 74 we have submitted this amendment which supports the original concept of
message No 74.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Members might recall yesterday when the Minister for Finance
moved message No 74 that I said that I was somewhat disappointed that the message was
not stronger, but I was prepared at that stage to accept the message on the basis that it
would be a non-inflammatory message; a message that would seek resolution of a
longstanding problem between Houses in bicameral Parliaments. The message was
probably one or two steps above doing absolutely nothing. It was not a contentious
message, or a message that threatened in any spectacular way the Government's Budget.
Of course, the opportunity existed for the President to rule out the Budget on the basis
that it was tacked, and in being tacked, it was illegal. In that respect we are now faced as
a Chamber, having had the President's ruling which substantiated that the Budget had
breached section 46(6) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act, with whether we should
proceed down the path to seek some assurances that that would not happen again; that is,
there would not be future breaches of the law. The request was particularly moderate.
The response is even more amazing than perhaps my preparedness to be conciliatory
yesterday. The response reminded this House of the undoubted right of the Legislative
Assembly to originate Bills. I do not think any member in this place doubts that. We
thank the Legislative Assembly for reminding this House of that unique facet it has in
Westminster democracy.
Hon George Cash: Very supportive of us.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: Indeed, and I definitely would not want it to be any other way. I
would not want them originated here. The message continues -

... it will continue to have proper regard for the limitation of powers of the
Legislative Council -

I appreciate that, but the only difficulty I have is chat in 1989 this House sent a similar
mes sage to t Legislative Assembly.
Hon George Cash: The then Labor Government, and we warned it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It sent back a nicer and much stronger message to the effect that
it would not do it again, and I am referring to tacking. On this occasion this House did
not get a commitment that the Legislative Assembly would not do it again.
Hon George Cash: We got a better commitment; that is, the Government would review
the Constitution Acts Amendment Act.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Leader of the House should let me work my way through
this. The message reminds this House of its powers in regard to Appropriation Bills.
The message then reminds this House of the President's ruling, as follows -

.. Government expenditures are a moveable feast depending on what
interpretation is given to the expression "the ordinary annual services of the
Government" -

The Opposition does not disagree with that. It continues -

- and the consequences chat flow from a service wrongly included in a Bill to
which Section 46(6) applies.

The consequences in this case, which the Assembly knows, is that the Legislative
Council wanted a commitment to the effect chat the Assembly would rectify the breach
and there would be no further breaches in the future. That is not an outrageous request.
In fact, it is upholding the law. The law in this case is a little funny because we do not
have to uphold the provisions of section 46 unless a member takes a point of order to
draw the attention of the House to a breach of the Act. In this case, that happened.
Following that, this House sent a tame message to the Assembly asking for moderate
assurances but it did not get them. The message continues -

In the absence of an otherwise agreed approach to "the ordinary annual services
of the Government" this budget has been constructed along the same lines as
previous budgets.

That is correct. One of the Appropriation Bills in 1989 was tacked. If we undertook a
proper investigation of other appropriation Bills we would find they were tacked. In the
last sentence of the message comes the following assurance -

In the circumstances it is appropriate that the Constitution Acts Amendment Act
1899 be reviewed.

I am not sure whether that is a commitment, but I will accept the view of the Leader of
the House that it is. I remind members what the Ministers for Finance and Health said
yesterday about drafting the next Budget. Unless the situation with section 46 is rectified
before the next Budget it will be chaotic. The Budget will be difficult to draft and there
will be difficulty in deciding what goes in appropriation Bill (No 1) and appropriation
Bill (No 2). Any commitment from the Assembly should include that the review will be
conducted before the next Budget is bmought down. To do otherwise will place an
enormous burden on the Government and the Parliament to decide whether the
appropriation Bills are in accordance with the Constitution Acts Amendment Act.
All we are asking for is a reaffirnation that what was requested yesterday was
reasonable. We should expect from the Assembly that moderate assurance. I remind
members that as they were elected to this place they actually have responsibilities: One
is to uphold the law and the other is to represent their constituents. The Legislative
Council has a specific task to perform in regard to representing people when it comes to
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appropriation Bills. It can amend appropriation Bill (No 2) but if the Government of the
day decides for whatever measons, accidental or deliberate, to avoid that scrutiny by not
placing new policy in that Bill but in Appropriation Bill (No 1) it would effectively
remove the Council's ability to represent the electorate and to amend items of new
policy. It is appropriate that this House reserve that power.
Whatever review is conducted of section 46, this House of Review should retain the
ability to scrutinise one line items within a Budget. This House is not entitled to do some
things, but in this case it must scrutinise the one line items of a Budget. If this House
does not assert that power, right and obligation at this point it could be inviting this and
future Governments not to put particular items of expenditure in appropriation Bill (No
2), which is open to amendment, but to include them in appropriation Bill (No 1). The
problem with that is that this House cannot amend appropriation Bill (No 1). It can only
accept it or reject it. Governments would prefer this House to amend the Bill rather than
accept or reject it. I happen to believe that Governments are formed in the other place
and have the right to have the Budgets accepted by this place, but through a review
process.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will take my seat one more time to provide the Leader of the
Opposition with the opportunity to conclude his remarks.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I thank Hon Tom Stephens for that generosity. This House
accepted the President's ruling. The House chose not to dissent from it.
Hon George Cash: You praised it yesterday.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I did, and I still do.
Hon George Cash: Quite rightly so.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We all agree with that. We accepted the ruling that the Budget
was tacked and a section of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act was breached. This
House sent a moderate message to the Assembly saying that the Government, when it
frames its Budgets, should conform with the law. It was a reasonable approach, but the
message that was returned reminds this House of its historical place in regard to Budgets.
The message included selected words from the President's ruling, but there was no
commitment to this House's simple request. This request is quite clear in terms of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act. The question before us is, do we preserve our rights
and obligations under that section of that Act? I do not believe the message we have
received allows us to do that, which is quite unfortunate. The amendment moved by Hon
Kim Chance is again quite moderate. It asks the Assembly to give us the assurance we
asked for yesterday; no more or less. We said, "Please do not break the law."
Several members interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They laugh and giggle, but let me give an analogy. We will be
debating a number of criminal amendment Bills to do with young people and people in
the community generally. Will we show this sont of clemency and moderation to young
offenders who break the law? Will we allow them to thumb their noses at the law? The
answer is most definitely no. Here we have a substantiated breach of the law. There was
no retribution, but we asked for assurances that it would not happen again. We did not
get them. As a result we are asking again, because we have accepted the ruling and
accepted that we sent a reasonable message yesterday, as we all voted for it. In 1989 we
had an assurance, and we are here debating the same matter again. No doubt the problem
can be resolved. The resolution is to look at section 46. Hon Max Evans was earlier
nodding in agreement on that point. It has to be resolved shortly. If section 46 is not
amended by the time of the next Budget it could well be a very chaotic process for both
the Government and the Parliament. Why will the Assembly not commit itself to
assuring us that chaos will not exist and that we will not have a situation where members
scramble through the Budget looking for an item of tacking? Tacking is not the issue.
The issue is the rights of this House according to law. In this case the law needs to be
updated to be contemporary, as the President said, and this Parliament needs to conform
to that law. I hope that on this occasion and in a bipartisan way the Council will uphold
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its own rights and privileges, because not to support the amendment moved by Hon Kim
Chance will be to go weak at the knees on what our rights and responsibilities are.
Members would not go weak at the knees with a young Aboriginal child who stole a car.
We must dispense that sort of privilege neither to ourselves nor to those in the other
place. It is clear that we have a right and that the obligation is now on us to make sure
the Assembly gives an assurance. That is all Hon Kim Chance asks for and all we asked
for yesterday. As yet we do not have it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I oppose very firmly the amendment moved by Hon Kim
Chance. I want to explain why there is no need for the amendment. First, there is a need
to consider some of the history that has followed Budgets that have been presented to this
House over a very long period of time. It could be argued that those Budgets may or may
not have been in order, depending on one's interpretation of the words "ordinary annual
services of the Government'. However, as the President cited in his ruling the other day,
it is not for the President to determine whether the Budget is in order. The assumption is
made that if the House does not challenge a Budget it is in order. That is not to say that
Budgets in the past have not breached section 46 in some way. Putting that to one side,
the Opposition asked, quite rightly as part of the review process of this House, during the
Estimates Committee debate earlier this year whether any new programs and services had
been provided that might have been included in the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund)
Bill (No 1). Following consideration by the Estimates Committee the Leader of the
Opposition sought a ruling from the President on the question of tacking. On Tuesday of
this week the President presented the House with a 17 page ruling on this matter. The
President was at pains to explain in that ruling that in part the rights and powers of this
House in relation to government expenditure were a movable feast. The ruling stated that
because, as the President said, it really depends on the interpretation that is given to the
expression "the ordinary annual services of the Government".
Having accepted that the Legislative Assembly may have a different interpretation of
"ordinary annual services" from that of the Legislative Council, the President went on in
his ruling to offer some constructive advice to this House, which we conveyed to the
Legislative Assembly. That was to say to the Legislative Assembly that we wanted an
undertaking from the Legislative Assembly that it would recognise the provisions of
section 46 and ensure that any future Budget was framed in such a way as not to breach
the provisions of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act. I will carefully
read the message that we as a House agreed to yesterday and sent to the Legislative
Assembly. It said -

Mr Speaker:
The Legislative Council desires to inform the Legislative Assembly that,
consistent with the ruling given by the President that the Appropriation
(Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994 is in breach of section 46(6) of the
Constitution Acts Amnendmnent Act 1899, requests the Legislative Assembly to
observe the provisions of that Act particularly so far as they relate to Bills
appropriating moneys for the ordinary annual services of the Government, and the
Legislative Council undertakes -

This is important -

- to further consider the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994 in
the form in which it was introduced and read a first time in this House on receipt
of such an assurance from the Legislative Assembly.

Put briefly, we requested the Legislative Assembly to observe the provisions of the Act
We said that if it provides us with a message indicating that course of action, then we are
prepared to further consider the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994 in
the form in which it was introduced and read a first time in this House. The message
went to the Legislative Assembly and we received a message back which in my view is
in pretty obvious and clear terms. The message states -

The Legislative Assembly informs the Legislative Council ... that the Legislative
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Assembly has acted in accordance with the provisions of Section 46 of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899;

It went on to recognise the undoubted rights of the Legislative Assembly to originate
Bills. We do not dispute that and the Leader of the Opposition alluded to it. The
Legislative Assembly also stated that it will continue to have proper regard for the
limitation of powers of the Legislative Council over Bills appropriating moneys for the
ordinary annual services of the Government. It then quoted part of the President's ruling
and stated -

In this regard the President's ruling expressed a view that the rights and powers of
the Council 'in relation to Government expenditures are a movable feast
depending on what interpretation is given to the expression 'the ordinary annual
services of the Government" and the consequences that flow from a service
wrongly included in a Bill to which Section 46(6) applies.

That certainly indicates that the Legislative Assembly recognises the substance of the
ruling the President gave the other day. More than that, the message went on to say that
the Legislative Assembly believed in its interpretation of the "ordinary annual services of
the Government". that the Budget had been constructed along the same lines as previous
Budgets.
There is no doubt in that regard and I remind members that the President stated in his
ruling that it has always been open to the House to challenge the Budget. If it does not
do so, it is assumed the Budget is in order. An important part of the message received
this evening from the Legislative Assembly is recognition of the need for section 46 of
the Constitution Acts Amendment Act to be reviewed. The final sentence of the message
received from the Legislative Assembly begins with the words "In the circumstances". I
presume that means in the circumstances of the President's ruling and the message sent
by the Legislative Council to the Legislative Assembly. The sentence continues

- it is appropriate that the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 be reviewed.
It cannot be much Clearer or simpler than that. It is a concise statement from the
Legislative Assembly indicating that it believes there is a need to review section 46. 1
wholeheartedly agree with the need for that review. I say that because parliamentary
practice and procedures have changed over a period. Rather than there being some
ambiguity or alleged conflict between the two Houses, the proper course of action is for
the two Houses to sit down and reach common ground on the amendment of section 46.
That can be done because an assurance has been given by the Legislative Assembly, and
that is a very substantial achievement by this House.
Hon Kim Chance: There is no assurance. It says it is appropriate but there is no
undertaking to review it.

Hon GEORGE CASH: As a member of the Government I read into that final sentence
that the Legislative Assembly is prepared to sit down and discuss the need to review the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act. It is in pretty clear terms. I also agree with the
statement made by the Leader of the Opposition that, unless we can reach some common
ground on this matter and take out the confusion that appears to exist, clearly the 1995
Budget could suffer the fate of being returned to the Legislative Assembly by the
Legislative Council. That option is clearly open. It seems to me that the Legislative
Assembly has the message and understands the seriousness of the matter. In my view
this House has achieved a considerable amount in a very short time, following the
President's ruling the other day. We have had an opportunity to address the Legislative
Assembly on the matter. We have received its assurance that it understands the
President's ruling and it has agreed that there is a need to sit down and discuss the
amendment to section 46. Considerable comment has been made on section 46 of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act. However, section 46(9), which is not quoted by
some, for reasons best known to themselves, states -

Any failure to observe any provision of this section shall not be taken to affect the
validity of any Act whether enacted before or after the coming into operation of
the Constitution Acts Amenthnent Act 1977.
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Section 46(9) is designed to allow this House to vote on the Budget Bills,
notwithstanding any claim that those Bills might be in breach of section 46(6). This
clause lets out any Government that might have erred.
Hon Kim Chance: After the fact.
Hon GEORGE CASH: So long as the legislative Council votes in favour of the Budget,
section 46(9) validates that action. That is quite clearly an important matter that should
be considered. The provision exists and the Council can decide in due course what to do.
Hon John Halden said he believed the message to the Legislative Assembly was couched
in moderate terms. I agree that it was but, equally, the message returned is couched in
moderate terms and I read into it a willingness by the Legislative Assembly to sit down
and Wak. The message contains an acknowledgment and agreement to a review. I
believe that early in the new year both Houses should sit down and work through various
amendments to section 46. I think there is common ground with respect to amendment of
"the ordinary annual services of the Government", or possible deletion of those words as
referred to in section 46, or some other amendment which may mean going back to the
original section 66 to update it, given modern parliamentary practice. Until that is done,
we shall continue to have differences of opinion between the two Houses. Thai is not
constructive. It can be overcome and my interpretation of the message received from the
Legislative Assembly is that it is more than happy to discuss the matter. When the
President read the message from the Legislative Assembly, I was very pleased with the
content and substance of the message. It clearly shows that the Legislative Assembly
was listening and that it is prepared to respond. The amendment moved by Hon Kim
Chance is not needed. Inasmuch as I read into it that he is perhaps looking for some
additional guarantees, I do not believe it is necessary. The fact that he and the Leader of
the Opposition have stated the case on behalf of the Opposition reinforces the position
that the Legislative Council has been prepared to accept by way of this message.
Nothing will be served by sending the message in this amendment to the Legislative
Assembly. It is important that we accept the message from the Assembly and get on with
the job so that the people of Western Australia can go about their business without
having to read newspaper headlines which allege that some crisis - which does not exist -
is about to befall them. It is important that we get on with our pretty important legislative
program, that looks like taking us into next week or, if we are not on the ball with our
management of our business, up to Christmas Day. We should accept this message and
get on with the job.
Hon TOM STEPH-ENS: Message No 88 from the Legislative Assembly comes to us in
the form of a two fingered salute to the Legislative Council and is not the type of
response appropriate to the circumstances we are facing. It is a statement to the
Legislative Council that the ordinary appropriations of government are what the
Legislative Assembly says they are. The people who will determine what are the
ordinary appropriations of government will be, according to this message, the members
of the Legislative Assembly. That seems to me a response that does not warrant noting
but warrants a reply from the Legislative Council.
Hon N.E. Moore: It sounds like your policy on the Legislative Council several years ago.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That was to be my next point exactly. This message is
extraordinary. Government members in this House seem to be endorsing a policy that
the ALP jettisoned some time ago; that is, a policy to abolish the Legislative Council.
Hon N.E. Moore: We are looking at reviewing section 46 of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister is highlighting the fact that he no longer sees a
role for the Legislative Council, a role that is distinct from that of the Legislative
Assmbly.
Hon N.E. Moore: Perhaps we could give this House the right to reject or amend any
legislation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It would be very interesting to try to attempt that. I do not think
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it would be an attempt that would find much favour at either end of the Parliament.
There was a ine when the Labor Party was an advocate of a unicameral Parliament,
when it wanted to abolish the Legislative Council. However, it jettisoned that policy.
Hon George Cash: Soon after you got elected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: We jettisoned the policy because we knew it could never be
achieved. That was the primary reason. We recognised that it was necessary to adopt a
new approach, which was to make sure that this place had a role as a real House of
Review, a role different from the functions and activities of the Legislative Assembly.
One of the problems in our present circumstances is that we have in this Chamber five
members of the Executive which is using its numbers to dictate the role this place should
have in reviewing the activities of the Executive. In the processes that have been
available to this Parliament up until now we have had an opportunity to discriminate
between new policy initiatives and new budgetary initiatives and to make sure that those
processes were separate and distinct from the ordinary appropriations of government.
The difference now is that the Government is trying to position this Chamber so that it
will be unable to fulfil its legitimate role of reviewing the Government's activities,
particularly when they involve new initiatives.
We are very lucky in this Chamber by any standard of parliamentary democracy in the
Westminster world because for a number of years now we have had the benefit of a
fiercely independent Presiding Officer, one who on a number of occasions has brought
down landmark decisions, decisions that have been quite extraordinary by any
parliamentary standard. He has made his decisions free of fear or favour for the wishes
of the majority or the Government of the day.
Hon J.A. Scott: He has even thrown you out.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: He has never thrown rme out on his own volition. It has been
the result of his party colleagues' feigning indignation at any sense of hurt the President
might have experienced. We have had a Presiding Officer who has championed the role
of this House, not in a self-sewving way to enhance his own position but in recognition of
the rights, responsibilities and privileges we have as members of this Chamber, because
he understands that they give us the means of protecting the citizenry of Western
Australia. In contrast to that we have this type of two fingered salute coming back from
the Legislative Assembly in response to the message sent to it by the Council relaying the
President's ruling.
Hon George Cash: Inviting a review of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In this message the Assembly is telling us that the ordinary
services of government will be those decided by the Assembly.
Hon George Cash: The Assembly believes that it is appropriate that the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act be reviewed, and that seems positive to me.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It has been my experience to watch previous Court
Governments consider amendments to the Constitution and I have come to recognise that
the Minister and his colleagues and their predecessors are and have been constitutional
vandals dressed up as conservatives prepared to protect the Constitution but
demonstrating the sort of constitutional vandalism that this State should not have to put
up with. In those circumstances I am not prepared to entrust to the Minister or his
colleagues a review of the Constitution.
Hon George Cash: Your interpretation of our previous actions is very uncharitable.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Mr Cash might think that, but I certainly do not. My experience
of him and his colleagues and their predecessors has been an experience of watching the
Visigoths and the Barbarians unleashing themselves on the Constitution of Western
Australia.
Hon George Cash: Are you opposed to a review of section 46 of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act?
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I would support such a review but not one undertaken
exclusively under the domination of government members of either Chamber.
Hon George Cash: Why should there be such a domination? You are a member of the
Chamber.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes, but while Hon George Cash has been the Leader of the
Government in this place I have come to experience iliac he would use his superior
numbers in both Houses to disadvantage the review processes that are available to the
Parliament through the Committee system.
Hon George Cash: I once extended your time during a debate to try to be charitable.
Hon TOM STEPHIENS: Once!
Hon George Cash: All the members of my team then threatened to sack me!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I cannot help it that the Leader of the House is surrounded by
intellectual pygmies. They may not be able to rise to the challenge of some of my
erudition which I have tried to share with them. That is no surprise to me in the face of
the pygmies that surround and support him. Despite that, we on this side of the House
persevere and put before the Government an amendment to this motion that would reject
the two fingered salute from the Assembly, as I call it, and return to it a message that
would have it consider the value and merit of the President's ruling. A vote against the
amendment is indeed a vote of no confidence in the President; not simply a vote of no
confidence in the personality of the President, but rather, a vote of no confidence for
what this President stands for - chat is, championing the rights and privileges of this
House insofar as they protect the citizenry of Western Australia from the excesses of the
Executive of which this Court Government Executive is altogether far too prone. I
support the amendment.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I find this debate quite fascinating. When I read message No 88 from
the other place my first interpretation of it - I agree I am no expert once we start getting
into more legalistic termninology, although this is not that legalistic - was basically, "Sit
down; shut up; do as you are told; and pass the Budget. No explanation required."
However, Hon George Cash has told us that the Legislative Assembly recognises the
legitimacy of the President's ruling. The message states -

The Legislative Assembly informs the Legislative Council, in reply to message
No 74, that the Legislative Assembly has acted in accordance with the provisions
of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899.. .

I had the impression that the President's message had said that tacking had occurred. My
more simplistic understanding of these matters is that that was a method of introducing
new programs of expenditure, which are not expenditures that provide for the ongoing
provisions of services such as paying for the normal upkeep of existing hospitals,
schools, transport services and so on, without debate. It was to provide for new programs
to be examined, and that was not happening. The Legislative Assembly said that it had
acted in accordance with those provisions;, however, I thought that the President said that
it had not. I cannot see that it recognises the legitimacy of the President's ruling-
Hon George Cash: The President also said that the constitutional balance struck between
the Houses and the Government should be transparent and not a source of division.
Recognising that, the Assembly has said it believes there needs to be a review of the
Constitutional Acts Amendment Act.
Hon 1.A. SCOTT: Quite so. The President has said that there is a difference, and that the
Legislative Assembly had not made the mistake; that in the absence of an otherwise
agreed approach, if the two Houses did not agree with each other, we should change the
rules. However, he has not said how we should change the rules. H~e has not suggested
that we should change the rules so that tacking can no longer occur. He could be
construed as saying that he did not like the judgment that came down, so he will change
the rules so that we do not get to have a say on the matter. It does not mean that he wants
us to change the Constitution Acts Amendment Act in a way that will ensure that the
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scrutiny we would like to see take place in this House will occur. I am a little concerned
that given that ambiguity we can say just that we have noted this message. I would like
rather more explanation from Hon George Cash before I am convinced that I should not
support the amendment moved by Hon Kim Chance.
Amendment put and negatived.
Question put and passed; the Assembly's message noted.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

HOSPITALS AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and Firs: Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for
Finance), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) 112.08 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to amend the Hospitals Act 1927 as follows -

(a) to clarify the powers of the Minister to provide health services and to make
arrangements with third panties for the provision of health services;

(b) to clarify the powers of public hospitals to provide health services;
(c) to provide for the reorganisation of the boards of public hospitals;
(d) to enable the Governor to establish agencies for the provision of health services;

and
(e) to give effect to the Medicare Agreement by enacting the Medicare principles and

commitments in this Act.
The Hospitals Act was enacted in 1927. Since then there have been many changes to the
services required to be provided in hospitals. Some of these changes are due to advances
in technology and medicine and others are due to differing public expectations. The
statutory basis for the provision of health services in Western Australia is to be found in a
variety of legislation, including the Hospitals Act 1927 and the Health Act 1911. Many
of the provisions are not suitable for public health going into the twenity-first century.
Accordingly, the Minister proposes a review of health legislation generally in 1995. In
the meantime, this Bill will clarify the powers of the Minister and hospitals to provide
health services.
This Bill will clarify the powers of the Minister and hospital boards in the following
ways -

clause 6(1) section 5A is amended to allow the Minister to provide not only
"hospital accommodation" and "hospital services", but also "health services";
the Minister's ability to make arrangements with others to provide health services
will no longer be restricted to arrangements with statutory orTganisations or private
non-profit hospitals - clause 6(2);
clause 16(a) of the Bill - the function of hospital boards - will no longer be limited
to the provision of hospital services, but will extend to the provision of health
services; and
clause 16(d) of the Bill provides for hospital boards to provide services to the
department and to other hospitals - for example, pathology tests of one hospital
could be carried out in another hospital.

"Health services" is intentionally not defined, in order to ensure that any future
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technological developments in health fall within it. Itris intended to apply to all forms of
services relevant to the health of human beings; for example, breast cancer screening,
speech therapy, public health education and immunisations would fall within the
definition. The definition is limited only by the common meaning of the word "health",
in the same way as the definition of hospital services is principally limited by the
common meaning of the word "hospital"*.
Action was recently commenced by the Civil Service Association against a number of
hospitals and the Minister. This action is being defended and the Government believes
that it is groundless, but the effect and intention of this legislation is to put that beyond
question.
Clause 7 of the Bill proposes a major amendment to enable the Governor to reorganise
hospital boards. Under the Act as amended by this Bill it will be possible to amalgamate
hospital boards and create new boards from existing boards. This will enable
rationalisation of some hospital boards to take place whenever the need arises. In
particular, this will enable the Government to formalise the creation of one board in
respect of Princess Margaret Hospital for Children and King Edward Memorial Hospital.
The Governor currently has power to establish new hospitals and hospital boards under
the Act. Each such hospital board is a statutory body corporate. A major initiative is the
proposal in part 3 of the Bill also to confer on the Governor the power to establish
agencies for the provision of hospital and health services, otherwise to be provided by the
Minister. These agencies will be established by notice published in the Governent
Gazette. A notice will be laid before both Houses of Parliament and cannot take effect
before 30 days of the publication of the notice in the Governent Gazette.
Initially, it is proposed to use an agency as the vehicle for giving effect to the
Government's policy to rationalise the provision of diagnostic and related services which
are currently provided by the State Health Laboratory Service under part VIIIB of the
Health Act 1911, which is to be repealed by clause 13 of this Bill. It is also intended that
this agency take over the combined laboratories at the Queen Elizabeth 11 Medical
Centre, presently being operated by the State Health Laboratory Service, the Sir Charles
Gairduer Hospital Board and the University of Western Australia. This will allow for the
creation of a single unified statutory body, separately accountable under the Financial
Administration and Audit Act. This was first mooted over 20 years ago and is essential
to the proper administration of that service.
Under proposed sections 7B to 71 inserted by clause 12 of the Bill, agencies will have the
following features -

Proposed section 7B(l) - an agency may be established to provide a hospital
service or health service, which the Minister may provide under the Act.
Proposed section 7B(2) - the objects and powers of an agency will be set out in
the notice published in the Governnern Gazette.
Proposed sections 7B and 71 - each agency will exist as a separate statutory body
corporate, accountable under the Financial Administration and Audit Act.
Proposed section 7C - an agency may be constituted by a board of between three
and seven people or by the Minister.
Proposed section 7C(7) - an agency will be expressly authorised to exploit
commercially its intellectual property and to joint venture with the private sector.
Proposed section 7D - provides that an agency may buy real property only with
the approval of the Minister, an agency's powers to contract will be subject to
guidelines prepared by the Minister, and where constituted by a board, an agency
will be subject to ministerial direction. Any such direction must be in writing,
tabled in Parliament and published in the agency's annual report.
Proposed section 7F - an agency will be financed from its own revenues and from
appropriations. It will bank with the Treasury or, with prior approval of the
Treasurer, at any bank.
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Proposed section 7G - an agency may borrow money or raise financial
accommodation only with the approval of the Treasurer.

It is intended that the staff of an agency will not be part of the Public Service as defined
under the Public Sector Management Act 1994. Under new section 7E, existing
superannuation arrangements for staff which transfer to an agency will continue at the
election of the employee and for that purpose an agency will be an employer for the
purposes of the Superannuation and Family Benefits Act 1938 and the Government
Employees Superannuation Act 1987. In order to facilitate the establishment of agencies,
a new section 7B will allow the Governor to direct the transfer to the agency of assets
and liabilities from the Health Department and other bodies administered by the Minister.
Presently the Western Australian Branch of the Australian Medical Association can have
award coverage of medical practitioners employed in hospitals. In order to avoid
automatic loss of coverage, clause 13 of the Bill will extend this to medical practitioners
employed by agencies. In addition, the Industrial Relations Commission may give award
coverage of a medical practitioner employed by a hospital or agency to other bodies or
unions.
Finally, clause 21 of the Bill gives effect to the Medicare Agreement between this State
and the Commonwealth, by enacting the Medicare principles and commitments. The
introduction of this Bill will mark a new phase in the history of the provision of hospital
and health services. The Bill foreshadows further changes in the provision of health
services and the organisations that deliver them to the people of this State, so their
expectations for better health services can be properly met. I commend the Bill to the
House.

Point of Order
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr President, is this Bill also covered by Standing Order
No 230(c)?
The PRESIDENT: I understand it is.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 13 December 1994, at
10.00 am.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [12.15 am]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournent Debate - Stateships, Sale Process

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [12.16 am]:
Before the House adjourns I should acquaint members with the editorial in today's The
West Australian. I wish to read The West Australian into Hansard not for some benign
reason but in order to refer to a motion that I had on the Notice Paper today and which is
now a standing order; and based on this editorial, the Leader of the House should give
some credence to the fact that we should debate this motion involving the Minister for
Transport and Stateships -

An Opposition member interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: A select committee might be appropriate. I understand the time
constraints facing this House and I am prepared to negotiate a reasonable debate, but this
matter is now of such importance that the Government will have to debate it before the
House rises.
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The editorial follows a number of disturbing comments - if not befuddled comments on
occasions - by the Minister for Transport, not only in this place but also in the Press
previously. It states -

WA Transpont Minister Eric Chariton has managed something which critics might
have thought was impossible - even for him.
He has made as much of a mess of attempts to sell parts of the debt-ridden
Stateships as his accident-prone Federal counterpart Laurie Brereron. has done
with his mishandling of the nation's publicly owned shipping group, the
Australian National Line. And as with the ANL fiasco, parts of the aborted
Stateships sale process will raise unease among people who believe that the
public interest must be paramount in all Government decision-making.
But there is at least one important difference between the plights of ministers
responsible for the two public shipping lines. Because of the political numbers in
WA, Mr Charlton is unlikely to face the threat of an Upper House inquiry into his
bumbling performance on the Stateships sale.
In many ways, that is unfortunate because Mr Chariton 's handling of the issue has
been far from satisfactory. Important questions have been raised which demand
detailed answers - not the shallow or dogmatic rhetoric Mr Charlton has trotted
out in response to inquiries in the State Parliament.
To date, there has been no satisfactory explanation of why the Court Cabinet
rejected a saving of nearly $4 million a year in the management of Stateships,
what caused the Government to scrap the initial sale process before calling a
second round of bids and why it has now decided to retain the shipping line.
Other questions touch on the propriety of allowing consultant Mark Newton, paid
by the taxpayer to advise the Government on the future of Stateships, to become
part of a consortium bidding for the line. Allegations have been raised that the
Government wants Stateships to go to the group involving Mr Newton and Len
Buckeridge, building magnate and prominent Liberal Party benefactor.
If Mr Newton is right, publicity in this newspaper about Mr Buckeridge's
intentions gave the Cabinet cold feet about appointing Mr Buckeridge because of
perceptions of jobs for the boys and favouritism. But that is hardly a proper basis
for important decisions about the future of a Stare agency.
Mr Charlton's attack under parliamentary privilege on Marco Lucido, whose
company was part of a rival consortium, also demands explanation. His claim
that Mr Lucido tried to do a deal to circumvent the tenders - which Mr Lucido
denies vehemently - was extraordinary.

Hopefully, we will have the opportunity of getting Mr Chariton to explain to the House
what was that process.
Hon Kim Chance: Isn't that a breach of privilege, Mr H-alden?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We will go down that road on Tuesday. The editorial continues -

According to Mr Lucido, he had only two discussions with Mr Chariton - once
when he asked the Minister why the tender process was stalling and then at
Mr Charlton's request to discuss the tender content. The discrepancies in the
versions of the two men cannot be allowed to pass without examination.

I would definitely agree with that. The editorial continued -

West Australians are paying a hefty bill for the annual losses incurred by
Stateships. They are entitled to know whether that burden is to continue or be
relieved by other plans the Government may have.
Regrettably, all they are getting from Mr Charlton is bluster and evasion.

We are used to that in this place. The West Australian should not be surprised.
It is now some days since I read into the Hansard and it was placed on the Notice Paper,
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a long precis of ibis sorry tale that surrounds the Minister for Transport. It has been a
long sorry history about the Minister for Transport and Stateships. At the end of the day,
this Minister, as I will allege and be able to show when, hopefully, we debate this matter,
bearing in mind that we are, after all, a House of Review prone on occasions to scrutinise
the Executive, that the decisions made by Mr Charltont have cost taxpayers in this State
millions of dollars in lost opportunity to reduce the liability of taxpayers in Stareships.
Additionally, the Minister has involved himself in two private companies having
consultancies to review the operations of Stateships. In addition he employed Mr Mark
Newton to review the operations of Scateships and yesterday, we found out that he will
have another review of Stateships. This is the same Minister who told us how he would
fix the problem with Stateships. Members will recall that in 1992-93, Stateships had a
debt of $216.3m. It reduced its work force and sold off its loss making maintenance
workshop. What did we find in the 1993-94 Budget? The debt had increased to $19.2m!1
Hon Kim Chance: Was it all of those consultants' fees?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Who knows. However, there are so many unanswered questions,
some raised by the Minister himself, particularly about Mr Lucido, that it is incumbent
upon the House to investigate this matter further. It is also incumbent upon this House to
pass comment in regard to the total incompetence of the Minister for Transport's
handling of this matter.

Adjournment Debate - Crime Problem; Young Offenders Bill, Delay

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [12.24 am]: Yesterday morning,
I was listening to local radio station 6PR and my good friend Howard Sattler explaining
to his listeners how the night before was another night of crime on the streets of Perth.
He referred to a number of ramn raids and invited the victims of those ram raids to talk
about them on his show. However, he indicated, that, because some of those people were
worried about attracting more attention from criminals, they were not prepared to come
on his show, apart from one who did. At the conclusion of that victim's explanation and
description of what occurred, Howard Sattler announced that he had the Attorney
General coming on to his program and he would ask her what she and the Government
were doing about the crime situation in Perth. When she came on, her answer stunned
me, because she indicated that the reason we are having such high levels of crime in our
city is that the Opposition in the Legislative Council is delaying the Young Offenders
Bill that has been in that Chamber for some time. I contacted the Leader of the State
Parliamentary Labor Party, who has a regular time slot on that program as does the
Premier, and alerted him to that claim. During his time on the program, he put the true
situation. He said the Opposition in the Legislative Council had in no way delayed the
Bill. He pointed out to Howard Sattler that there are problems with the Bill and that it
had to be sent to a committee of this House. However, he explained also that it had been
brought back to the Chamber before the problems were resolved and that the flawed Bill
was still waiting to be debated in this Chamber. He told Howard Sattler that it was not
being held up by the Opposition in this place.
I found the comments of the Attorney General to be very disappointing, not just because
we have a crime problem in this State which she seems to want to deal with simply by
blaming the Opposition, but also because the Government and the Attorney General in
particular seem to want to thumb their noses at the need for a bipartisan approach to find
a resolution to the crime problem in this State. I spent some time as Minister for Police
in this State. Members will remember that I endeavoured to have a bipartisan approach
to crime in Western Australia because, from the work that I did and the studies that I
involved myself ini, it became apparent that the only places in the western world that were
addressing the crime problem and were turning around crime statistics were those places
where there was a bipartisan and community approach to solve the crime problems. The
fact that the Attorney General took the course of action she did concerns me because it
indicates that she is not interested in a bipartisan approach or that she is so totally
inadequate in her portfolio and in her understanding of the workings of Parliament, she
does not know what is going on. Whichever way one looks at it, even if one puts it in the
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kindest light, one cannot help but be critical of the Attorney General. I hope that the
Government puts this Bill on die Notice Paper for discussion next week. We will see
what amendments are put and what amendments are accepted and what is the true
position.

Adjournment Debate - Community Functions, Premier's Involvement
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The other matter that I want to address briefly relates to
question on notice 1449 which I asked a week or so ago and to which I received an
answer today. I asked the' Premier and every Minister in the Government the same
question. I asked the Premier -

When the Premier receives an invitation from a community group to attend a
function, does the Premier or his office in any way insist that the Premier or his
representative officiate or be involved in official proceedings at that function?

The reply was no. I know that answer is wrong. At this stage, I do not want to accuse
the Premier of misleading the House although I believe the answer was wrong because he
may not know what practice officers of his department are adopting. I am a patron of an
organisation in this State. That organisation does a tremendous amount of work based, as
are most recreational bodies, on volunteers. At the function held just recently, officers
from the Premier's department bullied those volunteers by saying that the Premier was
not prepared to attend the function unless he was asked to open that function. This body,
not very inexperienced in the way parliamentarians want to be noticed at these sorts of
functions, agreed, although it was quite stunned and shocked at the treatment given to it.
I will pursue this matter next week. I will ask the Premier the same question because I
want to give him the chance to review his answer, and I hope he does that. If his answer
comes back in the same form, I intend to identify the organisation.
Hon George Cash: What was the organisation?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I do not want to do that at this stage. I want to give the
Premier the opportunity to review the answer, and I hope he will do so. I amn more
concerned about the practice rather than having a go at the Premier. It seems that these
people have been treated unfairly. They have put in an immense amount of work and in
my view have been treated less than favourably. I want to make sure that the practice
does not continue. I do nor want to go to the full extent to which I am prepared to go
without giving the Premier the opportunity to review his answer and to check out the
practice of officers within his department. I will give him the opportunity to do that next
week. If the answer comes back in the same form, I will pursue the matter. If it does not,
I will look at the situation again.

Adjournment Debate - Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve
HON JLA. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [12.31 am]: Earlier today I asked some
questions of the Minister for Lands regarding a proposal to change the status of the
nature reserve at Two Peoples Bay. I was very pleased that the Minister gave an
undertaking that he would look seriously at that proposal in the light of the very recent
discovery of a rare and endangered species which had not been sighted in the south west
for 120 years, the Gilbert's potoroo. I indicate to the Minister - I was unable to do this in
my earlier question - that many people are very concerned about the proposal to change
the classification of the nature reserve. That was indicated by the weight of the
submission that was received. Some 1 10 people were against the proposal to change the
reserve, and three were in favour of it. It had been set up to cater for a number of
endangered plant and animal species. The Environmental Protection Authority has
assessed that area, and I will provide the House with its findings on the matter. A letter
from the Environmental Protection Authority to the attention of Ms K. Orr, the Executive
Director of the Department of Conservation and Land Management, states -

The conflicts associated with managing increasing recreational demands in a
relatively small nature reserve are clear in the plan. Ir is this aspect of the plan
that has precipitated the referral to the EPA and on which the following
comments are concentrated. In this context it is useful to consider the respective
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values of Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve as identified in the draft management
plan.
Main conservation values

Recognised as 'the most significant area for (conservation of) endangered
birds in the mainland Australia;

To that we can now add the Gilbert's potoroo. It continues -

Supports a diverse mamma] fauna including threatened species;
Supports four gazetted threatened plant species and a number of priority
species;
Regionally important area for conservation of flora, being located on the
boundary of two botanical districts and supporting a diverse flora that is
substantially different from that of the other major reserves in the region;
and
The basis for a long-term species conservation research programme of
international significance for the species conservation measures
developed.

I will not mention all of the main recreational values listed, but it goes on -

A comparison of the respective values demonstrates that conservation
management is the highest and best use of this reserve.
The active management of a nature reserve to meet recreation needs does not
strictly comply with the intent of the purpose. However, in this case the
management has merely maintained a use that was established long before the
reserve was created. While this situation is not ideal, this is not the only nature
reserve where this conflict occurs and the current level of usage is not considered
sufficient justification to change the purpose of the reserve in order to
accommodate recreation.

A letter from the Australian Heritage Commission from Sharon Sullivan, the Executive
Director, states -

The Commission considers that to protect national estate values it is most
appropriate for the Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve to remain a nature reserve
with its major management focus that of conservation, with any
interpretation/public education function as secondary.

The two peak conservation bodies in this State and Australia are very much convinced
that the purpose of that reserve should not be changed. I have some real concern that
there is a real push at some level of CALM to reclassify this area as recreational. I have
attended a number of meetings with representatives of CALM and gained the impression
that that is its favoured option. I am extremely concerned that this matter will be pushed
through. I ask the Government to look at this proposal very closely. This area is
recognised as the most significant in Australia for endangered birds. There cannot be a
higher recommendation than chat.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Where is the pressure coming from?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: There is pressure to build chalets on the reserve, to change a lot of the
parking arrangements and to extend the road further into Two Peoples Bay.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I have studied this area very closely as chairman of the dieback
committee.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: The area was originally used by recreational fishermen. It was
recognised that part of the reason that those species became so endangered was the fires
which were lit by people who were using the reserve as recreational land and which had
got away from them.
Hon I.D. MacLean: There used to be shacks there. Those people were moved out and
people started to use the beach and to light fires.
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Hon J.A. SCOTT: The problem was that the fares that were lit got away. That is why the
species were endangered.
Hon I.D. MacLean: They were endangered long before that.
Hon J.A. SCOTTl: The member obviously has advice other than the expert advice that I
have.
Hon I.D. MacLean: It is not a matter of having advice.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: My advice is that the fires were started by recreational users who
caused the problems in that area, despite what Hon lain MacLean says. Is he saying that
we should not protect that area? Is that his position?
Hon I.D. MacLean: I am saying that we have made a mistake.
Hon J.A. SCOTTl: The people of Albany have recognised the importance of protecting
that area. That is obvious from the submission that came in, in which only three people
wanted to go along with the proposition that is being put forward by the member
opposite, and 110 were against it. The only way that that area can be properly reserved,
according to the EPA and the Australian Heritage Commission - they have a different
view from the member opposite - is to keep that reserve as a nature reserve and not allow
it to be used for recreational purposes which will put at risk those very rare and
endangered species of both plants and animals.
Hon W.N. Stretch interjected.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: They take a lot of advice from the Department of Conservation and
Land Management but in this instance the Federal Government has been very involved in
the recovery programs that occurred in the area.
Hon W.N. Stretch: That is not true.
Hon J.A. SCOTIT: The Federal Government has funded the recovery plan considerably.
Hon W.N. Stretch: But not in the early days.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I did not specify when. I said that it funded that area and it is aware
of the importance of the area. It is very important that the Government understand, but it
seems it has a resistance to protecting the area properly and it would rather allow people
to go in and cause the extinction of a number of species.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. SCOTT: It is a despicable attitude by members opposite. They should be
ashamed of themselves.

Adjournment Debate - Minister for Labour Relations
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [12.41 am]: I want to use this
opportunity to bring to the attention of the House the latest travesty by the Minister for
Labour Relations, our good friend Mr Kierath. As might have been gleaned from persons
who watched questions without notice today, Mr Kierath has been up to some new tricks.
Currently he is putting pressure on the acting Chief Executive Officer of the Department
of Productivity and Labour Relations to get for Mr Kierath confidential union
membership lists. Mr Kierath has sought the lists against the express opposition of the
CEO who has expressed grave doubts about the wisdom of applying for authorisation
under an obscure section of the Industrial Relations Act to enter union premises to
inspect membership records of five unions, including the most prominent building unions
in this State. The CEO expressed grave concern about the Minister's proposal, and
pointed out that he wanted to know how the Minister would guarantee the safety of
officers making that inspection. The CEO is a much more practical man than is the
Minister for Labour Relations. He recognised that the unions would resist this massive
invasion of members' privacy. He wanted to know how Mr Kierath proposed to protect
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the safety of the officers who would be compelled to go in and do the Minister's dirty
work.
T1his is just the latest outrage from a Minister who has no concept of probity, and whose
efforts in industrial relations am directed primarily to causing maximum hostility and
conflict between Government, business and unions. It is grossly improper behaviour.
We have sought legal advice. We have been advised that the Minister should not be
provided with authorisation by the registrar of organisations under the Industrial
Relations Act for such an inspection unless the inspection is exercised for the bona fides
for the purposes of the Act The Minister must disclose to the House the purpose of his
requiring this information to be surrendered to him. It is a highly unorthodox action.
This House has the right to demand a full explanation from the Minister. The answers to
questions that I received today can only be described as misrepresentations. That is a
matter I will be pursuing later. The important principle is the protection of the privacy of
union members. Anyone who has had any contact with industrial relations matters
knows that very many union members do not declare their union membership because to
do so would jeopardise their employment. The great mrends of the Minister, the
Exclusive Brethren, were involved in such a case where covert members, who knew if
they declared their membership they would lose their jobs, were able to use the
provisions of the Industrial Relations Act that enable the union to inspect the books at the
premises of the Exclusive Brethren without revealing that it had a member on site.
Unions are very concerned - the members of the unions are even more concerned - that
their privacy will be breached, and that the Minister, who has a history of creating
conflict and devastation in this portfolio area, will have access to information that they
would not want their employers to know about.
I have drawn the attention of the House to the matter. We will be pursuing it with great
vigour. I hope that some level heads on the other side of the House will try to rein in the
mad dog of industrial relations.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 12.46 am (Friday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

POLICE - TRAFFIC BRANCH
Sexual Harassment Complain:

1018. Hon J.A. SCOTT to ahe Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has a commissioned officer from the traffic branch had a complaint of

sexual harassment made against him by a female police cadet?
(2) If yes, what action has been taken against this officer?
(3) Is this officer being allowed to remain on sick leave until he is eligible to

retire next year?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

I will provide a personal response to this question in writing to the
member.

SCHOOLS - NON-GOVERNMENT
Dmty of Cure and Individuals' Rights

1107. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
(1) Did the Premier in a letter to a Western Australian citizen, dated 22 July

1994 (Ref No 9409289, P880305) state -

.. I have asked the Minister for Education to seek advice to his
satisfaction, from both the Association of Independent Schools of
Western Australia (Inc) and the Catholic Education Office of
Western Australia, that matters such as "duty of care" and
individuals' rights are being upheld by non-Government schools and
are reflected in the appropriate policies of individual schools?

(2) If yes, what responses were received from these organisations?
(3) What action does the Government intend to take if "matters such as 'duty

of care' and individual rights are not being upheld" by a non-government
school in Western Australia?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Both organisations gave written assurances to the Minister for

Education that non-government schools and teachers are aware of,
and uphold, such matters as duty of care and individuals' rights.

(3) if there is sufficient cause, the Minister for Education, under the
Education Act, may require a non-government school to be
inspected by a superintendent of education and may remove from
the register a school which is found on inspection not to be
efficient.

HEALTH SERVICES (CONCILIATION AND REVIEW) BILL -
INTRODUCT ION

1128. Hon N.D. GRIFF~IT-S to the Minister for Health:
When is it proposed that the foreshadowed Health Services (Conciliation
and Review) Bill will be introduced?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The Health Services (Conciliation and Review) Bill is expected to be
introduced to Parliament in the autumn session.
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MENTAL HEALTH BILL - INTRODUC TION
1129. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Government proposing to introduce a mental health Bill?
(2) If so, when?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Once the drafting has been completed. We anticipate that the Bill will be

introduced in the autumn session.
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF - POLICE STOCK SQUAD, SEARCH

WARRANT
1135. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Primary Industry:
(1) Did members of the Western Australia Police stock squad enter the

premises of the Western Australian Department of Agriculture while in
possession of search warrants at any time during 1993 or 1994?

(2) If so, on which dates did this occur, and on which premises of the
department did this occur?

(3) Did the stock squad remove documents during these occasions?
(4) Did the stock squad question employees of the Department of Agriculture

on these occasions?
(5) What was the stared purpose of the entry by the. stock squad on each

occasion?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2), (5)

The Acting Director General of Agriculture has advised that there
were a number of occasions during 1993-94 wherein numbers of
the police stock squad visited departmental premises around the
State. To the best of his recollection and from information on file,
the following is a summary of those visits -
South Perth - 4 May 1993 - to obtain documents relating to an
outbreak of' footrot.
Geraidton - 4 May 1993 - to obtain documents relating to an
outbreak of footrot.
Derby - 9 June 1993 - to obtain documents relating to stock
stealing.
Oeraldcon - 21 June 1993 - to obtain statistics on tuberculosis
testing/livestock exports.
South Perth - 9 September 1993 - to obtain staff files.
Kununurra - 12 November 1993 - to obtain documents relating to
stock stealing.
Geraidron - 20 January 1994 - to obtain documents relating to an
outbreak of footrot.
Albany - 2 March 1994 - to obtain documents relating to an
outbreak of footrot.
Geraldton - 14 April 1994 - to obtain documents relating to an
outbreak of footrot.
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Ord River Station* - to obtain documents relating to stock stealing.
* The specific date cannot be identified.

(3) Yes.
(4) Yes, the police were given full cooperation in access to staff and

documents.
FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT OR LISTENING

DEVICES
1137. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Fisheries:
In respect of the answer to question on notice 836 of 1994 -

(1) What surveillance equipment or listening devices did the
Department of Fisheries have in 1982?

(2) What surveillance equipment or listening devices did the Fisheries
Department have access to from the Palice Department, or other
sources, in 1982?

(3) Which officer(s) in the Department of Fisheries provided the
principal liaison or assistance to the Deputy Commissioner of Police
in his investigation into the misuse of surveillance equipment by
Fisheries Officers?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(1)-(3) These questions refer to equipment used in events which occurred
some 12 years ago and bear no relevance to the responsibilities of
this Government.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - TRACKING DEVICE INSTALLED IN VEHIUCLE
1138. Hon MARK NEVIILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Fisheries:
In respect of the answer to question on notice 852 of 1994 concerning a
tracking device installed in a vehicle in July 1986 -

(1) Under what statute or authority was the device installed?
(2) Who was the senior Fisheries Officer who was aware of the

installation of the tracking device?
(3) Was the device removed and if so when, and by whom?
(4) Did the installation require tampering with electrical wires in the

vehicle?
lion EJ CHARLTON replied:

The Minister far Fisheries has provided the following reply -

These questions refer to equipment used in events which occurred
some eight years ago and bear no relevance to the responsibilities
of this Government.

KENDRICK, MR - VOLUNTARY SEVERANCE AGREEMENT TABLING
1139. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Fisheries:
Further to question on notice 1000 of 1994, part (5), would the Minister
for Fisheries table in the House or provide me with a copy of the voluntary
severance agreement and conditions which applied to Mr Kendrick?
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Hon ElJ. CHARLTQN replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

Mr Kendrick's voluntary severance agreement was the standard format
that is used throughout the Public Service.

PORT KENNEDY AGREEMENT ACT - PORT KENNEDY SEA RESCUE
GROUP AND LAND CONSERVATION DISTRICT COMMITTEE,

ACCOMMODATION
1140. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Planning:
(1) In relation to the Port Kennedy Agreement Act, will the Minister for

Planning honour the commitment to the Pont Kennedy Land Conservation
District Committee and the Port Kennedy Sea Rescue Group in respect of
the following -

(a) to provide them with interim and later permanent accommodation;
and

(b) to explain the sort of facilities which are envisaged for the Port
Kennedy Land Conservation District Committee?

(2) Is the Minister aware that the temporary accommodation promised by the
developers has not been supplied?

(3) Is the Minister aware of a letter from the developers, Fleuris Pty Ltd, to
the Volunteer Sea Search and Rescue Association of Western Australia
dated October 10, 1994 which states that they intend offering
accommodation instead to a Rockingham group?

(4) Will the Minister approve the development without the developers
honouring their promise to provide accommodation to the Port Kennedy
Sea Rescue Group or the Port Kennedy Land Conservation District
Committee?

(5) What provision has been made for fire management and control in the area
of the Port Kennedy Reserve for this summer?

(6) How will the Minister justify the reduction in sea rescue service viability
as it appears no appropriate facilities have been provided for the Port
Kennedy Sea Rescue Group?

(7) Is the Minister aware that the Port Kennedy Land Conservation District
Committee, before being dispossessed of its premises, received an award
for service within its area?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The commitments to which the member refers were made by the

Government of the day during the debate on the Port Kennedy Agreement
Act 1992, but were not carried through to the legislation. As a result the
Port Kennedy Development Agreement Act does not make provision for
specific groups. Nevertheless, the Port Kennedy Land and Conservation
District Committee has interim accommodation nearby on land owned by
the State Planning Commission. In accordance with the Act,
accommodation for emergency services is to be set aside in the town
centre, which is expected to be pant of phase 5 of the development
proposal and may be implemented towards the end of this decade.

(2) The Minister for Planning has been assured tha't temporary
accommodation was never promised by the developers.

(3) Yes.
(4) See answer to question (2).
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(5) The City of Rockingham and the Baldivis Bush Fire Brigade in
consultation with CALM will have in place adequate fire and management
proposals for the summer.

(6) Sea rescue services for the area are provided by the Rockingham Sea
Rescue Group. Hence there is no reduction in service.

(7) Yes.
URBAN BUSHLAND STRATEGY - ANNOUNCEMENT DATE

1145. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) When does the Government plan to announce its final urban bushland

strategy?
(2) Does the Government have in place interim strategies to prevent

destruction of bushland?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Early in 1995 - further community consultation is presently being

undertaken.
(2) There are numerous mechanisms through which urban bushland is

protected, including subdivision assessment, reservation of land under the
metropolitan region scheme, control over clearing under the Soil and
Water Conservation Act and environmental assessment procedures.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS, ACTING

1166. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Primary Industry:

For each department and agency or statutory authority under the Minister
for Primary Industry's portfolio -
(1) Which chief executive officers are currently employed in an acting

capacity in that position?
(2) When did they commence acting in the position?
(3) Which of them has applied for appointment to the substantive

position?
(4) When did they apply for this appointment?
(5) What is the reason for any delay in confirming any of these

appointments?
Hon EJ CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -

In relation to the Department of Agriculture -

(1) Dr G.A. Robertson, Acting Director General of Agriculture.
(2) Dr Robertson directed to act as Chief Executive Officer with effect

from 5 November 1994.
(3) Position of Director General of Agriculture has not been

advertised.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) The position is being advertised in accordance with the approved

procedure. There has been no delay associated with the process.
In relation to the Agriculture Protection Board -
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(1) Agriculture Protection Board: Mr R.L. O'Dwyer.
(2) 8 November 1993.
(3) Substantive position has not been advertised.
(4)-(5) Not applicable.
In relation to the Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation -

(1) John Charles Nicholls, Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation.
(2) As Chairman/Chief Executive Officer - 5 July 1993. As Chief

Executive Officer - (following proclamation of the Rural
Adjustment and Finance Corporation Act 1993) - 30 November
1993.

(3) Position has not yet been advertised.
(4)-(5) Not applicable; see (3).

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS, ACTING

1167. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Fisheries:

For each department and agency or statutory authority under the Minister
for Fisheries' portfolio:
(1) Which chief executive officers are currently employed in an acting

capacity in that position?
(2) When did they commence acting in the position?
(3) Which of them has applied for appointment to the substantive

position?
(4) When did they apply for this appointment?
(5) What is the reason for any delay in confirming any of these

appointments?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(1) The Chief Executive Officer of the Fisheries Department is a
permanent appointee.

(2)-(5)
Not applicable.

GOV ERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS, ACTING

1178. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
For each department and agency or statutory authority under the
Minister's pontfolio -

(1) Which chief executive officers are cuirrently employed in an acting
capacity in that position?

(2) When did they commence acting in the position?
(3) Which of them has applied for appointment to the substantive

position?
(4) When did they apply for this appointment?
(5) What is the reason for any delay in confirming any of these

appointments?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) None.
(2)-(5) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS, ACTING

1193. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Leader of the House representing the
Minister for Emergency Services:

For each department and agency or statutory authority under the Minister
for Emergency Services' portfolio -
(1) Which chief executive officers are currently employed in an acting

capacity in that position?
(2) When did they commence acting in the position?
(3) Which of them has applied for appointment to the substantive

position?
(4) When did they apply for this appointment?
(5) What is the reason for any delay in confirming any of these

appointments?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

The Minister for Emergency Services has provided the following reply -

(1) None.
(2)-(5) Not applicable.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS

1279. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Tounism:

With respect to the Minister for Tourism's department and each of the
bodies administered within that department, what is the total of payments
of media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia in each of
the following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
Ci) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(a) $54512.57
(b) $127317.39
(c) $26 895.90
(d) $74 584.51
(e) $44854.15
(f) $34259.14
(g) $46665.46
(h) $39047.49
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(i) $45 156.75
(I) $13504.76
(k) $204 606.78
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS

1287. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister
for Fisheries:

With respect to the Minister for Fisheries' department and each of the
bodies administered within that department, what is the total of payments
of media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Austrlia in each of
the following months -
(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 2994
(0) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:,
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(a) $6994
(b) $23 267
(c) $17524
(d) $312
(e) Zero
(f) $2221
(g) $1 955
(hx) $1 454
(i) $3 650
(1) $3 395
(k) $6 462

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS
1291. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister

for Primary Industry:
With respect to the Minister for Primary Industry's department and each
of the bodies administered within that department, what is the total of
payments of media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia
in each of the following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(hx) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following response.
Each agency is individually listed below -

Department of Agriculture
(a) $270.00
(b) $1 214.16
(c) Nil
(d) $789.44
(e) $590.00
(f) $2 192.40
(g) $1 790.00
(h) Nil
(i) $709.00
(3) $6 548170
(k) $648.00
Total $14750.70
WA Meat Marketing
Corporation
(a)-(k) Nil
Golden Egg Farms
(a) $70225.00
(b) $13993.00
(c) $13800.00
(d) $52.491.00
(e) $37823.80
(f) $330.00
(g) $12410.40
(h) $10694.40
(i) $5 078.68
(3) $24724.82
(k) $4752.00
Co-Operative Bulk
Handling Limited
(a)-(k) Nil
Rural Adjustment and
Finance Corporation
(a)-(k) Nil

Potato Marketing Authority
(a) $20 260.55
(b) $32 360.49
(c) Nil
(d) $39 384.74
(e) $14038.28
(f) $8 575.07
(g) $621.22
(h) Nil
(i) $22 350.00
Q) Nil
(k) Not applicable.

Perth Marker Authority
(a)-(k) Nil
Dairy Industry Authority
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(k)

Nil
$25 071.15
$122 709.22
$16 079.87
$9622.33
$12093.75
$110 324.13
$68 379.86
$48 968.71
$10965.00
$4 353.75

The Grain Pool of WA
(a)-(k) Nil

Agriculture Protection Board
(a)-(k) Nil

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS
1292. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

With respect to the Premier's department and each of the bodies
administered within that department, what is the total of payments of
media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia in each of the
following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(hi) July 1994
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(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(a) $80600,10
(b) Nil
(c) $9593.97
(d)-(e) Nil
(f) $67 316.52
(g)-(k) Nil.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS

1294. Hon N.D. GRIFFITH-S to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Public Sector Management:

With respect to the Minister for Public Sector Management's department
and each of the bodies administered within that department, what is the
total of payments of media accounts made to Media Decisions Western
Australia in each of the following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Public Sector Management has provided the following
reply -

There are no records of any invoices being billed to the Public Sector
Management Department.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS

1299. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies
administered within that department, what is the total of payments of
media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia in each of the
following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
No payments were made to Media Decisions Western Australia by any of
the departments or bodies administered within those departments which
come under the portfolio of Finance.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMLENTS

1300. Hon tD. GRFITrHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer:
With respect to the Treasurer's department and each of the bodies
administered within that department, what is the total of payments of
media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia in each of the
following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(f) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

There are no records of any invoices being billed to the Treasury
Department.
MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS

1304. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies
administered within that department, what is the total of payments of
media accounts made to Media Decisions Western Australia in each of the
following months -

(a) December 1993
(b) January 1994
(c) February 1994
(d) March 1994
(e) April 1994
(1) May 1994
(g) June 1994
(h) July 1994
(i) August 1994
(j) September 1994
(k) October 1994?

Hion MAX EVANS replied:
Payments made to Media Decisions Western Australia by departments and
bodies administered within those departments under the portfolio of
Racing and Gaming -

Office of Racing and Gaming -

(a)j(k) Nil.
WA Greyhound Racing Association -

(a)-(k) Nil.
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Burswood Park Board -

(a)-(k) Nil.
Totalisator Agency Board - Lotteries Commission -

(a) $92 758 (a) $272 237.95
(b,) $55 260 (b) $202 228.90
(c) $109 497 (c) $203 048.20
(d) $28 528 (d) $327581.73
(e) $82333 (e) $254711.97
(f) $81 177 (f) $250531.47
(g) $51412 (g) $36492661
(h) $38 478 (h) $264 926.90
(i) $62 860 (1) $265 076.54
Ci) $22840 (J) $388 354.72
(k) $46 842 (k) $306 839.50

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTON S

1333. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:

With respect to the Minister for Police's department and to each of the
bodies administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since
6 February 1993?

(2) As a result of chat, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) I am advised by the Commissioner of Police that the Police
Department has contracted out the servicing of most of its
metropolitan vehicle fleet. There are also various
computing casks which have been contracted out to private
enterprise business organisations which are able to provide
specific expertise which is not available in-house.

(b) I am advised by the Director of Police Licensing and
Services that since 1 October 1987 several Australia Post
branches in the metropolitan area and in two major non-
metropolitan centres have been contracted to collect motor
driver, motor vehicle and firearm renewal payments. On
4 April 1994, this facility was expanded to include an
additional 104 licensed post offices.

(2) Nil.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTIONS

1338. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What funcions have been wholly or partly privatised since
6 February 1993?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
State Taxation Department -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Valuer General's Office -

(I) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Government Employees Superannuation Board -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
State Government Insurance Commission -

(1) The general insurance business of the State Government Insurance
Commission was fully privatised on 31 March 1994 through the
public float of SGIO Insurance Limited on that date.

(2) 304 full time equivalents accepted offers of employment with the
newly created S010 Insurance Limited which required them to
resign from the public sector. As at 6 December 1994, 53
redeployees have elected to take voluntary severance in
accordance with the State Government's general order -
redeployment retraining and redundancy, and in consequence,
resigned from the public sector.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCT IONS

1342. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHIS to the Minister far Racing and Gaming:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or party privatised since
6 February 1993?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
Office of Racing and Gaming -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
WA Greyhound Pacing Association -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Burswood Park Board -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Totalisator Agency Board -
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
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Lotteries Commission of WA -

(1) (a) One position in the community funding section of the
Lotteries Commission has been contracted to a private
consultant.

(b) The internal audit function of the Lotteries Commission
will be partially contracted out from December 1994.

(2) The net effect is a saving of approximately two full time
equivalents.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTIONS

1346. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or panty privatised since the
coming into operation of the Public Sector Management Act 19947

(2) As a result of that, how many full rime equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) 1 am not aware of any functions in the government health sector which

have been privatised wholly or partly since 1 October 1994 when the
Public Sector Management Act 1994 was proclaimed.

(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTIONS

1369. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
With respect to the Premier's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since the
coming into operation of the Public Sector Management Act 1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTIONS

1371. B-on N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Public Sector Management:

With respect to the Minister for Public Sector Management's department
and to each of the bodies administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since the
coming into operation of the Public Sector Management Act 1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Public Sector Management has provided the following
reply -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRWVATISA7ZON OF
FUNCTIONS

1376. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since the
coming into operation of the Public Sector Management Act 1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - PRIVATISATION OF
FUNCTIONS

1380. H-on N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
With respect to the Minister's department arid to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since the
coming into operation of the Public Sector Management Act 1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the
public sector?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
Office of Racing and Gaming -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
WA Greyhound Racing Association -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Burswood Park Board -
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Totalisator Agency Board -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.
Lotteries Commission of WA -

(1) The internal audit function of the Lotteries Commission will be
partially contracted out from December 1994.

(2) The net effect is a saving of approximately one full time
equivalent.
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FISHERIES AMENDMENT HILL - ABORIGINAL PEOPLE,
CONSULTATIONS

1382. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister
for Fisheries:

What specific consultations were undertaken with Aboriginal people in
Western Australia prior to the introduction into the State Parliament of the
Fisheries Amendment Bill 1994?

Hon E.I. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

In December 1993 1 tabled in both Houses of Parliament a Green Paper on
the Fish Resoures Management Hill. This action allowed public
discussion and comment to take place. Through this process, the
legislation was available to all members of Parliament and the public. The
closing date for submissions was March 1994. In addition to this action,
the Green Paper was also referred to the Legislative Council's Standing
Committee on Legislation. During the drafting phase of the Green Paper
and the drafting of the Fish Resources Management Act, the Aboriginal
Affairs Planning Authority (now the Department of Aboriginal Affairs)
was fully consulted. A submission in respect of the Green Paper was
received by the Fisheries Department from the Aboriginal Legal Service.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - STAFF OR CONTRACTS FOR SERVICE
1391. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health:

(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Minister's office
either as an officer or under a contract for service as at 22 November
1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Nine.
(2) (a)-(c)
Name Qualifications Position
Julie Cesari Year 12 TEE; Diploma in A/personal

Administrative & Secretarial secretary
Studies (12 months); Private
Secretary's Certificate (LCCI)

Clare Chetdleburgh General Certificate in Secondary Personal
Education (UK); currently assistant
studying part time - Certificate
in Office & Secretarial Studies

Vas Liakos Year 10 - Achievement Certificate A/Executive
Business College (12 months) Officer

Bill Marmion Bachelor of Engineering (IJWA) Principal
Master of Business Administration Private
(UWA); Secretary
Municipal Engineers Certificate
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Marnie Miller

Anoutchka, Payet

Mara Pritchard

Rosa Raschella

Karry Smith

[Thursday, 8 December 1994]

Year 12 TEE; Bachelor of Commerce
(Marketing & Management) (Curtin)
Certificate of Office Skills (Audio
Typing & Wordprocessing)
(15 weeks)
High school certificate from the
University of Cambridge
(Mauritius); Diploma in Systems
Analysis & Design (Mauritius)
Year 12 TAE; IPACE Certificate
(distinction) in Journalism & the
Law - A grade journalist
Year 10 - Achievement certificate
Certificate of Business Studies
(12 months)
Year 12 TAE
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Receptionist

A/Correspon-

dence officer

Press secretary

Appointments

secretary

Liaison officer
(d) The officers' function and duties are to provide support to the

Minister in the performance of his ministerial duties.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - STAFF OR CONTRACTS FOR SERVICE
1400. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Moinister for

Labour Relations:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Minister for

Labour Relations' office either as an officer or under a contract for service
as at 22 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) 15 individuals (13 FfEsY-
(2) (a)(c)

Public Servants -
Principal Private Secretary
Executive Officer
Personal Secretary
Correspondence Officer
Personal Assistant
Administrative Assistant
Officer
Officer - two
Term of Government -
Chief Policy Adviser
Media Secretary
Liaison Officer
Policy Officer
Officer

Level 8
Level 5
Level 3
Level 2
Level 2
Level 2
Level 1
Level I - part time

Negotiated contract salary
Level 7
Level 3
Level 4 -part time
Level 1 - part time



Other -
Media Consultant Negotiated contract salary

(b) All officers employed have either an appropriate level of
experience or relevant qualifications for the duties they perform.

(d) The officers' functions and duties are to provide support to the
Minister in the performance of his ministerial duties.

MOTOR VEHICLES, GOVERNMENT - ALBANY OFFICE
1440. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Fisheries:
(1) Since March 1993, what new vehicles have been acquired by officers of

the Minister for Fisheries' department in Albany?
(2) How many of those vehicles were fitted with mao bars or bull bars and

were any supplied by Albany businesses?
(3) How many of those vehicles were fitted with tow bars and were any

supplied by Albany businesses?
(4) How many of those vehicles were fitted with window tinting and were any

supplied by Albany businesses?
(5) What is the Government policy for the purchase of the extras listed in

parts (2), (3) and (4) above for vehicles to be based in country areas?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(1) One.
(2)-(4)

One. No.
(5) The department has placed orders for replacement vehicles and the

required accessories through FleetWest in Perth. It did not
stipulate that vehicles be supplied by a local dealer.

SALINITY AND LAND DEGRADATION AUTHORITY - ESTABLISHMENT
1446. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister Transport representing the Minister for

Primary Industry:
(1) Has the State Government established a salinity and land degradation

authority?
(2) If not, when does it expect to establish such an authority?
Hon E.I. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Primary industry has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Establishment of such an authority is not planned. However, the

Government is reviewing the Soil and Land Conservation Act,
considering new arrangements for integration of land and water
management, and preparing a state salinity strategy, all of which
will give improved focus to salinity and land degradation
management in the State.

LAND CONSERVATION DISTRICT COMMITTEES - ANNUAL GRANTS
1447. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister Transport representing the Minister for

Primary Industry:
What is the amount of the annual grant to individual land conservation
district committees from the State Government?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -

The state Landcane program, managed by the Soil and Land Conservation
Council, provides for an annual grant to assist land conservation districts
with administrative costs to the value of $250. It is provided upon
application, and further grants of $250 may be allocated within the same
year, to assist larger and more active LCDs. In 1993-94 a total of $26 500
was paid. Also under the SLP, 43 Landeare projects were funded to the
value of $206 504, and $105 048 was provided for additional support to
Landcare activities, such as insurance premiums for LCDC~s.

LAND DEGRADATION - AND SALINITY DEGRADATION
Farm Demionstration Centres, Blackewood Catchment Area

1448. Hon BOB ThOMAS to the Minister Transporz representing the Mnister for
Primary Industry:
(1) Has the State Government purchased or leased any degraded farms in the

Blackwood catchment area for use as demonstration centres for alternative
strategies to land degradation and salinity degradation?

(2) In what districts are those farms located?
(3) What was the purchase price or annual lease amount?
(4) What other costs will be incurred in setting those farms up as

demonstration centres?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -

(1) No land has been purchased or leased by the Department of
Agriculture in the Blackwood catchment area for the purpose
indicated. The Great Southern Agricultural Research Institute
farm at Katanning was purchased in 1981 for agricultural research.
It has a number of salinity related demonstrations on it.

(2)-(4)
Not applicable.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - INVITATIONS TO COMMUNITY FUNCfIONS,
INVOLVEMENT IN OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS

1449. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Leader of the House representing the
Premier:

When the Premier receives an invitation from a community group to
attend a function, does the Premier or his office in any way insist that the
Premier, or his representative, officiate or be involved in official
proceedings at that function?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
No.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - INVITATIONS TO COMMUNIT
FUNcTONS, INVOLVEMENT IN OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS

1453. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Primary Industry:

When the Minister for Primary Industry receives an invitation from a
community group to attend a function, does the Minister or his office in
any way insist that the Minister, or his representative, officiate or be
involved in official proceedings at that function?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply-
No.

TUNA FISHERIES - SOUTHERN BLUEFIN TUNA QUOTA, SALE
1502. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Fisheries:

In respect of the sale of southern bluefin tuna quotas by the Western
Australian Government -

(1) Did the sale of all the quota comply with the conditions of sale laid
down by the State Tender Board dated 26 June 1991?

(2) Was any quota sold after the final settlement date of 2 September
1991 as required under the conditions of sale?

(3) Did all the people who were successful in tendering for southern
bluefin tuna quota have their acceptance advised in writing to the
Fisheries Department by 1 August 1991?

(4) In respect to pant (3) above, who failed to comply with this
condition?

(5) On what date was the quota sold after 2 September 1991?
(6) To whom was the quota sold?

(7) Why was the quota sold in breach of the conditions of sale by the
State Tender Board?

Hon BJ. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(1)-(7) The tender agreement relating to the sale of government owned
tuna quota was withdrawn by the then Minister for Fisheries
Hon Gordon Hill MLA on 2 July 1991.

EVENTSCORP - INVOLVEMENT IN SPORTING EVENT CRITERIA

1527. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Tourism:

What are the criteria used by EventsCorp in determining whether it
becomes involved with a sporting event?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Tourism has provided the following reply -

EventsCorp has developed a set of criteria which allows the organisation
to analyse event proposals in a systematic manner, and maintain relativity
with regard to its decisions to become involved in events. As the
organisation derives its funding from the Western Australian Tourism
Commission, the main brief which EventsCorp must address is the
advancement of economic impact and promotion of the State via events.
Thus, EventsCorp requires events which it supports to attract significant
economic impact to the State and/or provide significant exposure for the
State bath nationally and internationally as a result of staging the event.
The primary mechanics for generating economic impact are by attracting
visitors as a result of the event who will generate significant spends whilst
in Western Australia. Thus the length of their stay becomes relevant. An
event may attract a lesser number of participants but their daily
expenditure may be high. For example, events such as Telecom Rally
Australia and the Whitbread Round the World Race attract high spending
participants whilst overall numbers may not be large. The Golden Oldies
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Rugby Tournament, on the other hand, attracted 5 000 participants, with a
substantial daily expenditure.
All three events qualify for EventsCorp support because the total
economic impact on the Western Australian economy is significant.
(Telecom Rally Australia $19m per annum; 1993-94 Whitbread Round the
World Race $10m.) In addition, events can play a significant role in
raising the profile of Western Australia throughout the international
community by the transmission of media coverage, in particular television
coverage of events being held in this State. The amount of media
coverage that an event can attract is important. To typify the power of this
promotional medium, Telecom Rally Australia receives television
coverage in 87 countries, reaching a viewing audience of 182 million
people. In addition to these two primary criteria, EventsCorp also assesses
three secondary criteria as follows -

(1) EventsCorp requires that the private sector support the event being
proposed. It seeks such involvement through sponsorship,
spectator income, and private investment.

(2) EventsCorp attempts to attract events to the State that will be
staged in the off-peak tourist season so that the income generated
by the event represents additional income to the hospitality
industry, particularly the accommodation industry.

(3) EventsCorp places priority on events that will recur in Western
Australia on a regular basis, whether it be annual, biennial or every
four years. Such events provide a return on the original investment
from the first event, with economies resulting with the ongoing
presentation of the event.

EventsCorp analyses the event, based on these criteria, and makes a
decision as to whether to assist the event or not on the amount to be
invested, depending on the return to the State delivered by the event.
Having detailed these procedures, it should be noted that each event is
extremely individual and must be treated as such. A host of influencing
factors must also be taken into account, which makes the selection process
less objective. The very nature of events, though, means that a subjective
analysis must also be made to ensure that Western Australia does secure
the best events. It should also be recognised that EventsCorp is not only
concerned with sporting events; rather its focus is on the possibility of
generating economic impact and promotional exposure for the State, no
matter what the nature of the event is.

SPORT AND RECREATION - WEIGHT LIFTING, MASTERS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

1529. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Tourism:
(1) What assistance, if any, was provided by EventsCorp to the Telecom

Australia 1994 IWF-Masters World Weight Lifting Championship held
between 19 and 24 September 1994?

(2) What assistance was requested?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

The Minister for Tourism has provided the following reply -

(1) On 27 July 1990 EventsCorp received a written request from
Mr Robert Hemery, President, WA Weightlifters Association Inc.
The letter stated -

Since the staging of the World Veteran Championship is
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basically self-financing from Entry Fees and Sponsorship
income including media, Perth could obtain this event at
little cost, and gain the revenue and international exposure
from an estimated 2 000 visitors.
All we seek from EventsCorp Australia is
I. Cost of sending two delegates to Austria, and one

competitor from Western Australia
2. Cost of a promotional publication, and support

visual materials to make the presentation to the IWE
Conference.

EventsCorp subsequently provided funding for thire air fares and
expenses for Mr F. Lamp, Mr R. Hemery and Mr J. Wright to
attend the World Masters Championships in Austria on the
understanding that the event itself would require no additional
funding as outlined in the original request. In addition,
EventsCorp funded the production of a brochure. This financial
support totalled $12 811.
On 10 July 1992, EventsCorp received a further funding request
from Mir F. Lamp, Chairman, AWE Masters Committee for
Mr Lamp to attend the 1992 World Masters Weightlifting
Championships in Oxford, England for promotional purposes.
EventsCorp advised that this unexpected additional request
precluded financial support for this purpose, but that it would be
possible for a United Kingdom representative of the Western
Australian Tourism Commission to attend to support the
promotion of the event. Ms Lyn Roberts of the United Kingdom
office attended the event and undertook the promotional activities.
Subsequently, EventsCorp was further requested for travel funds to
be made available for one key member to attend the 1993
championships in Atlanta, USA, for promotional purposes.
EventsCorp agreed to support this additional request, given the
satisfactory lead-time. Mr F. Lamp subsequently attended the
Atlanta championships. This financial support totalled $2 281. In
addition, EventsCorp personnel have invested significant time in
the world championships with advice on all aspects of the event.
This is estimated to be of a value of $5 000. Hence, in total
EventsCorp has provided $20 092 worth of assistance to the
Telecom Australia 1994 IWE Masters World Weight Lifting
Championship.

(2) In addition, to the already stipulated requests of 27 July 1990,
10 July 1992 and 23 June 1993, EventsCorp, received a further
request for additional funding of $70 000 to organise and stage the
championships. EventsCorp subsequently expressed concern
because -

(a) the original advice from the organisation was that the event
could be held at little cost, and that all that would be
required from EventsCorp would be financial support for
the bid for the championships;

(b) original estimates of numbers that would attend the
championships was 'at least 500 lifters from around the
world' and an expected support group of approximately
1 500. This was before any consideration had been given
to female competitors.

The revised budgeted number accompanying the latest request for
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funds was 300 to 400 competitors. In addition, the budget for the
event had increased by same 450 per cent on the previous estimate.
Most of this increase was for the purchase of capital items which
were not in the original submission. EventsCorp advised that it
had funded the project on the basis of the original submission, had
met two additional requests, and could not meet this final request
as it was a major deviation from the original submission.
EventsCorp also formally advised that it was uncomfortable with
the dramatic change in proposed budget and number of attendees.

SPORT AND RECREATION - COMMONWEALTH GAMES
Gold Medallists, Certificates of Appreciation Eligibility Criteria

1532. H-on N.D. GR[FFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Tourism:
(1) What criteria of eligibility for recipients of certificates of appreciation as

presented to Commonwealth Games gold medallists?
(2) -Is the Minister aware that at the recent Telecom Australia 1994 IWEV-

Masters World Weight Lifting Championship held between 19 and
24 September 1994 Mrs Marilyn Lammas won three gold medals and
Mr John Patterson won two gold medals and one silver medal?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) EventsCorp does not have a criteria of eligibility for recipients of
the certificate of appreciation, as presented to Commonwealth
Games gold medallists.

(2) The Chair-man of the Telecom Australia 1994 IWF Masters World
Lifting Championship wrote to the Premier on 10 October 1994
advising of the Western Australian winners.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - O'DONOGHUE, R-M., HIEALTH4 AND SAFETY
LETTER

1534. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for
Fisheries:

I refer to a letter dated 13 March 1989 by Mr R.M. O'Donoghue. a
Fisheries Officer based in Frernantle, concerning two health and safety
matters for the Safety Hazards Committee to consider relating to the
potential for back injuries -

(1) On what date was the letter received by the Department of
Fisheries?

(2) On what dare was the Occupational Health and Safety Committee
meeting held at which the letter was actually tabled?

(3) What action has been taken regarding the two points in the letter?
(4) On what dates were the actions initiated in part (3) above?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following reply-
(1) 16 March 1994.
(2) The issue of Mr R. O'Donoghue's injury was first raised at the

Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Committee meeting on
26 May 1989.

(3)-(4) The martens are presently the subject of civil action which has been
initiated by Mr R. O'Donoghue.
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RADIO 1206 - WEAK TRANSMISSION
1557. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the weak transmission of the new AM racing
radio station 1206 in the areas of Northam, Yanchep and Rockingham?

(2) If yes, what is the cause of the weak transmission in those areas?
(3) What is being done to correct the problem?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Racing Radio 1206AM is licensed to broadcast to the metropolitan area of

Perth only. The station transmits on an output of two kilowatts which is a
licensing requirement due to the siting of the transmitter mast near
residential areas.

(3) For country areas the TAB has applied to the Australian Broadcasting
Authority for licences to operate low power FM stations. The authority
has advised that it has a backlog of applications and has not dealt with the
TAB's applications. The TAB is preparing an application for an
additional AM licence for the south west of Western Australia.
Applications for low power FM services were rejected by the Australian
Broadcasting Authority because of a problem with television services
being located in the radio broadcast spectrum.

MINISTERIAL OFFCES - MOBILE PHONES AND PAGING DEVICES
1570. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Resources Development:
(1) What number of mobile phones are currently available for use in the

Minister for Resource Development's office for the use of the Minister
and his staff?)

(2) What number of mobile phones were in use last financial year and what
was the cost of the mobile phone accounts associated with the Minister's
office during the last financial year?

(3) What is the anticipated cost of mobile phone accounts associated with the
Minister's office for the current financial year?

(4) What number of paging devices are paid for from the budget for the
Minister's office?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Resources Development has provided the following
reply -

(1) Three.
(2) Three. Total cost for the 1993-94 financial year was $5 377.38.
(3) There is no specific budget allocation for mobile phone accounts

for the Minister's office, such accounts being met from the general
"Minister's Operating Costs" account. Based on extrapolation of
recent accounts, we anticipate the cost of mobile phone accounts to
be similar to the previous financial year.

(4) Two.
MINISTERIAL OFFICES - MOBILE PHONES AND PAGING DEVICES

1579- Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:
(1) What number of mobile phones are currently available for use in the
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Minister for Labour Relations' office for the use of the Minister and his
staff.)

(2) What number of mobile phones were in use last financial year and what
was the cost of the mobile phone accounts associated with the Minister's
office during the last financial year?

(3) What is the anticipated cost of mobile phone accounts associated with the
Minister's office for the current financial year?

(4) What number of paging devices are paid for from the budget for the
Minister's office?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(I) five.
(2) Four. Records in the office show that $5 665.20 was expended during the

1993-94 financial year.
(3) Approximately 56 500.
(4) Four.
MINISTERIAL OFFICES - MOBILE PHONES AND PAGING DEVICES

1584. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Finance:
(1) What number of mobile phones are currently available for use in the

Minister's office for the use of the Minister and his staff?
(2) What number of mobile phones were in use last financial year and what

was the cost of the mobile phone accounts associated with the Minister's
office during the last financial year?

(3) What is the anticipated cost of mobile phone accounts associated with the
Minister's office for the current financial year?

(4) What number of paging devices are paid for from the budget for the
Minister's office?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) One.
(2) Two. $1 184.30.
(3) $1000.
(4) None.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ELECTRICITY
Kalgoorlie-Boulder, Norseman, Coolgardie, Kambald

1603. Hon P.R. LIGH-TFOOT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Energy:
(1) How much electricity is consumed/supplied annually by the State Energy

Commission of Western Australia in the following towns -

(a) Kalgoorlie-Boulder;
(b) Norseman;
(c) Coolgardie; and
(d) Kambalda?

(2) What is the maximum potential for the sale/consumption of electricity
within a 150 kilomietre radius of Kalgoorlie-Boulder?

(3) What is the cost per unit of electricity in the towns mentioned in pant
(])(a) to (d) above in the following categories -

(a) domestic;
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(b) industrial; and
(c) commercial?

(4) What is the average cast per unit of electricity delivered to mining projects
within a 150 kilometre radius of Kalgoorlie-Boulder?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Energy has pro~vided the following reply-
(1) The total electricity supplied by SECWA in the following towns

for the period 1 July 1993 to 30 June 1994 is -
Town kWh

Norseman 4 130 636
Coolgardie 4 283 802
Kamnbalda 11 169675
Kalgoorlie/Boulder 1 001 387 136

(2) The maximum potential for the sale/consumption of electricity
within a 150 km radius of Kalgoorlie cannot be determined until
an up-to-date market survey of the area is performed.

(3) (a) The domestic cost of electricity to all of the towns
mentioned is charged according to SECWA's uniform
tariff policy. All of these towns pay the same domestic
tariff comprising an energy charge of 12.290lkWh and a
supply charge of 18.170 per day.

(b)-(c)
Industrial and commercial customers in these towns may
choose a number of different tariffs, depending on their
electricity supply voltage. Typically, an industrial or
commercial low voltage installation will pay anywhere
between 8.7W/kWh and l69/kWh depending on the time of
use and load factor of the installation.

(4) The average cost of electricity delivered to mining projects within
a 150km radius of Kalgoorlie is 9.4g/kWh.

RETAIL TRADING HOURS - SHIRES OR COUNCILS, EXEMPTIONS
1607- Bon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) How many shires or councils have applied for exemptions from the retail
trading hours?

(2) How many shires or councils have applied for permanent exemptions from
the retail trading hours?

(3) How many shires or councils have been granted exemption from the retail
trading hours?

(4) How many shires or councils have been granted permanent exemption
from the retail trading hours?

(5) On what basis or formula are shires or councils being granted exemptions
from the retail trading hours?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Seventeen-
(2) fifteen.
(3) Seventeen.
(4) Fifteen.
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(5) Non-metropolitan, local government authorities have been empowered
under our election platform, subject to ministerial endorsement, to extend
general shop hours beyond those stipulated in the Act.

MINISTERS OF T-E CROWN - PORTFOLIO RESPONSIBILITY
1653. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Labour Relations:
(1) What government departments and government agencies fall within the

Minister's current portfolio responsibility as at 30 November 1994?
(2) For what other entities, bodies, boards or cornmittees does the Minister for

Labour Relations have portfolio responsibility, as at 30 November 1994?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

In relation to the Labour Relations portfolio -

(1) (i) Department of Productivity and Labour Relations;
(ii) Office of the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements;
(iii) Department of the Registrar, Western Australian Industrial

Relations Commission;
(iv) Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission

(WorkCover WA); and
(v) Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare.

(2) (i) Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave
Board; Western Australian Labour Relations Advisory
Council.

(ii) Nil.
(iii) The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission;

Government School Teachers Tribunal;
Public Service Arbitrator;
Public Service Appeal Board;
Railways Classification Board;
Promotion Appeal Board;
Industrial Magistrates' Court; and
Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court.

(iv) Premium Rates Committee;
Insurers' Advisory Committee;
Industrial Diseases Medical Pane]; and
Medical Assessment Panels.

(v) Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare and its advisory
committees as follows -
Regulation Review Advisory Committee;
Education and Training Advisory Committee;
Research Advisory Committee; and
Workplace Advisory Committee.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

1660. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Resources Development:

What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister for Resources
Development's portfolio areas as at 30 November 1994?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Resources Development has provided the following
reply -

Mr Ross Atkin.
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
1662. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister

for Primary Industry:
What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister for Primary Industry's
portfolio areas as at 30 November 1994?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -
Ministerial Office John Dedman
Department of Agriculture Phil Chapman
Agriculture Protection Board Frank Smith
Golden Egg Farms Harold Preston
WA Meat Commission Ian Flack
WA Meat Marketing Corporation Colin Trotman
Fisheries Department John Youngson
WA Potato Marketing Authority Paul Pillay
Rural Adjustment and Finance Rodger Crossrnan
Corporation of WA (Coordinating Officer)
Dairy Industry Authority Albert Millard
Grain Pool of WA Peter Wells

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

1669. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:

What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister for Labour Relationst

portfolio areas as at 30 November 1994?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

The names of the freedom of information coordinating officers for each
department or agency within the Labour Relations portfolio are -

Department of Productivity and Labour Geoff Gilbert
Relations

Commissioner of Workplace Agreements Kim H-utchinson
Department of Occupational Health, Safety Ron E. Reid

and Welfare
WorkCover WA Dawn Murtagh
Western Australian Industrial Relations Ron W. Ratz

Commission
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
1670. Hon TOM STEPH-ENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Planning:
What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister for Planning's portfolio
areas as at 30 November 1994?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
Department of Planning and Urban Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
Development

State Planning Commission Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
Board of Valuers Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
Metropolitan Planning Council Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
Country Planning Council Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
Port Kennedy Management Board Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
South West Regional Planning Committee Mr Ian Wight-Pickia
Town Planning Appeal Tribunal Mr Ian Wight-Pickin
East Perth Redevelopment Authority Mr David Beattie
Subiaco Redevelopment Authority Ms Colleen Towie
Heritage Council of Western Australia Mr Darryl Bleach
National Trust of Australia (WA) Mr Thomas Perrigo
Minister's Planning Appeal Office Ms Leith Bungey.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

1674. fton TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Finance:
What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister's portfolio areas as at
30 November 1994?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
State Taxation Department Mr Iohn Barlow
Valuer General's Office Mr Justin Boylan
Government Employees Superannuation Board Mr Peter Patroni
State Government Insurance Commission Mr Robert Locke
Office of Racing and Gaming Mr Brett Snell
Burswood Park Board Mr Brian Wishart
WA Greyhound Racing Association Mr Ken Norquay
Totalisator Agency Board of WA Mr M. Kustka
Lotteries Commission Mr Brian Phillips

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - COORDINATING OFFICER FOR
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

1675. Hon. TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health:
What is the name of the freedom of information coordinating officer for
each department or agency within the Minister's portfolio areas as at
30 November 1994?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
Please find below the name of the freedom of information coordinating
officer for each department and agency within the Health portfolio as at
30 November 1994.
Health - [See paper No 647.]
WA Alcohol and Drug Authority - Ms Gillian Smith, Manager
Information Services
WA Health Promotion Foundation - Mr Robert Mitchell.

SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES TRIBUNAL - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS
FOR SERVICES

1678. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Salaries and
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Allowances Tribunal either as an officer or under a contract for services as
at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -
(a) name;
(b) qualification;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description far the position

held by the person or the nature of services to be provided and
described in the contract?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) Two.
(2) (a) (i) B.J. Moore;

(ii) M.J. Bourne.
(b) (i) Diploma in Public Administration;

(ii) nil.
(c) (i) Executive Officer,

(ii) Executive Assistant.
(d) (i) Manages daily operations of the tribunal; develops

policies and initiatives on tribunal's jurisdictional
areas.

(ii) Assists Executive Officer in the operations of the
tribunal.

WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS FOR
SERVICES

1690. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Western

Australian Water Resources Council either as an officer, or under a
contract for services as at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Four (three officers and one contractor).
(2) The names, qualifications, positions and key responsibilities of the

three officers comprising the secretariat of the Western Australian
Water Resources Council are -

Robert Humphdies, HSc (I-ons) PhD). Executive Officer - manages
the business of the Western Australian Water Resources Council to
ensure chat its functions are carried out as prescribed in the
Western Australian Water Resources Council Act.
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Ronald George Taylor, Diploma of Public Administration.
Assistant Executive Officer - acts as Secretary and Executive
Officer for selected standing committees of the council. Assists
council's Executive Officer in providing secretarial and executive
services to the Water Resources Council. Manages the
administrative functions of the Western Australian Water
Resources Council's secretariat.

Jillian East. Administrative Services Officer - as Administrative
Services Officer of the Water Management and Use Committee
(formerly the Water Use Committee) of council, arranges
meetings, prepares agenda and keeps minutes. Also initiates
action to implement decisions of council and its standing
committees in consultation with the WAWRC Executive Officer.

The contractor to council was Mr Les Buchanan, Director of
Impact Communications, who provided desktop publishing
services for council's 1994 annual report. Mr Buchanan has no
formal professional qualifications.

FILM COUNCIL - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS FOR SERVICES

1693. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Arts:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Western

Australian Film Council either as an officer, or under a contract for
services as at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;

(b) qualifications;

(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and

(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for
the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

(1) Screen West has an establishment of four ETEs and employs three other
staff on short-term contracts. In addition, it retains two consultants for
occasional work of a specialist nature.

(2) Details of officers employed are given below -

Establishment Staff -

Debra Allanson
Position Chief Executive
Qualifications Experienced film producer/distributor
Function/duty Overall management of agency, and

implementation of policies and funding
programs to assist development of
Western Australian film industry.

Ruth Lambert
Position Administrative Manager
Qualifications Arts graduate
Function/duty Management of funding agreements and

outgoing payments; preparation of financial
statements and reports; management of
of computer database.
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Lois Wood
Position
Qualifications

Function/duty

Fiona Snashall
Position
Qualifications
Function/duty

Personal Assistant
Extensive experience in variety of adrninistrative
roles.
Persona! assistant to Chief Executive;
organisation of functions and events;
bookkeeping and management of day-to-day
accounts.

Administrative Assistant
Arts graduate
Reception duties; input of data into applications
database;general clerical support.

SHORT TERM/CONTRACT STAFF
Bruce Ridley
Position
Qualifications

Function/duty

Comments

Franco di Chiera
Position
Qualifications
Function/duty

Comments

Andrew Ogilvie
Position
Qualifications
Function/duty

Comments

Policy/Industry Development Officer
Postgraduate qualifications in humanities
and teaching
Preparation of policy statements,
publications material and funding
guidelines; correspondence with government
departments and Minister's office; handling
of industry/professional development
applications.
0.8 time only. Contract extends till
February 1995.

Drama Development Executive
Experienced film producer and director
Handling and assessment of funding
applications for drama projects (feature
films, mini-series, telemovies etc)
Approximately 0.4 time - paid on hourly
basis.

Documentary Development Executive
Experienced film producer
Handling and assessment of funding
applications for documentary projects
Approximately 0.4 time - paid on hourly
basis.

PART TIME CONSULTANTS
Kenneth Chin
Position
Qualifications
Function/duty

Comments

Faye Grant-Williams
Position
Qualifications
Function/duty

Cornments

Computer Consultant
Director - Synapse Media
Set up and maintain databases and computer
software
Ongoing on as-needed basis until systems
are finalised.

Public Relations Consultant
Media graduate
Edit and produce newsletters and press
releases
20-30 hours/month
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Ken Miller
Position Temporary consultant
Qualifications Trained secondary teacher
Function/duty Undertake survey of government documen-

tary production and make recommendations
regarding Screen West's role

Comments Research completed.
SETITLEMENTS AGENTS SUPERVISORY BOARD - OFFICERS OR

CONThACM FOR SERVICES
1694. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Settlement Agents
Supervisory Board either as an officer, or under a contract for services as
at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

The real estate branch of the Ministry of Pair Trading has a complement
of 18 full time employees. It is not readily possible to specify individuals
performing services for the Settlement Agents Supervisory Board without
undertaking a detailed analysis, as many of these officers provide services
to four statutory boards, including the Settlement Agents Supervisory
Board. All positions are occupied by persons employed under the Public
Service Act. There are no contract employees providing services for the
Settlement Agents Supervisory Board.

HEALTH, SAFETY AN]) WELFARE, DEPARTMENT OF - OFFICERS OR
CONTRACTS FOR SERVICES

1698. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Department of

Health, Safety and Welfare either as an officer, or under a contract for
services as at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -
(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I am not prepared to divert the considerable departmental resources which
would be required to provide the enormous amount of information
requested. However, if the member has a specific query he should put it
in writing and I will have the matter addressed.
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STATE SUPPLY COMMISSION - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS FOR SERVICES
1699. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Works and Services:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the State Supply

Commission either as an officer, or under a contract for services as at
30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I am not prepared to divert the considerable departmental resourcs which
would be required to provide the enormous amount of information
requested. However, if the member has a specific query he should put it
in writing and I will have the matter addressed.

MULTICULTURAL INTERESTS, OFFICE OF - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS
FOR SERVICES

1700. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the Office of

Multicultural Interests either as an officer, or under a contract for services
as at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;,
(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I am not prepared to divert the considerable departmental resources which
would be required to provide the enormous amount of information
requested. However, if the member has a specific query he should put it
in writing and I will have the matter addressed.

EAST PERTH DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - OFFICERS OR CONTRACTS
FOR SERVICES

1702. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) What number of individuals performed services for the East Perth

Redevelopment Authority either as an officer, or under a contract for
services as at 30 November 1994?

(2) What is their -

(a) name;
(b) qualifications;
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(c) position held or title of the position set out in the contract; and
(d) function and duty as detailed in any job description document for

the position held by the person, or the nature of services to be
provided and described in the contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Seventeen.
(2) Sonia AviceDemay; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions

employee; year 12 graduate; clerical assistant; provides filing, clerical,
administrative and word processing support; relief receptionist.
David Beattie; permanent public servant; MBA, Fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants; Manager, Finance and
Administration; manages finances and reporting, manages accounting and
administrative staff; manages personnel policies and programs; manages
information systems; assists CEO with overall management of the
authority.
Scott Bird; contractor; BSc Zoology, Bsc Geology; Environmental
Coordinator; supervises and monitors pollution rtmediation works, liaises
with independent environmental auditor, Department of Environmental
Protection and Swan River Trust, to ensure compliance with
environmental requirements.
Marguerite Colidcutt; permanent public servant; Diploma in Accounting
(part); Accounting Officer; maintains computerised accounting records;
prepares cheques to pay creditors; issues invoices to debtors: reconciles
bank accounts; prepares trial balance.
Carl Curtis; permanent public servant; Diploma in Public Administration;
Manager Sales and Acquisitions; negotiates and manages land
acquisitions, supervises sales agents, deputises for CEO.
Charles Johnson; permanent public servant; MA Urban Geography, MA
Environmental Studies (land use planning), Grad Dip Bus Admin;
Planning Manager; manages planning staff, policies and programs, liaises
with government departments, Perth City Council and community groups;
represents the authority on external forums; assists CEO with overall
management of the authority.
Rita Kapusta; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions employee;
National Business Certificate; Executive Assistant; provides secretarial
and administrative support to the Chief Executive Officer and board
members of the authority.
Reuben Kooperman; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions
employee; Bachelor of Architecture; Project Manager, manages
construction and architectural projects; prepares architectural briefs;
liaises with consultants and contractors.
Sharyn Pinnington; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions
employee; year 10 graduate; receptionist, receives visitors, deals with
telephone inquiries, provides word processing support, organises incoming
and outgoing mail.
Martine Potter; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions
employee; Certificate in Commercial Studies; licensed real estate sales
representative and property manager, administrative assistant; provides
administrative and word processing support to project managers; assists
with public relations publications; relief receptionist.
Michael Ratcliffe; Senior Executive Service employee; Master of Urban
Planning, Bachelor of Architecture; Chief Executive Officer, responsible
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for the overall management of the authority; reports to the board of
members and the Minister for Planning; lises with external
organisations.
Pip Sawyer contractor; Diploma in Silversmniching, Jewellery and Allied
Trades (BA equivalent); Public Art Coordinator; liaises with planning
staff; supervises commissioned artists; maintains public art program.
Neill Stevens; contractor-, BSc Eng (Civil), Grad Dip Eng, MBA, MIE;
Project Manager; manages construction projects; liaises with consulting
engineers and contractors; manages construction program, assists CEO
with overall management of the authority.
John Syme; contractor, Bachelor of Architecture, MBA; manages market
research, maintains strategic development plan, sales program and
corporate plan, prepares annual report, liaises with commonwealth
funding agency and sales agents.
Mike Tooby; contractor, Dip Landscape Architecture, Grad Dip Town
Planning, Fellow of the Landscape Institute (UK), Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects; Landscape Architect; liaises
with planning staff;, supervises contractors; maintains landscape design
program.
Tony Watson; Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions employee;
BA Urban and Regional Studies, Grad Dip Urban and Regional Planning;
Planner; responds to public inquiries; enforces the authority's planning
scheme and general planning policies; processes development
applications; deputises for Planning Manager.
Sandor Windnagel-: Government Officers Salaries Award Conditions
employee; year 12 graduate; Contracts Administrator; monitors and
reports on progress of all works contracts; maintains integrity of contracts
administration system; maintains cash flow forecasts; liaises with
consultants and contractors.

ABATTOIRS - MT BARKER AREA ESTABLISHMENT
1716. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Primary Industry:
(1) Does the Minister for Primary Industry support the construction of a new

abattoir near Mt Barker?
(2) Does the choice of the Mt Barker area coincide with departmental advice

on the need for additional abattoir capacity in the region?
(3) Having regard for an identified overcapacity at the Katanning abattoir,

why is an expansion of capacity being contemplated in a southern
location?

(4) Has the Department of Agriculture analysed the need for additional
abattoir capacity in Western Australia?

(5) Does this analysis point to a greater need for abattoir capacity to serve
northern and eastern regions than southern regions?

Hon E.J. CHARLTQN replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following reply -

The recent decision by the Fletcher Group of Companies to locate
an abattoir between Mt Barker and Albany is a commercial
judgment of the group. I do support major projects developing in
regional Western Australia, including the proposal by the Fletcher
group.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE, DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES FOR SITE INSPECTORS

798. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister
for Labour Relations:.

In response to a question I asked in the House yesterday, 7 December, the
Minister claimed that the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare had sufficient vehicles to meet the needs of site inspectors. Is the
Minister aware of a memo issued by the chief inspector of the machinery
branch on 2 December 1994 which sets out a roster system for vehicle use
to deal expressly with the insufficient number of vehicles available to
inspectors and which requires the inspector at the top of the roster to lose
the use of his vehicle for a week at a time?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
The Minister for Labour Relations was not aware of the memo by the
chief inspector of the machinery branch on 2 December until today.
However, the memo simply sets out arrangements in the machinery
branch of the department to cater for access to vehicles by field staff when
the number of field staff on duty exceeds the number of vehicles available.
The Commissioner of Occupational Health? Safety and Welfare advised
that it was not necessary to have a vehicle for every staff member. With
pooling of vehicles sufficient vehicles are available to satisfy the needs of
site inspections.

TRADE UNIONS - MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Minister for Labour Relations, Inspection Direction

799. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Health representing the Minister
for Labour Relations:

(1) Why has the Minister directed the Acting Chief Executive of the
Department of Productivity and Labour Relations to make an application
to the Registrar of Organisations under the Industrial Relations Act to
inspect the records of membership of a number of trade unions?

(2) Which unions has the Minister nominated for record inspection?
(3) Does the Minister accept that this highly provocative action is likely to

result in industrial disputation and legal action?
(4) Does the Minister accept that his actions threaten the privacy of union

members?
(5) Does the Minister intend to provide the list to his friends in the Exclusive

Brethren?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) The Minister has not provided such a direction, but is exploring

means by which organisation membership can be accessed.
(2) This has not been finally determined.
(3) Not necessarily.
(4)-(5)

No.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - HOMEMADE FOOD
SALES AT SCHOOLS AND FETES, REGULATIONS GAZETTAL

800. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Health:
Is it correct that the Health Department will soon gazette regulations
banning the sale of homemade cakes, janms and other food stuffs from
schools and church fetes?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
No.

FAIR TRADING, MINISTRY OF - CROCKERY PURCHASE AND FLY-BUY
POINTS CASE

801. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Health:
(1) With reference to the Minister's admission that one of his staff members

was involved in improperly attempting to accrue Fly-Buy points following
the purchase of an expensive crockery set for the Minister's office, was
the employee in the company of any other staff member when she made
that purchase?

(2) If so, who was that staff member?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) Yes; for pant of that time she was in the presence of a person called Karry

Smith.
WATTS, CAROL - AGENT GENERAL'S OFFICE EMPLOYMENT

802. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
Is Carol Watts, or any company with which she is associated, employed as
a staff member of, or a consultant to, the Agent General's office in
London?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. My advice from the
Premier is that the answer is no.

TRADITIONAL LAND USE, OFFICE OF - CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
803. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Who is the Chief Executive Officer of Traditional Land Use as at

7 December 1994?
(2) Has Mr I.D. Clarke, the previous Acting Chief Executive Officer of the

OTLU recently left this position? If yes, on what date and for what
reason?

(3) In what department is Mr Clarke currently employed, in what position,
and on what salary level?

(4) Has Mr Clark recently been offered another position in the employment of
the State Government?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) The Office of Traditional Land Use ceased to be a separate body

on 1 November 1994 when it was amalgamated with the new state
Aboriginal Affairs Department. Mr Cedric Wyatt is the Chief
Executive Officer of the Aboriginal Affairs Department.

(2) Mr John Clarke ceased to be the acting chief executive officer on
1 November according to the answer to question (1).
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(3)-(4)
Not applicable.

JUSTICE, MINISTRY OF - VICTIM SUPPORT SERVICE
804. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Health representing the

Attorney General:
Some notice has been given of this question.
(I) What were staff numbers in the central victim support service at

the end of the calendar years 1992 and 1993?
(2) How many professional staff are employed in full time and part

time positions in the centres; of Bunbury, Geraldton, Albany and
Kalgoorlie?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2)

I have neither the question nor the answer. I ask that the question be put
on notice.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - FORMER
EMPLOYEES REEMPLOYED ON CONTRACTS

805. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for Fisheries representing the Minister
for Water Resources:
(1) Has the Western Australian Water Authority re-employed any of its

former personnel on contract?
(2) If yes, how many and what is the total value of their contracts?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1)-(2)

The Minister for Water Resources has asked that the question be put on
notice.

MAMMOGRAPHY - MOBILE SCREENING UNIT, KIMBERLEY AND
PILI3ARA

806. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health:
Some notice of this question has been given.
(I) What country visits are scheduled for the Kimberley and Pilbara

region for the mobile mammography screening unit in 1995?
(2) When is it expected that additional radiographers with

mammography experience will be employed?
(3) Is it possible for the mobile breast X-ray screening unit to relax its

age limit rule when visiting the Kimberley and Pilbara regions?
(4) Can a person with a family history of cancer be screened,

regardless of age?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The northern region's mobile mammography screening unit will visit

Broome, Derby, Fitzroy Crossing, Halls Creek, Wyndham, Kununurra,
Port Hedland, Kai-ratha, Tom Price, Paraburdoa, Onslow, Newman and
Roebourne during 1995.

(2) An English radiographer with mammography experience is expecced to
arrive in Western Australia in early 1995 and will commence duties on the
northern region mammography screening unit on 10 January 1995. This is
subject to her visa application being approved.

(3) Under the national program for early detection of breast cancer,
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mammography screening is targeted at women aged 50 to 69.
Mammography screening's ability to reduce breast cancer mortality has
been demonstrated in women aged 50 years and over. Its effectiveness in
women aged less than 50 is less clear, However, women aged 40 to 49
years are not excluded if they request screening.
The reason for this is the nature of the breast tissue in women under the
age of 50. On an x-ray the two main components of breast tissue are the
fat, which shows up as light grey, and the glands, which show as white.
When a cancer is detected it normally shows up as small white
granulations on the x-ray. In a younger woman the ratio of gland to fat is
far higher; it is mainly gland. The breasts of a younger woman show
almost entirely white with a certain amount of mottling. Whereas the
person who is older shows almost entirely grey with a degree of lines
through it showing the gland. The problem is that with a women under the
age of 50, the white granulation of perhaps the beginning of a cancer does
not show up against that background.
The two reasons mammography screening is not encouraged is, firstly, it
is not likely under the current ability to look at x-rays that it would be
detected; and, secondly, it would be unnecessarily submitting that person
to x-rays which might have the reverse effect of that which is intended,
because it exposes that person to rays which could cause cancer. It is not
just a matter of the age being set for reasons unconnected with it; it is set
for reasons very much connected with the capacity to detect cancer, That
does not mean that in years to come the method of being able to read
mamnmographies could not improve. Under the current state of knowledge
the possibility of detecting cancer as opposed to the risk of causing some
harm through x-raying does not justify it. Once a person is over the age of
40, if they request a mammography it is given; although they will not be
actively encouraged.

(4) Women with a first degree family history of breast cancer - that is,
mother, sister - are screened regardless of age, but require a referral from
their general practitioner.

ROADS - CLOSURES, GAZETTED AS CROWN LAND
Public Permission to Cross Requirement

807. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Ministcer for La nds:
In the circumstances of a closed road which has been gazetted as Crown
land, could the Minister advise which section of which Statute, if any,
makes if necessary for members of the public to obtain permission to cross
such a closed road?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
Due to the shortage of time I have had in trying to research the question I
have not been able to get sufficient information for t member.
However, I would be interested to know when the question was delivered,
because I have one question with the date and one without.

Hon Tomn Stephens: It was delivered at 11.59 am today.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am endeavouring to obtain an answer for the member as

soon as I can.
TWO PEOPLES BAY NATURE RESERVE - CHANGES PROPOSAL

808. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the proposal to change the status of the Two

Peoples Bay nature reserve to a national park?
(2) Is the Minister further aware that submissions regarding this change of
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status proposed by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management were heavily against the proposal? There were 110 against
and three for the proposal.

(3) Given the recent discovery of the Gilbert's potoroc which was thought to
be extinct for 120 years, and the presence at Two Peoples Bay of the rare
and endangered noisy scrub bird and the western whip bird, will the
Minister give the House an assurance that he will not allow the extinction
of these species by ensuring that the status of the reserve is not changed?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(3) Hon Jim Scott has raised a number of issues. I am aware of some

discussion on the possible change in the tenure and status of the Two
Peoples Bay reserve. I was not aware of the petition which indicated that
110 people were against changes to the reserve. Apart from reading in the
newspaper this morning about Gilbert's potoroo I cannot advance any
more comment in that regard. In view of the various matters raised by the
member I will seek some advice and provide the member with a more
substantial reply as soon as I can.

SCHOOLS - MT BARKER SENIOR HIGH
Education Support Unit, Staff Level

809. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Education:
(21) What is the current staff level at the Mt Barker Senior High School

education support unit?
(2) Is it planned to close the unit in the near future?
(3) What will be the staff level in the unit for 1995, 1996 and 1997?
Hon N-F. MOORE replied:
(1) Currently the unit has one full time teacher and 0.2 aide time, which is the

standard allocation for a full time unit. There is also an additional
allocation of aide time of 1.0 FTE for two students with high support
needs. Therefore, the total aide allocation for 1994 is 1.2 FTE.

(2) Due to changing enrolments and the need to reassess staffing allocation
according to enrolments, the unit will attract variable teacher and aide
allocation. It is not the department's intention to close the unit.
Resources will continue to be provided to students with special needs
enrolled at Mt Barker Senior High School. The level of resourcing is
dependent upon the needs of the students attending the unit.

(3) For 1995 the teacher time will be 0.4 FIT, which reflects the changing
enrolment of students with special needs. This support is for three
students of whom one has a severe disability. Additional teacher aide
time of 0.5 has also been approved for next year to provide the school with
additional support to address the high needs of two students.

SCHOOLS - WARWICK PRIMARY
Valuation

810. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Education:
Is the Warwick Primary School being valued by the Valuer General's
Department, and, if yes, why?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
Yes. All schools participating in a school rationalisation review are being
valued to provide an estimate of the possible level of funds that could be
raised through asset realisation. Should the school proceed with a closure,
then savings generated can be directed at funding quality improvements in
host schools as a first priority.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - WHITFORDS DISTRICT OFFICE, NEW
LOCATION

811. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Education:
In relation to the location of the proposed new Whitfords district office -

(1) Has a decision been made on the site for this new office?
(2) If yes -

(a) where is the chosen site;
(b) who made the decision;
(c) why was this site chosen; and
(d) what is the cost involved?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) The lean Beadle Centre, Endeavour Road, Hillarys.

(b) The decision was made by the Executive Director Schools
Division, after consultation with the principals and superintendent
of the new district.

(c) The site was chosen because it was the preferred location as
requested by the principals of the district; it is almost exactly in the
centre of the education district, by the Whitfords shopping centre;
and it is a government building.

(d) It will be lease free.
STATE BUDGET - CONSOLIDATED FUND, EXPENDITURE

812. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Finance:
How does the Minister reconcile his comments in the Sunday Times of
27 November 1994 in which he said "when he took over the Treasury he
put the brakes on growth in spending" with the fact that -

(a) monthly cash payments from the consolidated fund were higher for
each of the months March 1993, April 1993, and May 1993 than
for the same months in the previous year; and

(b) the monthly cash payments for each of the months in the period
August 1992 to February 1993 were significantly higher than for
each of those months in the previous years?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1)-(3)

When we came into government in February 1993 we were saddled with a
Budget laid down by the previous Government. The Westminster system
required us to spend a certain amount of money; that was the first three
months to which the member referred. We had to then start our Budget
for the next year. We could not do anything material with the Budget and
the programs that were in progress to be spent during that year.
When the Opposition was in government it went through that wonderful
period where revenue was increasing by between $200m and $300m each
year. It spent all that revenue and then it had to take redundancy
payments out of capital expenditure. It was not debated then, but we will
come back to it another day. The Opposition, when in government, did all
sorts of fiddling around with the accounts and it did not know whether the
expenditure was capital or recurrent. When this Government brought
down its first Budget it had to rejig the figures for the previous years to get
a comparison. The member has just picked out a six month period. He
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has no idea of business. No business in the world has an equal amount of
expenditure each six month period - expenditure goes up and down
according to pay periods and other expenditure. The comment was made
that this Government's expenditure would be below the consumer price
index at the end of the year.

FAIR TRADING, MINISTRY OF - CROCKERY PURCHASE
813. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Health:

I refer to the purchase of crockery for the Minister's office.
(1) Was the purchase made by cash, credit card, local purchase order

or some other means?
(2) If by credit card, is it customary for a level 1 officer to have access

to a credit card?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) I believe ic was made by local purchase order.

HOMESWEST - COLLIE, VACANT PROPERTIES
814. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for

Housing:
(1) Can the Minister confirm that a large number of Homeswest houses in the

town of Collie are unoccupied?
(2) If yes, can he explain why this has occurred?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Yes.
(2) There has been a general downturn in demand in Collie for both

public and private sector housing, with the private sector
experiencing a vacancy rate of approximately 17 per cent.
Homneswest has 31 of its 358 properties vacant. A strategy is in
place to address this situation which involves sales, private leasing
and, as a last resort, demolition of older, unserviceable stock.

TAFE - FREMANTLE CAMPUS
Aquaculture Centre, Inquiry

815. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the teacher's tribunal of the Industrial

Relations Commission recommended that there be an inquiry into
the Fremantle TAFE aquaculture centre?

(2) If so, has the Minister commissioned an inquiry as yet?

(3) If not, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) There was no such recommendation.
(2)-(3) Not applicable.

COLLIE COAL FIRED POWER STATION - ROUTE
816. Hlon DOUG WENN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for the

Environment:
I refer the Leader of the House to the State Energy Commission of
Western Australia's preferred route to the new power station in Collie.
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(1) Have residents adjacent to ibis proposed route been consulted?
(2) If yes, are their concerns being addressed?
(3) If no, why not?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. On the assumption
that the member is referring to the 330 kilovolt transmission lines
associated with the Collie power station project, I provide the following
response -

(1) Yes. As pant of the Environmental Protection Authority's approval
process it is mandatory chat SECWA consult all affected
landowners.

(2) Pror to determining the precise route on any property, SECWA
consults and discusses its proposal with affected landowners. An
optimum route is then identified and determined.

(3) Not applicable.

LUNA CINEMAS - LAND LEASE OR PURCHASE
817. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware that a 1 000 seat outdoor theatre is planned by Luna
Cinemas on the grounds of the old Leederville primary school?

(2) If yes, is the land leased or has it been sold to Luna Cinemas?
(3) By what mechanism was Luna Cinemas chosen to lease or buy this land?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:

I am aware that a request has been made to use the site for that purpose,
but I am not aware of the details. I will take the question on notice and
obtain the information for the member and provide it to him as soon as
possible.

SUPERANNUATION AND FAMILY BENEFITS ACTr - DIFFERENTIAL
TREATMENT

818. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for Finance:
I refer to contributors under the Superannuation and Family Benefits Act.
(1) Why does the Government wish to treat ordinary members

differently from statutory officers in the event of privatisation or
retrenchment?

(2) Is the Government prepared to amend the Act to treat both groups
of contributors equitably by aligning the benefits in the event of
privatisation or retrenchment?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) There is no differential treatment. It is assumed that the question

refers to section 6(3) of the Superannuation and Family Benefits
Act. This provision provides that statutory office holders remain
eligible for membership Of the pension scheme and qualify for
retirement benefits as provided by section 60. The benefits of
section 60 do not apply in the event of retrenchment, discharge,
dismissal or resignation.

(2) Not applicable-
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SCHOOLS - BUCKLAND HILL
Closure Discussions

819. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Can the Minister confirm that officers from the Disability Services

Commission are holding talks with Education Department officials to
close Buckland Hill school?

(2) If yes, can the Minister assure the parents of children attending the school
that the school will remain open in 1995?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) 1 am aware discussions are being held in regard to that issue. I am not

able to make a commitment for next year as I am not await of the final
conclusions that have been reached for that school.

SCHOOLS - DEVOLUTION
820. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

I refer to the publication yesterday of the document dealing with
devolution of decision making in the government school system of
Western Australia. Can the Minister guarantee that equity will be retained
in the system, based on the acceptance by the Government of the
proposals within this document?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
That document is the result of 15 months' work by a group of independent
persons who have been assessing the question of devolution of education
in Western Australia. I received a copy of the report yesterday morning
for the first time. I have not read it in detail, but I have read through the
recommendations. I indicated yesterday, when the document was publicly
launched, that the Government will spend some time over the next three or
four months assessing the implications of the recommendations to
ascertain whether they should be implemented. The report is a series of
recommendations and it is not a government report which the Government
has accepted. On my cursory look at it, it is an excellent document. It
contains some significant possibilities for the education system to develop
some real flexibility and to enable schools to be able to generate activities
within their area of influence in a way they cannot do now. I
acknowledge and appreciate the fact that the report refers to schools
having a choice about whether they want to be more or less devolved than
they axe now. It also refers to different levels and different strands of
devolution. It seems to me that the opportunities the report provides, on
the surface at least, would be very welcomed by the vast majority of
schools in Western Australia. I repeat that it is a report by a group,
received by the Government yesterday. The Government has made no
decisions about any of the recommendations, but t department will be
working through them in the next few months. Hopefully it will be in a
position to decide, one way or another, on the recommendations by the
end of the first term next year.

RINDOS, DR DAVID - UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA,
SACKING

821. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education:
My question is about the sacking of Dr David Rindos from the University
of Western Australia.
(1) When did the Minister refer the questions to the Vice Chancellor

of UWA with the request that the information be provided
directly?
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(2) Has the vice chancellor arced to respond to my questions?
Hon N.Y. MOORE replied:

1 do not know the answer, but I will find out. The matter was in the hands
of the education policy and coordinating bureau, under Professor Stanley,
to work out a way to get an answer that would be more acceptable to the
member than the one we have been able to deliver. The problem we have
with the university is that it jealously guards the way in which it handles
its affairs, as I explained in the House the other day.

Hon Mark Nevill: You should show them who is in charge.
Hon N.F. MOORE: If we do not give it very much money it is very hard to twist

its arm without being draconian in a directive sense. I do not think I can
direct the vice chancellor to give the information the member wants,
because the decision on Dr Rindos was made by the Senate. I do not think
I have the power to direct it to change its decision either. A resolution of
this issue will be achieved by the member talking to the vice chancellor
and seeking to resolve it in that way. I draw the member's attention to the
fact chat, to the best of my knowledge, the issue is before the Industrial
Relations Commission. Some of this discussion may be pre-emptive in
that sense.

ABORIGINAL LIVING AREA PROGRAM - REVIEW REPORT
822. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Lands:

When does the Minister anticipate being able to release the Aboriginal
living area program review report?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The first requirement will be for the report to be completed and presented
to me. I will be able then to give consideration to the content of the report
and in due course to report to Parliament what action the Government
intends to take on any recommendations contained in the report.

ABORIGINAL LIVING AREA PROGRAM - REVIEW REPORT
823. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

Aboriginal Affairs:
The Minister will recall that my previous question Was in four parts. The
answer to the third and fourth pants was "Not applicable". Will the
Minister undertake to ask the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs why the
answer "Not applicable" is applicable?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
When I read the answers to the member I thought that the answers to parts
(3) and (4) were somewhat inadequate. I will certainly do as the member
requests.
SCHOOLS - PARENT AND CITIZENS ASSOCIATIONS

Land Sale to Pay for Debt
824. Hon JOHN H4ALDEN to the Minister for Education:-

(1) Is the Minister's permission required if a school's parent and citizens
association wishes to sell off a part of the school's property to pay for a
debt incurred by the association?

(2) Would the Minister give his permission in such a case?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) 1 hope so. I will check to find out whether it is correct, but I believe that
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the land on which the school is located is invariably vested in the Minister.
It would not be appropriate for a P & C association to sell off some of that
land.

(2) If a P & C association were to make representations to me, I would
consider the circumstances of the case. I think the member is referring to
a case in the northern suburbs, at Mt Yokine. HeI asked a question before
about that. I checked it out and I am told that what the member believes
to be the case is not correct.
SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED AFTER 6.00 PM

Friday, 9 December
825. Hon B.K. DONALDSON to the Leader of the House:

Is it intended that the House will sit beyond 6.00 pmo this evening?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

Yes, the House will sit beyond 6.00 pm. It is intended that the House
should commence at 10.00 am next Tuesday morning. Quite clearly that
will require a special adjournment to be moved later.

[Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health) tabled a document in relation to question on
notice 1675.]
[See paper No 647.]
[Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Fair Trading) tabled a report on the Statutory
Review of the Retail Trading Hours Act 1987.]
[See paper No 648.]
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